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Introduction
Though different at a first sight, light and matter share many properties which be-
come apparent only when the right length scale is considered. In 1924, Louis De
Broglie extended the dualism particle-wave, which were a symptomatic characteristic
of photons, to all matter, connecting to every momentum p a wavelength λ = h/p,
with h Planck’s constant. Electrons have then been confined in low-dimensional sys-
tems in similar way to what happens to light in microcavities. Both 1D (quantum
well), 2D (quantum wire) and 3D (quantum dot) confinements have been realized
[1], offering the platform where novel physical phenomena can be investigated. This
approach allows, to a certain degree, to tailor the optical properties of semiconduc-
tors, in which an enhancement of absorption, emission or optical nonlinearity can
be achieved. The booming optoelectronic industry has specialized in this kind of re-
search, realizing several novel devices, such as high-brilliance Light-Emitting Diodes
(LEDs), blue laser diodes or Quantum Cascade Lasers. All these exploit the elec-
tronic confinement effect. Even poor optoelectronic materials, such as bulk Si, have
revealed material gain and enhanced light emission when reduced to nanometric size
(Si-nanoparticle) [2].
Nowadays, the possibility to employ electronic quantum confinement, though widely
spread, it is not always sufficient to get high perfomance optoelectronic devices or to
reach particular physical regimes. A smart solution, in this sense, is to add the con-
tribution of light to the recipe. Very similarly to electrons in potential wells, but at
different length scale, photons can be confined and controlled, even if their bosonic
nature, in comparison with the electrons fermionic one, changes the physical effects
which can be observed. By the contemporary modification of the electronic and
photonic density of states, the optoelectronic materials can then be further tuned
towards the desidered function. Moreover, new functionalities can be added and
new physical effects explored.
In the common meaning, with the term ”light-matter interactions” are indicated
all the physical phenomena in which the coupling between the photon and elec-
trons/excitons is so strong that is not anymore possible consider them as separate
physical entities. In this regime, known as strong coupling, mixed electrons/photons
(excitons/photons) eigenstates are formed. However, important interactions between
light and matter can be found even in the weak coupling regime in which, though
mantaining a separate nature, light and matter deeply influences each other. In
this thesis, the weak coupling regime will be explored showing the possibility to
investigate a rich and interesting physics, which is usually neglected in this line of
research. Indeed, while the achievement of strong coupling requires extraordinary
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experimental efforts, the weak coupling regime is present in everyday life, considering
the simplest radiation absorption/emission of light from matter. More complicated
effects, such as stimulated emission or nonlinear optics are widely used by opto-
electronic industry, while a novel class of physical phenomena, like Purcell effect
or quantum dots (QDs) superradiance are widely investigated by the cutting-edge
research and could offer smart solutions for technological advancements.
In this thesis the light matter interaction in weak coupling regime is investigated in
several, different systems. Being an experimental work, even if not all the research is
devoted to the development of real world applications, the parts dealing with theory
and simulations have a strong empirical look, considering the feasibility to realize
measurable samples.
Additionally, most of the samples analyzed, discussed or designed in this work are
based on group-IV Si element, which not only represents an optimal platform to
investigate fundamental physics, but in case of high-impact discoveries, offers high
rewards in terms of technological transfer. Since this material has been so important
in the development of integrated circuits technology and could play a prominent role
in the all-optical chip research line, a brief deepening on the subject is required.
Why Silicon ?
Bulk silicon is a group IV semiconductor, with good electrical, mechanical and ther-
mal stability. Due to its abundance in the Earth’s crust and the large numbers of
methods which allow a good purification of the element, Si has been historically one
of the most used materials in construction/siderurgic industry. Only last century
has witnessed the rise of Si as the key material for integrated electronics. In fact
Si possesses an insulating oxide (SiO2), which can act as a good diffusion barrier;
adding to that the possibility of easy donor and acceptor doping, make Si a good
material for CMOS-related transistors production. Considering the cheap material
manufacturability and the rise of Very-Large-Scale-Integration (VLSI) technology,
Si has been essential to the maturation of integrated circuit technology and to the
ascend of computer industry.
In 1965 Moore’s predicted that the number of transistors which can be placed in an
integrated circuit will double every two years [3]. While this trend has been well
verified up to the beginning of 21st century, as stated by Moore himself, the dou-
bling effect can not be perpetually sustained and definitively has to reach its own
limit. Most importantly, the number of transistors is not linear with the comput-
ing performance (CPU), and alternative methods which allow a CPU improvement
without resorting to an increased number of transistors would be suitable for techno-
logical advancement and could represent a breakthrough respect to Moore’s original
hypothesis. Nowadays, the main limitation imposed in CPU performance is given
by heating of electrical interconnects, which links the logic gates together. While
the possibility of getting faster processors exists (overclocking), thermal dissipation
is then the main hindrance toward faster computers.
Fascinating is the possibility to link the logic gates together substituting the elec-
trons in metallic wires with photons in optical fibers, which propagates without any
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sensible heating in the structure. In this sense, the whole substitution of electronic
interconnects with all-optical networks could represent a strong technological jump.
The optical network should be easily integrable in pre-existing electronic structures,
that is it has to be produced employing CMOS-related technology. Again silicon, for
certain aspects, appears as a perfect material for this task. Its large refractive index
in the near-infrared spectral region, together with the low refractive index of silicon
oxide, make light transport possible. Unfortunatly, its poor light emitting properties
make the use of this element as integrated light source an awkward reality.
Silicon-nanoparticles (Si-np) have partially resolved this problem, showing improved
light emission and optical gain (in the visible) respect to their bulk counterpart.
Even if this is case, strong detrimental effects (Auger recombination) and difficult
control of nanocrystal fabrication at the nanoscale, makes the realization of Si-based
laser a difficult task, when only electronic quantum confinement is considered. If
the light is considered in the game, several possibilities arise, which are currently
widely investigated by many different research groups in the world. The work in this
thesis is inserted in this context: while on one side it can be placed in the seeking
of Si-based light source field, on the other presents a general investigation of light
matter interactions related effects in Si based materials.
In chapter 1 a pure spectroscopic study of an innovative Er-doped Silicon-Rich-
Silicon-Oxide (SRSO) material is presented. In this case, the influence of matter
(spontaneous/stimulated emission, absorption) over light is considered. Er-doped
SiO2 material is the haul of telecommunication industry for optical amplification,
being its emission tuned with the third telecom window (i.e. about 1.55 µm). The
current existing amplifiers are organized in very long doped fiber (EDFA), which
requires an optical excitation, supplied by expensive and spectrally narrow laser
sources. When Si-np are added to Er-doped SiO2, a sensitization effect, which
increase the ions effective absorption cross section, is found. This opens the route
towards compact, waveguide amplifiers (EDWA), pumped by spectrally broad LEDs.
Intriguing is the possibility to resort to electrical injection schemes, which are not
realizable in standard EDFAs.
Before the realization of working devices an understanding of the energy transfer
physics is compulsory. In section 1.2, accurate experiments in which the energy
transfer is analyzed are presented. The main achievement of this work is the iden-
tification of the transfer mechanism (Dexter transfer) and the verification that no
intrinsic limit exists to the population inversion condition, opposing to the most
recent findings in the literature.
Considering a set of optimized samples, quantitative optical experiments, devoted
to the evaluation of the number of coupled/active Er3+ ions and to the Er-doped
SRSO active waveguide performances, are reported in sec. 1.3. By means of pump
& probe experiments an internal gain of 1 dB/cm has been measured, while a cou-
pled population of 56 % of active Er3+ concentration has been found. Both these
values, even if not enough to have a working device, are the best ever reported in
the literature.
Chapter 2 deals with the possibility to trap and control light by means of az-
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imuthally simmetric dielectric microcavities (Whispering Gallery Mode - WGM -
cavities). Embedded Si-np can be efficiently employed to inject light within the
cavity, while on the other side, light propagation investigation can fournish useful
insigths on material optical characteristics. The possibility to control light is mani-
fested in a new class of WGM resonators (micro-kylix), which are described in sec.
2.1.1. Here, strain engineering is used to realize a quality factor (Q) tuning, blue-
shifting the highest Q up to 60nm with respect to standard resonator of the same
size.
In section 2.1.2, a case in which light influences matter is presented, evaluating the
Purcell factor (FP ) in Si-np active microdisk resonators. Despite being far from ide-
ality, a Purcell enhancement, that is an increase in spontaneous emission rate due
to large photonic density of states (DOS), can be revealed for Si-np. Moreover, a
new technique is proposed to estimate the optical linewidth with which the emitters
are coupled to cavity modes.
Finally, section 2.2 reports simulations and design of vertically-coupled microdisks.
If Si-np Kerr nonlinearity is considered, interesting physical phenomena, such as an
optical analogous of superconductor Josephson oscillations, can be achieved. This
regime is reached when Optical Parametric Oscillations are realized, representing an
effective Si-based light source, though optically excited.
In chapter 3 some applications of Si-based slow light waveguides are discussed.
Due to the longer interaction time dictated by the slowing down effects, light-matter
interactions are strongly enhanced in these devices. In particular, a photonic crystal
waveguide design is presented in sec. 3.1. Here slot waveguides, where the eletri-
cal field can be localized in low-index materials, are used as a substrate to realize
coupled-cavities photonic crystals, directly etched within the waveguide itself. The
small group velocity greatly increases the optical nonlinearity of the material inter-
acting with the optical field, being the enhancement factor equals to (c/vg)
2. The
slot peculiarity offers again the possibility to employ low index SRSO as nonlinear
material embedded in Si-based waveguides. When the waveguide is properly de-
signed, a quasi-flat transmission band can be achieved, with the important result of
having undistorted propagation of pulses in the structure.
The small group velocity (increased photonic DOS) and field localization effects can
be exploited to have large Purcell factors for an ensemble of many emitters, whereas
in standard waveguide spatial correction effects produce large FP only for the few
emitters close to a field antinode (in sec. 3.2). This situation sounds interesting to
verify the theoretically predicted bandgap superradiance, in which the light influ-
ences the matter, realizing a collective, coherent spontaneous emission effect.
As conclusions, some future perspective and possibilities for this line of research
are discussed.
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Chapter 1
Silicon nanocrystals and rare earth
ions for light amplification
Let us consider an atomic two level system (of energy Ei and population ni) in
thermal equilibrium with a radiation photon field of energy ~ω = E2 − E1. It is
a well known fact that the processes which govern photons and electrons dynamics
are not only spontaneous emission, but even stimulated emission and absorption.
These latter require a direct interaction between the atomic charges and the photon
field: in stimulated absorption one photon exchanges its energy with a ground state
electron, promoting it to the excited state, while in stimulated emission one electron
relaxes from the excited level triggered by a radiation field photon and emitting at
the same time one additional photon which is coherent with the first one.
Following Einstein’s considerations, this kind of light matter interaction effects can
then be totally described employing three probability coefficients (Einstein’s coeffi-
cients):
A12 =
g1
g2
2ω2e2
mec3
f12 Spontaneous emission,
B12 =
4pie2
me~c
f12 Stimulated emission,
B21 =
g1
g2
4pie2
me~c
f12 Stimulated absorption,
(1.1)
where e and me are the electron mass and charge, ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant
and c the vacuum speed of light. gi represents the level degeneration while f12 is the
transition oscillator strength.
The production of coherent photons in stimulated emission sounds fascinating for
the possibility to generate a beam of indistinguishable particles with narrow spectral
width and collimated propagation direction.
It is worth to note that stimulated emission probability is given by the product
~ω/4pin2B12, where n2 is the atomic excited state population. Since the occupancy of
the excited state is a non-equilibrium condition, external energy injection is required
to promote electrons to this level and eventually exploit stimulated emission. This
can be done injecting energy in the atomic system, both with optical or electrical
means. Considering for the sake of discussion g1 = g2, it is worth to define the
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material absorption coefficient as:
α =
~ω
4pi
(n2B12 − n1B21) = ~ω
4pi
B12(n2 − n1), (1.2)
which represents the fraction of light absorbed by the material per unit distance.
When n1 > n2, α < 0 and the light intensity is decreased by the interaction with
the material. On the other hand, when n1 < n2 (population inversion), α > 0,
resulting in an optical amplification of light traveling in the atomic system. Laser
(Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) and optical amplifiers
are based on the physical phenomena here described and have clearly represented
a technological revolutions in different application fields. Even though some hybrid
approaches exist, this kind of technology lacks, up to now, the CMOS compatibility,
and so can not be implemented monolythically in integrated circuit technology. The
possibility of having CMOS-compatible lasers, eventually electrically injected, would
be a huge improvement towards the realization of all-optical chips. The intermediate
stage of the research is then represented by the realization of CMOS-compatible op-
tical amplifiers, considering materials in which the electrical injection can be realized.
In this chapter, I will present the main results of optical spectroscopic exper-
iments towards the realization of a compact, erbium-based waveguide amplifier,
which works in the third telecom window (i.e. around a wavelength of 1550nm).
While Erbium-Doped-Fiber-Amplifiers (EDFA) are nowadays an affirmed and widely
spread technology, the system has rooms for further improvements [4]. Particularly
appealing is the possibility of employing novel, cheaper injection schemes (both op-
tical or electrical), substituting the requirement of powerful, spectrally sharp laser
excitation which is currently needed. The introduction of sensitizers is one of the
possible route which can be followed to achieve such result. Silicon nanoparticles
(Si-np) have been revealed to be a good candidate for this, producing an enhance-
ment of erbium effective absorption cross section of several orders of magnitude
when the ions are placed in close proximity to the semiconductor nanostructures
[5]. Moreover, the material can be electrically injected and used as active layer in
Silicon-Over-Insulator (SOI) based waveguides.
At first, I will introduce the materials under study separately, especially to un-
derstand the role of quantum mechanical effects in optical and electronic properties
of nanostructured Si. After that, I will carefully describe spectroscopic experiments
which investigates the physics behind the sensitization effect among silicon nanopar-
ticles (Si-np) and Er3+ ions. The sample chosen for optical characterization has been
selected in a wide set for its peculiar properties, which are the large number of Er3+
fraction coupled to Si-np and the (relatively) low confined carrier absortion related
loss which is, up to now, the most important detrimental effect which prevents the
achievement of net gain in the optical amplifier. The existence of intrinsic processes
which limit the full energy transfer in the material, recently reported in several re-
ports, is not an actual issue in the investigated sample, which shows the largest
percent of coupled Er3+, i.e. 56% of optically active ions, reported in literature.
This promising material has been used to produce optical waveguide, prototypes and
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demonstrators of the final device. In the last section of this chapter, I will report
experimental results regarding the quantitative characterization of the waveguides,
mainly in terms of optical amplification and losses. Finally, I will discuss some issues
which prevent to reach net gain in the system, together with the future perspective
and feasibility to get a working amplifier device.
1.1 Materials under investigation
1.1.1 Nanostructured Silicon
Even if considered the key material for integrated circuits, due to its cheap, CMOS
compatible fabrication technology, semiconductor silicon has bad light emitting
properties. As reported in fig. 1.1, the indirect nature of the electronic band gap
(with a minimum of conduction band along the Γ-X direction in the first Brillouin
zone), makes necessary the absorption/emission of momentum-conserving phonons
for excitons radiative recombinations. The probability associated with this indirect
K
(a)
(b)
Figure 1.1: Electronic band structure of bulk Si. A schematic of the face centered lattice
(fcc) fundamental cell (a) and first-Brillouin zone (b) is reported.
process is of the order of 104 - 103 s−1, which is more than five orders of mag-
nitude lower than the direct radiative recombination rate in III-V semiconductor
materials (of the order of 109 s−1) [6]. This peculiarity makes non-radiative detri-
mental processes, such as Auger and Free Carrier Absorption, much more efficient
in depleting the excitons population, de facto quenching the light emission from the
material. Moreover, the large electron mobility (∼ 2 × 103 cm2 V−1 s−1 [7]), makes
the non-radiative recombinations, due to electrons encounter with matrix defects,
a non-negligible effect which contributes in quenching the radiative recombination
intensity.
To improve Si light emission performances, is thus necessary to increase the exciton
radiative recombination rate and decrease electrons mobility. A possible route to
accomplish such a task is to reduce the semiconductor to nanometric dimensions,
where quantum mechanic effects are important and govern the electronic dispersion
and, conversely, the light emission.
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Silicon nanoparticles (Si-np) are nanometric sized (1 - 10 nm diameters) crystals
which mantain the lattice structure of bulk silicon. The most common fabrication
techniques are based on the deposition of a non-stoichiometric Silicon-Rich-Silicon-
Oxide, SiOx (SRSO). A following annealing step (with annealing temperature of
1000 - 1100◦C), separates the Si excess from the Silicon oxide, forming individual,
usually spherical, crystalline domains.
A simple model, which qualitatively displays the most important features of nanocrys-
talline Si, considers the single Si-np embedded in SiO2 insulator as a three-dimensional
potential well for electronic confinement. Being the wavefunction strongly localized
inside the well, electrons mobility is reduced with respect to the bulk Si one. More-
over, according to the indetermination principle, the spatial localization increases
the momentum ~k uncertainity, relaxing the ~k-conservation rule with a consequent
increase in optical transition rates. Figure 1.2 (a), shows an experiment in which
(a)
(b)
Figure 1.2: (a): Breakdown of ~k-conservation rule for different Si-np sizes and samples
(from [8]). (b): Blue-shift of electronic band gap for different Si-np sizes (from [9]).
the transition rates of No-Phonon (NP) direct transition is compared with Phonon-
Assisted (PA) ones for different sample kinds as a function of excitons confinement
energy (inversely proportional to the nanoparticle size). The white circles have been
measured for Si-np samples and clearly show a progressive breakdown of the selec-
tion rule with the size reduction [8].
Even if the potential well model is able to explain the progressive blue-shift of the
electronic band gap which is observed when Si-np size is reduced, it fails to re-create
features which are related to the physics of Si-np surface, which becomes important
especially for few-nm diameter particles. As shown in fig. 1.2 (b), the band gap
blue shift effect halts when the excitons Bohr radius becomes comparable with the
Si-np geometrical radius. In this region, surface-related recombinations and emis-
sion starts to rule out the quantum-confinement based light emission [9].
A simple model describing the whole Si-np physics is still lacking; in sec. 2.1.2 some
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issues concerning the determination of Si-np optical constants will be addressed and
the light emission properties described in a more detailed way.
1.1.2 Rare Earth Erbium
Erbium is a lanthanide trivalent material, 68th element in the periodic table of
elements. Its electronic configuration is the following:
Er = [Kr] 4d10 5s2 5p6 4f 12 6s2,
with the shells 5s and 5p located more externally with respect to the chemical ac-
tive electronic level 4f . When the material is embedded in a solid host, 5s and 5p
orbitals act as an effective metal sphere, shielding the level 4f from the external en-
vironment coulomb interactions. Similarly to an isolated atom, 4f wavefunctions are
very localized in close proximity of nuclei, giving rise to sharp absorption/emission
lines. In comparison, the wavefunctions of standard semiconductor dopant are very
delocalized, giving up electrons or holes as excess charges in the doped material.
The electronic crystal field of the host, in which erbium is inserted, acts only as
a perturbation on the 4f levels, lifting the orbital angular momentum degeneracy
(Stark splitting). This effect is reflected in the optical transitions among levels
within the 4f -shell: even if they are dipole-forbidden by parity dipole selection rule,
they become quasi-forbidden due to the electric field perturbation, giving rise to
very long transition lifetimes. Figure 1.3 reports a schematic of Er3+ electronic con-
figuration with the energies of the most common radiative transitions. It is worth
4f
n
atomic
forces
Stark
splitting
Figure 1.3: 4f levels splitting scheme. Energies and photon wavelengths of the most
common radiative recombination transitions are reported.
to note that the 4I13/2 → 4I15/2 transition energy falls exactly in the third telecom
window range, which corresponds to the low propagation loss region of optical fibers
[4]. Typical lifetimes of this transition are of the order of milliseconds, making the
reach of population inversion possible employing resonant optical excitation. Once
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this condition is realized, a photon entering the material will be possibly amplified
due to stimulated emission processes. This is usually done in long Er-doped optical
fiber. Employing a counterpropagating excitation signal (pump laser, usually at a
wavelength of 980nm), the probe signal (which in optical fibers can propagate with
negligible losses), can be amplified by several dB if the fiber is long enough.
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1.2 Energy transfer in Si-nc:Er codoped silicon
dioxide material
Since the first reports of sensitization among silicon nanoparticles and Er3+ ions [5]
and optical gain in the same system [12], a wide and focused research has started
both towards the understanding of the physical mechanisms behind the energy trans-
fer and towards the realization of an optical amplifier device. It is clear that this
two approaches are tightly binded and new discoveries in the physical modeling can
be efficiently transferred to the optimization of the working devices. Unfortunalty,
some different hypothesis exist about the energy transfer dynamics. Fujii and later
Gregorkiewicz’ groups reported the existence of two different energy transfer mech-
anisms, one slow (∼ µs), in which high energy Er3+ levels are excited and one fast
(∼ ns), direct mechanism which promotes electrons to the first excited 4I13/2 level
[13, 14]. It is worth to note that, together with this last one, the same group reported
the observation of a fast mechanism (Auger back-transfer), which acts as an efficient
de-excitation channel for Er3+ ions. According to their findings, even if the energy
transfer can be very efficient, reaching 70% of inverted erbium ions at large excita-
tion photon fluxes, the net inverted population, just after some nanoseconds from
the pump pulsed excitation, is reduced to a few percent due to the back-transfer
effect. This has been reported as an intrinsic limit of the system, which can not
be overcame by technological advancements. Another model have been reported
by Kik’s group, which supports the existence of defect-related Luminescent Center
(LCs) localized in the silicon dioxide matrix, which are the main responsible for
the sensitization mechanism [15]. In fig. 1.4 a brief schematic which includes the
4I
15/2
4I
13/2
4I
11/2
4I
9/2
4F
9/2
CCA
Auger
back-transfer
Auger rec.
non-rad. rec.,
Up-conversion
signal
signalpump
energy transfer
Si-np Er in SiO
3+
2
Figure 1.4: Schematic of the relevant physical mechanisms in Si-np and Er3+ ions re-
garding the energy transfer effect. All the mechanism here mentioned will be thorough
described in the following sections.
relevant physical mechanism for the efficient ions sensitization is depicted. Apart
from the debated energy transfer and Auger back-transfer effects, several degrading
mechanisms exist which prevents the realization of stimulated emission processes
from Er3+ ions. From Si-np side, intra-particle Auger recombination and Confined
Carrier Absorption (CCA) related losses are the main issues to be addressed, while
from Er3+ ions side cooperative up-conversion effects and non-radiative recombina-
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tions have to be reduced to negligible contributions. If this is properly done, the
achievement of Er3+ excitation and population inversion through sensitization from
Si-np is expected.
In this section, I will report a contribution in understanding and modelling the
physics behind the energy transfer within a semiempirical approach, in which the
experimental results are used as the starting point for numerical solutions of a system
of coupled rate equations, which describe Er3+ and Si-np population dynamics.
Considering some of the features which emerge in the modelling, one expect to
be able to couple a large fraction of Er3+ ions in optimized samples. To check this
hypothesis a quantification of coupled Er3+ ions has been performed, holding the
largest value reported so far in the literature (∼ 56%) [16]; in waveguides with active
layer made of the same material, a corresponding signal enhancement of 1 dB/cm
has been found [17].
Material fabrication
The Er:Si-np-codoped silicon oxide samples have been fabricated with a radio-
frequency (RF) reactive magnetron co-sputtering technique by CIMAP-Ensicaen re-
search institute (Caen - France). The deposition has been performed in a controlled
argon-hydrogen mixtured environment employing pure SiO2 and Er2O3 targets. The
non-stoichiometric Silicon Oxide deposition made possible the formation of silicon
nanoparticles by a post-deposition annealing treatment which has been performed
at different temperatures, in order to selectively grow amorphous (Tann. ≤ 900◦)
or crytalline nanoparticles (Tann. ≥ 1000◦) [11]. More details on material deposi-
tion can be found elsewhere [10]. In order to properly analyze the effects of energy
transfer, a wide set of samples has been prepared, modifying the deposition param-
eters (substrate temperature, RF power on targets and the Hydrogen rate in the
Hydrogen-Argon mixture). The Si content and Er3+ concentration have been cho-
sen in order to minimize Confined Carrier Absorption effect, as will be reported in
sec. 1.3. The most promising sample in terms of transfer efficiency has been chosen
as active layer in rib or rib-loaded waveguides, which have then been tested in pump
& probe experiments. The lithographic processing has been performed by ORC -
Optoelectronic Center (Southampton - UK).
Before optical characterization, the deposition technique has been tested for repro-
ducibility and sample homogeneity within the 4-inches wafer. This last check has
been performed by multi-points m-line measurements [18], in which ordinary and
extraordinary refractive indices and thickness have been checked for consistency.
Experiments and modeling
To investigate the energy transfer mechanism, a set of SRSO twin samples, of which
only one has been Er-doped, has been considered. The sample configuration has
been selected as the most efficient in terms of Si-np to Er3+ coupling. This last has
been evaluated employing two figures of merit: the photoluminescence (PL) inten-
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sity under non-resonant pumping (i.e. 476nm pumping)1 and the lifetime of the first
excited (4I13/2) Er
3+ level. Table 1.1 reports the material composition of the sam-
ples under analysis. The active layer thickness is 1.2µm in both samples, estimated
Sample Si exc (%) [Er3+][cm−3] Tann[
◦C]
A 5 ± 2 3.38± 0.2× 1020 900
B 6.3 ± 2 - 900
C - 0.5± 0.1× 1020 -
Table 1.1: Set of samples under study. Si excess (Si exc) and Er3+ concentration have
been measured, respectively, by XPS and SIMS technique. The annealing time was of one
hour.
with m-line technique. In both samples a bottom, 5 µm SiO2 cladding is present to
isolate the active material from the Si substrate on which the samples are grown.
As a reference sample, a Er-doped Corning glass (1 mm total thickness), of which
the total erbium concentration has been reported in tab. 1.1, has been considered
(sample C).
Figure 1.5 reports a typical photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of sample A when
excited with a continuos wave (CW) laser source at a wavelength which is non-
resonant with any Er3+ ions internal transition. Several features can be noted in the
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Figure 1.5: Photoluminescence spectrum of sample A under non-resonant pumping
(476nm).
picture. Er3+ radiative transitions from levels 4I13/2 and
4I11/2 to the fundamental
4I15/2, clearly appear as emission lines centered, respectively, at 1535 and 980nm.
Since the excitation is non-resonant, the infrared emission is due to energy transfer
among nanoparticles and Er3+ ions. Despite the low annealing temperature of 900
◦C, which is expected to produce amorphous Si-nanoclusters [11], the emission band
of Si-np is clearly visible, centered at about 700nm. The interference fringes which
1Photoluminescence refers to the process of spontaneous emission (proportional to Einstein’s
coefficient A21), when the sample is excited with optical means.
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appear in the band are due to multiple reflections in the SiO2 bottom cladding.
Finally, the small band at about 1100 nm is the emission from the bulk Si substrate.
The detailed investigations of the different spectral features which appear in fig. 1.5
allows one to perform an accurate modeling of the system: investigating the infrared
(IR) region of the spectrum, that is the region typical of Er3+ ions emission, it is
possible to understand the impact of Auger back transfer mechanism and transfer
efficiency in the samples. On the other hand, from visible spectroscopy (VIS), it is
possible to study the dynamics of Si-np emission and infer the physics behind the
energy transfer itself. When the two results are joined together, a clear picture can
be drawn. Therefore, it is possible to model the data using numerical tools.
Unless otherwise stated, the spectroscopic experiments have been performed ex-
citing the sample with the 355nm line of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser in a standard
PL setup. The pulse width was of 10 ns, with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The
pump photon flux on the sample was 1×1025 ph./cm2s. The collection has been re-
spectively performed using a CCD streak camera coupled to a spectrometer, with an
overall time-resolution of the order of few picoseconds (VIS range), and a monochro-
mator coupled with a nitrogen-cooled GaAs-PhotoMulTiplier (PMT), with a time-
resolution of some nanoseconds (IR range).
Infrared spectroscopy experiments and results
As a starting point, the IR-PL emission from sample A and sample B has been
measured in the experimental conditions described above. Fig. 1.6 reports the main
results. The 2D maps show both the time evolution (y-axis) and the spectral de-
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Figure 1.6: Time-Wavelength maps of PL emission from sample A and B. Note that the
samples have been independently normalized.
pendence (x-axis) of the PL signals. The color scale from dark to bright colors
represent the normalized emission intensity. The most striking feature in fig. 1.6 is
the presence of a fast (< 100ns) decaying component which can be observed in both
samples for every detection wavelengths. Moreover, while for sample A it is possible
to clearly distinguish Er3+ spectral features in the slow decaying emissions centered
at about 980 and 1535nm, sample B shows a broad, weak emission band unrelated to
Er3+ ions emission. According to the observed results, the fast component can not
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be attributed to the presence of Er3+ ions within the sample, since it is shown even
in sample B decays. For the sake of clarity, fig. 1.7 (a) reports the single-wavelength
decays, at different wavelengths, for sample A and sample B. It is possible to ap-
preciate that the same dynamical features are present in all the decays, with the
sole difference being the slow Er3+ emission at 1535nm in sample A. To get further
insights about the origin of the fast lineshape in sample A, time-integrated spectra
in a short [0:200ns] and in a long time-window [200ns:2µs] have been analyzed. The
results are reported in fig. 1.7 (b). Neglecting the small perturbations in the short
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Figure 1.7: (a): Single wavelength decays in sample A and B. The fast lineshape dynamic
is qualitatively the same for all the measurements. (b): Comparison of short [0:200ns]
and long [200ns:2µs] time integrated spectra in sample A. (c): Comparison of short time
integrated spectra in sample A and B
time-window integrated spectrum (red circles), which are due to signals convolution,
Er3+ emission peaks appear only in the long time-window (black squares).
With this last observation, one can thus safely conclude that the fast decaying com-
ponent is unrelated with the presence of Er3+ ions in the system. Since a very similar
dynamic, observed in different samples, has been attributed to Auger back-transfer
effects [14], one can infer that in samples under study no evidences of this kind of
phenomenon have been experimentally observed. Finally it is worth to note that,
when comparing the short time-window integrals in sample A and B, a non-negligible
emission band is found, which intensity is quenched by about a factor 3 when er-
bium is inserted in the sample. This effect is qualitatively confirmed by independent
measurements in different sets of samples. Its origin could be attributed to radiative
emitting centers related to Si-np, as the ones reported in [19].
Additional informations can be inferred examining in more details the PL decay
signals from level 4I11/2 and
4I13/2, which are reported in fig. 1.8. The signal at
980nm (4I11/2 →4 I15/2 transition) after a steep rise is costantly decreasing as a
single exponential function, with a time constant of 4.6 ± 0.5 µs. On the other
hand, the 1535nm signal (4I13/2 →4 I15/2 transition) is rising with almost the same
time constant (4.2 ± 0.5 µs). It is not possible to compare directly the populations
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Figure 1.8: Comparison of 4I11/2 →4 I15/2 and 4I13/2 →4 I15/2 transition after the pumpe
pulse in sample A. In red, single exponential fitting are reported, holding a decay time of
4.6± 0.5 µs (980nm signal) and a rise time of 4.2 ± 0.5 µs (1535nm signal).
in the two levels, since the PL intensities are inversely proportional to the unknown
radiative lifetimes. If most of the energy transfer process involves the level 4I11/2,
one can assume that the level 4I13/2 is populated only through internal relaxation
processes. In this case, the first excited state population NEr,2 temporal dependence
can be extracted as:
NEr,2(t) = NEr,3(0)
[
e−t/τ21 − e−t/τ32] , (1.3)
where τ21 and τ32 are respectively the PL lifetimes of the first (5.5ms) and second
(∼ 4 µs) excited state population, while NEr,3(0) represents the second excited state
population just after the laser pulse.
From eq. (1.3), one can get the relationship NEr,2(t) < NEr,3(0) ∀t, which is well
verified in the experimental data reported in fig. 1.8. Moreover, the single exponen-
tial function observed in the decay suggests that no level energetically higher than
4I11/2 is excited during the transfer process. A stretched exponential function should
be observed if that was the case [20].
Indeed, it is not possible to totally exclude an energy transfer mechanism which
excites electrons directly to the Er3+ first excited state, since experimentally the
first nanoseconds of PL dynamics are hidden by the fast decaying emission. Nev-
ertheless, the reasons above mentioned suggest that one can expect that the main
transfer contribution should be related to Er3+ second excited state.
Visible spectroscopy experiments and results
Even though silicon nanoparticles conserve an amorphous nature, due to the low-
temperature annealing treatment (900 ◦C), a clear emission band in the visible can
be observed when the sample is CW-excited at 476nm, as reported for example in
fig. 1.5. The amorphous nature of the nanoparticles can be inspected looking at the
spectral decays in the visible. In fact, if the sample possesses an high crystalline
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quality, a clear exponential spectral trend in the PL lifetimes is expected, due to
the different electron-hole wavefunctions overlap in optical recombination processes
[13]. Fig. 1.9 (a) reports the PL decay for different detection wavelengths in sample
B. The long decay curves can be fitted by a stretched exponential function, which
takes into account distribution of lifetimes due to excitonic transport phenomena,
like inter-particle hopping [21, 22]. By fitting the data, the average PL lifetime τPL
is extracted as the first-order moment of the stretched exponential distribution [23]:
f(t) = y0 + Ie
−(
t−t0
τ
)β , τPL =
τ
β
G
[
1
β
]
, (1.4)
where G[ ] is the Gamma-function. The average PL lifetime calculated with eq. (1.4)
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Figure 1.9: (a): Decay curves at different emission wavelengths for sample B. Sample
A decay curve at 750nm is added for comparison. In the inset the extracted average PL
lifetime is reported. (b): CW PL of sample A and sample B. The exictation wavelength
was 476nm.
is reported in the inset of fig. 1.9 (a) and does not show the expected exponential
spectral trend, confirming the amorphous nature of the nanoparticles. For compari-
son, in the same graph is reported the spectral lifetime of sample B-re, described in
Appendix, which contains crystalline Si-np. When erbium is inserted in the sample,
the PL lifetime is shortened, as can be observed for the 750nm emission of sample A
reported in fig. 1.9 (a). The same results hold in all visible range (not shown), sug-
gesting that the presence of Er3+ ions turns on a recombination mechanism which
is directly or indirectly competitive with the radiative one. In particular, this is
associated with the energy transfer process itself.
Together with the lifetime reduction it is possible to observe a threefold quenching
of the PL intensities obtained under CW pumping (476nm) in sample A with re-
spect to sample B (see fig. 1.9 (b)). The same behaviour is present, with the same
qualitative trend, in different sample sets.
Since the radiative recombination probability is of the order of 1×106 s−1, while the
average transfer time in the same excitation condition is of the order of tens of ns,
with a corresponding probability of about 1×108 s−1, it is reasonable to suppose
that, if the radiative recombination and the transfer mechanism were directly com-
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petitive processes, a whole quenching of the PL emission should appear. Noteworthy
is the fact that the PL emission band is quenched as a whole, without any spectral
features which would suggest a resonant transfer mechanism. Both these aspects
have to be considered in modeling of the system.
It is interesting to note that the same quenching factor has been found when the
fast decaying lineshape in the IR was examined (see fig. 1.7). Even if not enough
informations are available in order to make any assumptions regarding the origin of
the fast component, this last observation allows tentatively to link the fast decay-
ing lineshape emission with the presence of Si-np inside the matrix, strenghtening
the hypothesis that this can be originated to the same radiative emitting centers
reported in [19].
Inspecting the evolution of the PL intensity as a function of the exciting photon
flux, it is possible to get some information about possible Auger effects in the sam-
ples.
Auger recombination is a three particles process in which an exciton recombines giv-
ing its energy to a nearby electron or hole which is promoted to high energy levels.
In most cases, the fast excitation is followed by a fast particle thermalization, mak-
ing the net results of the process the simple elimination of the exciton itself. Indeed,
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Figure 1.10: Visible CW-PL intensity as a function of pumping power. The integrated
intensity over the whole spectrum is fitted with a power-law y = a · xb function, obtaining
b=0.83±0.05 (b=0.72±0.01) for sample A (sample B).
this kind of mechanism can exist within the Si-np in a multi-excitons regime, in
which more than one exciton per nanoparticle is created by the optical pump. Dif-
ferent Auger processes could involve excitons interaction among different Si-np in
close proximity; the latter is evidenlty less probable than the standard intra-particle
process and can be safely neglected. Auger can be simply modeled using a rate
equation approach:
dNexc,1
dt
= σSi−npΦexcNSi−np − CAN3exc,1 −BN2exc,1 − ANexc,1, (1.5)
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where the exciton levelNexc,1 is populated through an excitation term (σSi−npΦexcNSi−np)
and is depleted by three different recombination mechanisms: Auger recombination
within the nanoparticle (CAN
3
exc,1), nongeminate radiative recombination (BN
2
exc,1)
and mono-molecular radiative recombination (ANexc,1) [24]. For a CW pumping at
high fluxes, in which multi-excitons are created, the population recombination is
dominated by the Auger term and it is then possible to neglect the last two terms of
eq. (1.5). The steady state population is given byNexc,1 = K(NSi−np σSi−np/CA)
1/3Φ
1/3
exc,
where K is a constant depending on the sample geometry and absorption coefficient.
The number of photons emitted is finally given by:
IPL ∝ BN2exc,1 = KB
(
NSi−np σSi−np
CA
)2/3
Φ2/3exc, (1.6)
where the linear recombination contribution has been neglected. Eq. (1.6) demon-
strates that the 2/3 power-law dependence is a clear signature of multi-excitons
regime in which Auger effects dominates the steady-state population. As can be
inspected in fig. 1.10, the PL intensity of sample B shows a good agreement with
this model: the power-law fitting results in a power coefficient of 0.72±0.1, whereas
in dominated Auger-regime, an ideal coefficient of 0.66 is expected. Inter-particles
Auger processes would have been characterized by a power coefficient of 0.5, confirm-
ing the hypothesis that these last effects have less impact in the samples population
dynamics. The same measurements in sample A show an increase of power law
coefficient toward the linear dependence (fitting results: 0.86±0.3). This can be
interpreted considering a decrease of the exciton population, which could be due to
the presence of the additional energy transfer recombination channel.
It is worth to conclude this section summarizing the experimental results, which
acts as the starting point of the rate equation semi-empirical model which will be
described in the nex section.
• When Er3+ is inserted in the sample, the VIS-PL lifetime is reduced with re-
spect to the sample without Er3+ (fig. 1.9 (a)).
• The PL emission band in the visible is quenched as a whole without any ap-
parent spectral features. The quenching is of about a factor 3. Nevertheless,
a residual VIS-PL emission is still present in the sample with Er3+ (fig. 1.9) (b).
• Even at moderate pumping power (Φexc = 1× 1019ph.cm−2s), the samples are
in good approximation in a multi-excitons regime, in which the population is
dominated by Auger recombination (fig. 1.10).
Rate equation semi-empirical modeling
While the optical properties of Er3+ ions in different matrices are well known, a
careful study of the optical properties of Si-np can be performed only with extreme
difficulty. The current fabrication processes do not allow a precise control of the
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particles geometry at the nanoscale, producing an ensemble of nanoparticles with
different sizes and geometries. Moreover a long debate exists about the origin of the
luminescence in Si-np: it can originate from intrinsic properties of the nanoparticles
(quantum-confinement PL) or from localized recombination at the Si-np surface
[25]. All these effects make the modelling of electronic and optical properties of
Si-np a very difficult challenge, which can be successfully performed only for an
ideal system. For this reason, a more empirical approach has been chosen, in which
the optical properties of the system are theoretically described by phenomenological
rate equations. The kinetic of the populations is determined by a set of coupled rate
equations which has been numerically solved to model the experimental data. Since
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Figure 1.11: Schematic level for the rate equation system (1.7).
the main recombination paths of Si-np are identified as Auger recombination within
the nanoparticle and transfer to nearby Er3+ ions, the fast dynamics of these two
processes make necessary a careful investigation of the experimental PL decays in
the first few nanoseconds time slot.
The following six coupled-equations system has been considered to model the Si-
np/Er3+ interaction:
d
dt
Nexc,1 = −σSi−npΦexc(t)NSi−np + 0.5CA (Nexc,2)3 ,
d
dt
Nexc,2 = w32Nexc,3 − CA (Nexc,2)3 ,
d
dt
Nexc,3 = σSi−npΦexc(t)NSi−np − w32Nexc,2 + 0.5CA (Nexc,2)3 − kNexc,3NEr,1,
d
dt
NEr,1 = −kNexc,3NEr,1 + 1/τ21NEr,2,
d
dt
NEr,2 = 1/τ32NEr,3 − 1/τ21NEr,2,
d
dt
NEr.3 = kNexc,1NEr,3 − 1/τ32NEr,3.
(1.7)
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The Si-np excitonic levels are described by a three effective levels scheme (Ex1,
Ex2, Ex3, of population Nexc,1, Nexc,2 Nexc,3 respectively), while for the Er
3+ ions
the electronic population of level 4I15/2 (NEr,1),
4I13/2 (NEr,2) and
4I11/2 (NEr,3) has
been considered. The corresponding energy level scheme is reported in fig. 1.11.
The other symbols in eq. (1.7) have the following meaning:
• σSi−np, Φ(t) and CA are, respectively, the Si-np absorption cross section (∼
1 × 1015cm2, [26]), the photon flux at excitation wavelength (pump laser -
355nm) and the Auger coefficient. The pump laser temporal shape is a gaussian
function with full width at half maximum of 10 ns as used in the experiments.
• wij is the probability of the i→ j transitions while τij is the lifetime (inverse
of the transition probability)2.
• k is the distant dependent coupling constant for the energy transfer process
among Si-np an Er3+ ions. Its value is directly proportional to the probability
that the energy transfer occurs. More details regarding the physics behind the
process will be addressed later.
The non-geminate and geminate recombination terms (respectively ∝ N2exc,2 and
∝ Nexc,2) have been neglected, since the Si-np excitonic levels population dynamic
is dominated by Auger and energy transfer mechanisms in the first tens of nanosec-
onds after the excitation has been turned off. Moreover, since no sign of cooperative
up-conversion mechanism (decribed in sec. 1.3.2) has been found in the investigated
samples, it has been neglected in the model.
Once an exciton has been formed in level Ex3 by absorbing the 355nm photons, it
can relax either to level Ex2 with a probability w32 or to an internal effective trap
states, by giving back the energy to an Er3+ ion which gets excited. If relaxation
to level Ex2 occurs, the carrier can be re-excited back to level Ex3 by an Auger
process (which has been modelled with the terms CA (Nexc,2)
3) or alternatively can
radiatively recombine to the level Ex1, emitting photons responsible for the Si-np
emission band reported, for example, in fig. 1.9.
The energy transfer process is accompanied by the promotion of one electron from
the Er3+ fundamental state 4I15/2 to the second excited state
4I11/2 from which it
can relax to level 4I13/2 through Er
3+ internal recombination channels with a time
τ32, as reported in [31].
It is worth to note the importance of Auger process in ’recycling’ the electrons to
high lying Si-np levels, from which they have again the chance to transfer their
energy to nearby Er3+ ions. In this scheme, radiative recombination of population
Nexc,2 and energy transfer can be seen as indirectly competing mechanisms.
Excitons from the effective trap level cannot recombine radiatively so they are con-
sidered totally inactive in terms of VIS-PL emission (this is indicated by a dotted
arrow for the relaxation path in fig. 1.11). The existence of this level is necessary
to explain the decrease of the whole VIS-PL spectra when erbium is added in the
SRSO matrix, as reported in fig. 1.9 (b). In fact, a pure resonant transfer model
2To have a clearer notation, the relaxation terms have been indicated employing the decay
probability (wij) for the Si-np and the lifetimes (τij = w
−1
ij ) for the Er
3+ ions.
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would imply important differences in the spectral shape of visible emission compar-
ing samples with and without Er3+, since depletion of emission should occur at the
energy of the resonant levels. The introduction of the effective trap level poses the
transfer mechanism (resonant process) competitive with the radiative recombination
through Auger effects (non-resonant process), realizing a broad band quenching of
the whole visible PL emission. The physical origin of the effective trap level is not
clear and still under debate: one reasonable hypothesis is that it can be the analo-
gous of the donor level which is formed in Er-doped bulk silicon [32].
It is worth to note that some other works [15, 20], support the existence of ”lumi-
nescent centers” (LCs) which are related to the energy transfer mechanism among
Si-np and Er3+ ions. The LC derived transfer scheme is different from the exci-
tonic related one which is discussed in this thesis. Indeed, the observed VIS-PL
spectroscopic data strongly differ from the one attributed in literature to LCs. On
one side, none luminescent band centered at 550nm, which could be attributed to
LC mediated PL [15], has been measured in samples under investigation; on the
other side a long PL recombination lifetimes (∼ 10 - 40 µs) it is always detected, at
odds with the very fast one attributed to LC (tens of ns, as reported in [15, 20]).
Moreover, both the PL lifetime shortening (fig. 1.9 (a)) and the reduction of Auger
related power-law coefficient (fig. 1.10) when erbium is inserted in the samples point
towards an energy transfer process which has to compete, at least indirectly, with
the Si-np excitonic radiative recombination. For all these reasons and having not
found any evidence of the presence of LCs in the investigated samples, the main role
of energy transfer is then attributed to Si-np.
To correctly model the energy transfer it is necessary to understand the physical
mechanism behind. Standard theory of sensitization in solid hosts provide three
different mechanisms to describe this kind of interaction [27]:
• Emission-Reabsorption excitation: this mechanism considers the possi-
bility that the photon emission from an excited sensitizer could be absorbed
by the sensitized particle. It is worth to note that this process is less efficient
than direct absorption, since it has to take into account the quantum efficiency
of sensitizers, which is always less than unity.
• Fo¨rster transfer - dipole-dipole interaction: the energetic exchange among
sensitizers (donor) and sentized (acceptor) elements is done through coloumb-
based dipole-dipole interaction. From classical electromagnetic theory it is
possible to determine the transfer probability as a function of the distance r
between the particles as [28]:
kF o¨rster = w21
(
RF
r
)6
(1.8)
where w21 is the rate of radiative emission of the sensitizer and RF is a pa-
rameter of the system under consideration.
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• Dexter transfer - electronic exchange interaction: the transfer effect is
given by an electronic exchange between the partially overlapping donor and
acceptor wavefunctions. Due to the evanescent tail of the wavefunction, Dexter
energy transfer probability depends on particles distance with an exponential
decay law:
kDexter = k0e
− r
RD (1.9)
where k0 is the transfer probability on the sensitizer surface, while RD is the
characteristic interaction distance.
Some important insights can be extracted from the determination of effective ab-
sorption cross section (σeff ) of the process which includes Si-np absorption at 476
nm and energy transfer to nearby Er3+ ions, which consequently emit at 1535nm
(4I13/2 →4 I13/2). It is worth again to remember that 476 nm wavelenght is not res-
onant with any Er3+ internal transitions and the final ions excitation is performed
exclusively via energy transfer effect. The rate equation for Er3+ first excite state
in these effective process scheme are given by:
dNEr,2
dt
= σeffΦexcNEr,1 − NEr,2
τdecay
, (1.10)
where τdecay is the total lifetime of the level, which can de-excite both through
radiative or non-radiative recombination. Solving the differential equation (1.10), it
is possible to combine σeff , Φexc and τdecay to get the population rise time, which
is the time constant needed to reach steady state condition under CW excitation
(τrise = τdecay + (σeffΦexc)
−1). Then, σeff can be extracted by a time-resolved
measurement of the rise and decay time of 1535 nm signal, in a non-saturation
excitation regime, as:
σeffΦexc =
1
τrise
− 1
τdecay
, (1.11)
where τrise (τdecay) is the single exponential growth (decay) characteristic time of the
signal [4]. Fig. 1.12 (a) reports the TR measurements for different excitation fluxes
at 476 nm in sample A. The excitation has been performed modulating the laser
beam through a mechanical chopper (dashed curve in fig. 1.12 (a)). The resolution
of the measurements was of tens of microseconds, while the modulation frequency
(∼ 10 Hz) has been chosen to guarantee the attainment of steady-state condition.
The extracted effective cross section is portrayed in fig. 1.12 (b). The most strik-
ing feature is the enhancement of Er3+ effective cross section with respect to the
non-sensitized material (σdirect ∼ 10−21 cm2) [29]. This fact rules out the Emission-
Reabsorption sensitization mechanism as the main energy transfer channel in the
sample. Since k(r) is a decreasing function of the distance among Si-np and Er3+
ions in both Fo¨rster and Dexter mechanisms, it is expected that the transfer effi-
ciency, which is proportional to σeff , showed the same monotonic decrease with the
interaction distance. It is worth to note that an increase of the excitation photon
flux can be correlated to the reaching of Er3+ ions placed farther from the Si-np sur-
face. This poses the value of Φeff directly proportional to the distance from Si-np at
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Figure 1.12: (a): TR-PL signal at 1535nm for sample A when excited at different pump
fluxes (λexc=476nm). (b) Effective cross section σeff extracted from the result.
which Er3+ ions can be possibly excited. From fig.1.12 (b), it can be seen that σeff
is a decreasing function of the photon flux, confirming the hypothesis that Fo¨rster
and/or Dexter mechanisms are the main responsible for the sensitization effect.
Both transfer mechanism probabilities are inversely proportional to the interaction
distance; one can safely assume that the first ions to be excited are the ones closer
to the Si-np surface. When all these are saturated, the energy transfer acts on the
ions which are placed in regions slighty more distant from the nanoparticle. It is
indeed natural to model the interaction considering shell-shaped regions in which it
is possible to assume the Er3+ ions at a fixed distance from the nanoparticle, and
thus with the same probability to be excited during the transfer process. Combin-
ing the results of fig. 1.12 (b) with quantitative measurements of the coupled Er3+
ions (which will be described in sec. 1.3.1) and with the known total ion concen-
trations in the samples (see tab. 1.1), it is possible to express σeff as a function
of the Si-np to Er3+ ions distance [30, 44]. The obtained data can then be well
fitted using an exponential decay curve, which suggests the existence of a dominat-
ing Dexter transfer mechanism in the sample. From the fit it is possible to extract
RD, which has been found to be in a range between 0.5 to 1 nm [30, 44]. The
same results have been found in multilayer samples made of similar materials. In
this configuration, it is possible to precisely control Er3+ to Si-np distance during
material deposition [33]. This result further confirms the Dexter transfer hypothesis.
The probability that a transfer occurs, as reported in eq. (1.7), is proportional
to the coupling constant k, which itself is strongly dependent from the distance
between Er3+ ions and Si-np. A shell-model has then been considered, under the
assumptions of spherical nanoparticles surrounded by an homogeneous distribution
of Er3+ ions. For a fixed distance between the Si nanoparticle and Er3+, ri, an
interaction shell has been defined, characterized by a coupling constant ki, which
depends on the distance according to:
ki = k0e
−
ri−RSi−np
Rint , (1.12)
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where k0 represents the maximum coupling constant value, when the ion is placed ex-
actly on the Si-np surface and RSi−np is the Si-np radius. Clearly, this simple model
can be applied reliably only for Er-Si-np distances smaller than some nanometers,
where it is possible to consider interaction among only one single Si-np and many
Er3+ ions.
The high pumping fluxes used in the TR-PL experiments lead to a regime in
which multi-excitons have been created inside the nanoparticles (this is confirmed
by the power-law fits in fig. 1.10). In fact, the maxima of the curves reported in
fig. 1.14 correspond to a local excitonic density of about 1 − 2 × 1020cm−3 (∼ 4-5
excitons within the nanoparticle, where an average nanoparticle size of 4 nm diam-
eter has been assumed). In this situation, which lasts for few nanoseconds before
relaxing to single-exciton regime, it is possible to correlate the PL intensity with
the square of the Si-np electronic population which can be obtained from numerical
solutions of eq. (1.7) [24]. Even as a rough approximation, it is interesting to try
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Figure 1.13: (a): Dexter tranfer probability k and volume weight Vi with which sample A
decay of fig. 1.14 has been fitted. For the same distances, the transfer probability of Fo¨rster
sensizitization is reported for comparison. (b): Simulated decay curves of respectively
NEr,3 and NExc,2 for an initial fixed exciton population Nexc,3(t = 0) = N0 for different
transfer probabilities. Note that while for the largest k values Nexc,2 population is totally
depleted, quenching the VIS-PL and the transfer is almost immediate, for the smallest k
a residual population can be appreciated, together with a slower transfer time.
to evaluate the average distance among neighboring Si-np, which can be calculated
considering a homogeneous distribution of spherical particles with a concentration
of 1×1019 cm−3. Indeed, an average distance of 6 nm has been found, which can be
easily compared with the maximum interaction distance used in the simulation of 7
nm (see the following discussion). It is important to stress out that, due to the low
annealing temperature, the investigated Si-np likely posses a non-spherical shape
with a corresponding non-homogeneous distribution: nevertheless, it is reasonable
to expect that the average interparticle distances are of the same order of magnitude
of the ideal case and quite in agreement with the simulated ones.
The procedure used for the fit of experimental data is based on the assumption that,
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apart from the transfer, the recombination dynamics of Si-np is not affected by the
presence of erbium. Thus the luminescence decay for the sample without Er3+ (sam-
ple B) has been initially fitted with the constraint k = 0. In this way it is possible to
determine the parameters wij and CA. Then, the transfer process is considered by
using these values as starting guesses for the Si-np recombination dynamics, while
sample A decay curve has been fitted to determine the transfer properties. Er3+
recombination parameters (τ32 and τ21) have been taken from experimental data
and are equal respectively to 4.2µs and 5.5ms. To take into account the distance
dependent coupling constant, a sum-up weighted average of the solutions at each
interaction distance is evaluated. To this end, the ith-shell which is distant ri from
the Si-np, and thus characterized by a coupling constant ki has been considered. To
take into account the different numbers of Er3+ ions in shells of different volumes,
the solutions N iexc,2(t) for each shell i have been weighted:
N totexc,2(t) =
∑
i=1Ni · Vi∑
Vi
, (1.13)
to yield the value N totexc,2(t). The weight Vi represents the different number of ions
accessible for different Er-Si-np distances (different shell volumes, proportional to
r3i+1 − r3i ).
The values of coupling constants ki which fit the experimental decay curve of
sample A in a 140 ns time window are reported in fig. 1.13 (a) (black circles), as
a function of Er-Si-np distances ri (ki = [0.1 × 10−16 − 0.8 × 10−10] cm3/s). The
interaction distance corresponding to the lowest ki is equal to about 7 nm. In the
same figure the Vi values estimated for this specific case are reported. As additional
information, fig. 1.13 (a) reports the expected coupling constants of a Fo¨rster-type
transfer process (kF ) for the same interaction distances and initial exciton popula-
tions. The value has been calculated with the formula [28], NexckF = w21 (RF/r)
6,
where the parameter RF has been taken from known values for similar rare earth
elements [34]. It is clear that in the model the ions placed at moderately far dis-
tance from the sensitizer (from 0.5 nm to 5 nm) play a fundamental role in the
energy transfer mechanism. Even if for the shortest Er3+ to Si-np distances the
Fo¨rster mechanism dominates over the Dexter one in the intermediate and long
ranges, Dexter transfer probability is at least two orders of magnitude larger than
the Fo¨rster one, making the latter negligible. To clarify the shell effect in the popu-
lation dynamics, fig. 1.13 (b) reports the first nanosecond time slot of decay curves
of population Nexc,2 and NEr,3 for an initial, fixed exciton population N
0
exc,3. In the
y-axis the different interaction shells (whose transfer constants and volume weights
are in fig. 1.13 (a)) are considered. For the largest ki values, the population Nexc,2 is
depleted while a sharp rise can be observed for the NEr,3 population. On the other
hand, a slow rise in NEr,3 population and a residual Nexc,2 population for the lowest
ki values can be appreciated.
Figure 1.14 reports the final results of the fits. The intraband recombination
probability has been found to be w32 = 1± 2× 1010 s−1, while the Auger coefficient
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Figure 1.14: (a): Comparison of experimental and simulated decays for sample A and
B. The parameter used to fit the experimental data are discussed and reported in the
text. (b): Fit of 4I11/2 experimental decay. From the fit a transfer time of 36.6 ns can be
extracted.
CA = 2 ± 3 × 10−32cm6/s. Even with this simple model, the numerical results
reproduce qualitatively the experimental data, being the correlation coefficient of
the fitting, R2, of 0.99 for both samples A and B decays. This model allows to
explain most of the experimental data such as the reduction of the whole Si-np
emission band or the lifetime shortening of the PL visible emission, when Er3+ is
inserted in the samples. This last phenomenon can be understood by the role of
Auger processes. The energy transfer becomes an indirect competing mechanism
with the radiative recombination of the level Ex2, due to Auger carrier ”recycling”
from level Ex2 to level Ex3. Excitons in this last level can eventually relax very fast in
the effective trap level, exciting an Er3+ ion without relaxing again to the level Ex2,
contributing to a fast level depletion mechanism. Without changing any parameter
it is possible to fit the 4I11/2 decay, as reported in fig. 1.14 (b). Apart from the fast
lineshape which is unrelated to the transfer model, a good fit of the experimental
data is obtained, from which a transfer time of 36.6 ns can be extracted. Concluding,
it was found also that, while the fit parameters CA and k are strongly dependent
from the number of excitons within the nanocrystal after the laser excitation, the
transfer time itself has revealed to be quite robust with respect to different initial
conditions, such as different Si-np diameters or average concentrations. In tab. 1.2
the transfer time found is compared with the ones of other models proposed in
literature. As discussed, the model here presented is qualitatively similar to the one
presented in [15], yet different in attributing the role of sensitizers to Si-np instead
of LCs. Moreover, a single kind of transfer mechanism is proposed. On the other
hand, the absence of Auger back-transfer, key feature of the model proposed in [14],
completely rules out the possibility to use that model to interprete the physics of
the samples here investigated.
With the validation of the model proposed, it has been verified that the system
under investigation lacks any intrinsic limit, with absence of Auger back-transfer.
The only limit to achieve a full sensitization is indeed represented by the distance-
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Transfer time Role of sensitizer
This work <100 ns (exp) ∼ 40 ns (sim) Si-np
Ref. [15]
< 80 ns Luminescent centers
4 - 100 µs Si-np
Ref. [14]
∼ ns Si-np
1 - 5 µs Si-np
Table 1.2: Comparison of average energy transfer time and mechanisms for the different
models proposed in the literature.
dependent interaction. While it is not possible to increase more the number of Er3+
ions in the material to avoid clusterization effects, the possibility to place all the
ions in close proximity to the Si-np becomes an essential technological issue to be
addressed.
1.3 Quantitative optical characterization of wave-
guide amplifiers
A definitive proof of the feasibility of the model developed in the last section is the
quantification of the fraction of coupled Er3+, that is the number of ions that can
be excited by a nearby nanoparticle. In fact, if the distance-dependent interaction is
the main (if not only) limit to achieve a fully sensitized system, it should be possible
to get a large number of coupled ions in sample where many, small nanocrystals are
homogeneously distributed. By means of quantitative PL experiments, the largest
concentration of active Er3+ ions coupled to Si-np reported so far in the literature
has been found (∼ 56%) [16]. Unfortunately, the investigation of PL is not enough
to address the topic of optical amplification in waveguide systems. Some additional
factors have to be taken into account when the signal propagation and amplification
in dielectric waveguides are investigated: detrimental effect such as Confined Car-
rier Absorption and the fact the some Er3+ ions are not optically active3, heavily
influences the signal propagation and make the reach of net gain in the system a
though task, which has still to be solved.
In the next section, I will report quantitative experiments where the concentra-
tion of optically active and Si-np-coupled Er3+ ions are evaluated. Since sample A
represents a good candidate for obtaining optical amplification, I will show the opti-
cal characterization experiments in waveguide samples where the active material has
been obtained with the same recipe of sample A. In the first stage, slab waveguides,
in which light undergoes a planar confinement, are used to asses material amplifica-
tion and losses by means of dedicated experiments, such as Shift of Excitation Spot
(SES) and Variable Stripe Length (VSL) technique. Experiments in slab waveguide
does not allow a reliable estimation of amplification/losses in material with a small
oscillator strength (small gain coefficient); a more detailed analysis can be performed
3An ion is considered optically active if it is capable to absorb and re-emit light. Conversely an
optical inactive ion is assumed to neither absorb or emit light.
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in channel-waveguide amplifiers, where the light is confined in small spatial regions
and can be precisely controlled and measured. A brief discussion of the main detri-
mental effect in such configuration, that is Confined Carrier Absorption mechanism,
is finally reported.
1.3.1 Quantitative photoluminescence analysis: coupled and
active Er3+ fraction
Quantification of coupled and optically active Er3+ ions has been perfomed analyzing
PL emission in different excitation conditions. Even if this procedure has been
applied to different samples, for the sake of discussion I will report the experiments
which deals with sample A (see tab. 1.1), which has been widely investigated in sec.
1.2.
Essentially, the experiment concerns a comparison between PL spectra of sample
A and reference sample C, of which all the optical constants are well known. This
technique reveals to be much more reliable with respect to different estimations in
which the PL spectra under non-resonant (476nm) and resonant (488nm) excitation
were considered. In this last method, assuming a negligible change of Er3+ effective
absorption cross section at 476 and 488nm, any modification of PL intensity (∆IPL =
IPL(488)− IPL(476)) is attributed to the direct excitation of Er3+ ions, as reported
in the following:
∆IPL = I
ind
PL (488) + I
dir
PL(488)− I indPL (476) ∼ σdir(488)τPLΦexcNEr,2 (1.14)
where the superscript dir. and ind. indicates, respectively direct and indirect ex-
citations, σdir is Er
3+ direct absorption cross-section and the number in the round
brackets represents the excitation wavelength. The problem with this method lies
in the huge difference between the indirect and direct process cross sections. The
expected PL modification due to directly excited Er3+ ions is of the order of 0.01 -
0.001%. Such small values, apart being at the limit of detection in room tempera-
ture experiments, are of the same order of magnitude of the expected modification of
Si-np cross sections at the two different excitation wavelengths. Indeed, this cancels
the initial assumption which has been done, nullyfing the validity of the technique.
In principle, the estimation of optically active Er3+ can be alternatively per-
formed by absorption measurements. However, in this case an exact value of Er3+
absorption cross section in SRSO is required, since the technique allows one to ob-
tain the product σdirNEr, being the latter the active ions concentration. Er
3+ optical
transitions are controlled by the host crystal field (as explained in sec. 1.1), and a
modification of σdir is expected in SRSO material with respect to pure SiO2. Only
if σdir can be determined with different means, the technique sounds suitable for the
determination of active ions.
It would be interesting to compare the optically active ions estimation obtained
with PL-related and absorption related experiments. A real interesting possibility
concerns the fact that some of the Er3+ ions could absorb light and recombining
non-radiatively, being totally quenched in terms of PL emission. This particular
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ions could be considered ”half-active” and could redraw the picture of optical am-
plification in the system. Since this is only a theoretical hypothesis, in this thesis
only the possibilities of fully-active or de-active ions have been considered.
Er3+ ions concentration coupled to Si-np
At first, the optically active Er3+ ion fraction which is coupled to Si-np has been
determined. Using sample C as a reference, the measured emitted photon flux
(Φemitt) can be expressed as a function of Er
3+ excited population NEr,2, created
employing a resonant excitation (Φexc), by the formula:
Φemitt =
V
τrad
NEr,2, with NEr,2 = σdir(488)ΦexcτPLNEr, (1.15)
where V is the excited sample volume andNEr is total ions concentration. In Corning
glass doped Er3+ material (sample C), all Er3+ ions are considered optically active.
PL lifetime (τPL = 7.7 ms), radiative lifetime (τrad = 18 ms) and absorption cross
section (σdir(488)=2×10−21 cm2) have been measured or taken from the literature
[29]. Once the system has been calibrated using sample C, PL intensity of sample
A has been measured for different excitation fluxes at non-resonant wavelength (476
nm) and then the number of Er3+ ions involved in the emission process has been
evaluated. It is possible to relate this value to the number of coupled ions (Ncoupl),
using standard rate equations, as:
NEr,2 = Ncoupl
σeffΦexc
σeffΦexc + τ
−1
PL
(1.16)
where τPL has been directly measured and found equal to 5.5 ms. σeff has been
estimated employing eq. (1.11), where the difference 1/τrise−1/τdecay was evaluated.
Both results are shown in 1.15 (a). Figure 1.15 (b) reports the final results for NEr,2
determination. With the sigmoidal fit of eq. (1.16) a number of 3.6±1×1019cm−3
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coupled Er3+ ions has been found, which is roughly 11% of the total Er3+ concen-
tration reported in tab. 1.1.
Optically active Er3+ ions concentration
The coupled ions estimation gains significance only when compared with the num-
ber of active ions in the sample. The experiments regarding the determination of
the latter are very similar to the ones reported above: even in this case the PL
detected signal has been correlated with the number of excited ions (NEr,2) in the
system. When the material is excited at 980 nm it is assumed that the Si-np has
a negligible role in the absorption-emission processes, which can be totally imputed
to the presence of Er3+ in the material. The number of excited Er3+ ions has been
evaluated with the following formula both for reference sample C and sample A:
Φemitt =
V
τrad
NEr,2, where NEr,2 = σdir(980)ΦexcτPLNEr (1.17)
where the notation used is the same of eq. (1.15). As before, the direct absorp-
tion cross section value for sample C (σdir(980) = 1.02×10−21 cm2) has been taken
from the literature [29]. Using the results of sample C as a calibration constant of
the system, eq. (1.17) has been inverted to obtain NEr in sample A. In this case,
τrad has been evaluated considering the relative refractive index change in the ma-
terial with respect to pure SiO2, while σdir(980) has been determined employing eq.
(1.11) in a dedicated micro-PL experiments and have been found to be equals to
9.0±1.5×10−21cm2 [16].
Figure 1.16 (a) reports the PL spectra as a function of increasing excitation photon
flux, from which the values of NEr,2, reported in panel (b), can be extracted em-
ploying the procedure just described. From eq. (1.17), it is possible to extract NEr
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Figure 1.16: (a): PL spectra for different excitation photon fluxes at resonant wavelength
(980nm). (b): Excited Er3+ population as a function the resonant pump photon flux
(980nm) in sample A. From the slope of the linear fit of the data the optically active Er3+
concentration is obtained.
from the linear fit slope of the experimental results. The value found, 0.6±0.5×1020
cm−3, roughly corresponds to 19% of the total Er3+ concentration reported in tab.
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1.1. Different samples have produced similar results, with a maximum active con-
centration of 25 - 30%.
Indeed, it would be interesting to understand the role of de-active ions. As briefly
discussed, if they are not-active both in terms of absorption and emission, they can
be safely neglected since do not contribute to the system optical amplification nor
losses. On the other hand, if they should be able to absorb and relax without any
radiative recombination, the low percentage of optically active ions in these systems
should be the first issue to be addressed to improve the overall amplifier perfor-
mance. Additional studies to understand this issue are ongoing, while in this work
the de-activated ions are merely considered as background terms which do not con-
tribute to amplifier optical characterization.
Finally, it is worth to note that the evaluated fraction of coupled Er3+ ions (11%
of the total Er3+ concentration) has to be reconsidered in terms of the optically
active value which has been just reported (19% of the total Er3+ concentration).
In this sense, a 56% of erbium ions which emit light are coupled to the Si-np, i.e.
can be excited through non-resonant pumping sensitization processes. This is at
least one order of magnitude larger with respect to the best values of coupled ions
reported in the literature (∼ 3%) [30]. The hypothesis that, at least in the samples
under investigation, no intrinsic limit in achieving the full sensitization of the ions,
such as Auger back-transfer, is present is thus confirmed.
1.3.2 Enhancement and losses in slab and channel wave-
guides
To get a working amplifier device it is necessary to insert the active material in
dielectric waveguide structures, where the propagation of light can be controlled
and addressed. Entering too much into the details of light guiding in dielectric
waveguides is out of the scope of this thesis, whereas full details can be eventually
found in many textbooks (see, for example, [36]). Thus, a more intuitive approach
to the problem of photon localization in such structures is presented, considering the
theroretical framework of the well-known quantum-mechanical Schro¨dinger equation
for a particle in a potential well.
For the sake of discussion, consider the one-dimensional potential well problem along
the yˆ direction: with some basic algebra, starting from the Maxwell equation and
considering a time-harmonic dependence of the electric field, it is possible to write
an eigenvalue equation for the electric field with the same mathematical structure
as the Schro¨dinger one (Helmholtz equation):[
− ~
2
2m
∂2
∂y2
+ V (y)
]
Ψ(y) = ηΨ(y) Schro¨dinger equation,[
1
k2
∂2
∂y2
+ (y)
]
Ex(y) =
β2
k2
Ex(y) Helmholtz equation,
(1.18)
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whereas similar equations can be obtained for the different field components. In
the electromagnetic case, the potential profile V (y) is substituted by a scalar po-
tential which depends on the material dielectric constant  = n2, where n is the
material refractive index. In this sense, a high refractive index material (of index
nH) sandwiched between low refractive index media (of index nL) acts exactly as a
1-D potential well in quantum mechanics. It is then expected that the eigenfunc-
tions of the system were L2 functions with an increasing number of nodes from the
fundamental state (no nodes). The eigenvalues of eq. (1.18) are called propagation
constants of the mode (β). It is instructing to define a mode effective index as
n2eff = k
2/β2, with k light wavenumber. In order to have a L2 wavefunction, which
is a guided mode in the system, the following condition on neff should hold:
n2L < n
2
eff ≤ n2H ; (1.19)
if the left hand side of this equation is not verified, then the light can not propagate
by means of total internal reflection into the waveguide.
In a more detailed analysis concerning a closer inspection of Maxwell’s equations,
more differences between the solutions of Schro¨dinger and Helmholtz equations can
be appreciated. In particular, for the problem here discussed, it is possible to con-
sider two basis in which a general electromagnetic wave can be decomposed, with
reference to the coordinate system reported in fig. 1.17:
{Ex, Hy, Ez} → TE polarization (1.20)
{Hx, Ey, Hz} → TM polarization. (1.21)
The boundary condition of the fields at the dielectric interface has to be coherent
with the electromagnetic theory: considering only the electric fields for TE and TM
polarization, Ex and Ey, from which all the other components can be derived, the
following conditions should be verified at the interface along the xˆ direction between
a low and high refractive index material:
ELx = E
H
x (1.22)
ELy =
(
nH
nL
)2
EHy , (1.23)
where the subscripts H and L indicate, respectively, the field in the high and low
refractive index material. Figure 1.17 reports, as an example, the field eigenfunc-
tion solutions of Helmholtz equation (1.18) for a 500nm thick Si-slab waveguide
(nH = 3.5) surrounded by air (nL = 1) at a wavelength of 1500 nm. Three TE
modes (panel (a)) are supported and, as expected, they have respectively zero (fun-
damental mode), one (first excited state) and two nodes (second excited state). On
the other hand (panel (b)), only two TM modes are supported. Note that the field
amplitude are independently normalized.
The situation becomes more complicated when the dimensionality of the wave-
guide is increased. Helmholtz’s equation in 3D dielectric systems has no analytical
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Figure 1.17: (a): Electric field amplitude for TE polarization eigenfuctions in 500nm
Si-slab surrounded by air at a wavelength of 1500nm. Note the numer of increasing nodes
from fundamental (blue) to higher order solutions (red, 2nd order and green, 3rd order).
(b): Same results for TM polarization. Note the discontinuity at the slab border.
solution and guided modes can not be expressed in the TE-TM polarization basis
anymore. Nevertheless, in many cases it is still possible to define a majority triplet
of field components among the ones of eq. (1.20) and (1.21). Even if the guided
modes are not purely polarized , they are called quasi-TE (quasi-TM) if the domi-
nant field components are the one of eq. (1.20) ((1.21)). In 3D waveguides, solutions
of eq. (1.18) can be obtained using numerical algorithms, such as the effective index
method [36] or wave-matching-mode method [37].
For practical purposes, it is worth to show some of the light-guiding properties of
the SRSO:Er waveguides which will be investigated in the following sections. Figure
1.18 summarizes the dispersion relation of both slab (panel (a)) and channel wave-
guides (panel (b), (c) and (d)). The slab waveguide is composed by a 1.2 µm active
layer of SRSO:Er composite material (refractive index n∼ 1.52 - 1.58 at 1500nm)
deposited on a 5 µm thick silicon oxide cladding layer. The TE and TM mode effec-
tive indices are reported in fig. 1.18 (a). These waveguides have been investigated
to check the reproducibility and homogeneity of the deposition technique by m-line
measurements [18]. Moreover, the losses and amplification properties of the material
have been addressed, respectively, employing Shifting of the Excitation Spot (SES)
[38] and Variable Stripe Lenght (VSL) [39] techniques, which will be described in
next section.
Rib-channel waveguide is the configuration chosen for the final amplifier device. In
fig. 1.18 (b) the dispersion relation, for a typical 5 µm wide waveguide (of which
a schematic is reported in fig.1.18, (d)), is reported. The gray-shaded zones repre-
sent regions in which the optical modes can not propagate, as shown by eq. (1.19).
Noteworthy, the number of optical modes increases with the photon frequency. The
fundamental and first excited quasi-TE modes, can be better inspected in fig.1.18
(c), in the spectral region of interest for Er3+ emission. Finally, fig. 1.18 (d) re-
ports the electric field amplitude of the first guided TE-mode at a wavelength of
1.55 µm. A particularly useful parameter, in this context, is the fraction of optical
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Figure 1.18: (a): Effective index for the Er:SRSO slab waveguide under study (structure
details in text). (b): Dispersion relation (neff (λ)) for rib-channel waveguides under study
(structure details in the text). (c): Effective indices of the fundamental and first excited
quasi-TE modes in the Er3+ emission spectral region. (d): Electric field amplitude of the
fundamental quasi-TE mode at a wavelength of 1550 nm. Some geometrical parameters
of the waveguide are added for completness.
power which is localized in the active material (confinement factor Γ), which can be
obtained evaluating the following integrals:
Γ =
∫
AL
<(~Pz(~r))d~r∫
V
<(~Pz(~r))d~r
, (1.24)
where ~Pz is the Poyinting vector (~Pz = ~E× ~H) and the integration domains are over
the active layer (AL) and in the whole space (V). While slab waveguides hold an
average confinement factor of 0.85, this reaches an average value of 0.7 in channel
waveguides, where a range of channel widths from 5 to 10 µm has been considered.
Channel waveguides have been at first passively characterized employing transmis-
sion cut-back measurements. Active characterization has been carried out by means
of pump & probe experiments. Both measurements will be detailed in next sections.
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Amplification and losses in slab waveguides
Active slab waveguides optical characterization can be performed employing partic-
ular experimental techniques. In these, spontaneous emission is exploited to probe
the light-guiding properties of the dielectric. A brief schematic of both SES and
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Figure 1.19: Schematics of SES and VSL experiments.
VSL experimental setups is depicted in fig. 1.19. In SES, the excitation source is
focused in a small spot which can be moved at different distances from the sam-
ple edge. Since the material under investigation is active, the excited region emits
light itself, which is then collected from the sample edge with an optical fiber bunch
and analyzed with a monochromator coupled to a IR-PMT. In practice, a movable,
isotropic, light emitting source is realized. It is a well known fact that the light
intensity which propagates in a dielectric waveguide of length L follows the Beer’s
law [36]:
I(L) = I0e
−αΓL (1.25)
where I(L) (I0) is the intensity at the edge (input) of the waveguide, Γ is the optical
confinement factor and α is the loss coefficient, which gathers the information about
all the possible loss channels within the guiding structure. By traslating the pinhole
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Figure 1.20: (a): Results of SES measurements of sample A (see tab. 1.1). A CW
excitation source was used at a wavelength of 488nm.
position, the excitation spot is moved at different distances L from the sample edge.
Then, α can be determined by fitting the collected signal as a function of L. Figure
1.20 (a) reports typical signals collected fromt the sample edge, while in panel (b)
the results extracted from the fits for sample A are shown. Here, a 488 nm excitation
wavelength has been employed. It is worth to point out that the results have been
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corrected to take into account the gaussian-shaped intensity of the excitation laser
beam.
In SES experiments, only a finite percentage of optical radiation (which value de-
pends from the spot-sample edge distance) can be collected by the fiber. This causes
a slight overestimation of the real material losses. Nevertheless, the results clearly
depict Er3+ absorption spectrum, showing a peak of losses at 1535nm. Neglecting
absorption effects, propagation losses (that is, all the other losses contribution which
dependes on waveguide length) as low as 2 dB/cm have been found, considering the
longest wavelength result obtained at 1575nm. Similar results have been found in
most of the samples under analysis.
In VSL technique (which setup configuration is represented in fig. 1.19) the
excitation beam forms a stripe, some centimeters long and few microns wide. This
is used to asses amplification properties of the material. If the population is inverted
along the stripe channel, it is possible to observe Amplified Spontaneous Emission
(ASE) of the photons emitted along the excitation line. The detected signal is then
given by the integral along the stripe of light intensity, which is subjected both to
the Beer law (1.25) and to exponential amplification effects,
I(L) =
∫ L
0
I0e
α∗Γldl =
I0
α∗
(1− eα∗ΓL). (1.26)
α∗ is the material net gain, which can be decomposed in a positive, amplification
term (internal gain gint) and a negative, lossy one (α), which includes absorption,
propagation and excitation-induced losses (α∗ = 2gint − α). The maximum value of
gint is given by |α|, for a complete population inversion. In this case, it is straight-
forward to get α∗ = α, which represents the maximum material gain. Conversely,
when the sample is not excited, gint = 0 and α
∗ = −α, which clearly reproduces
the material absorption. Actually, the term net gain can sound misleading, since it
represents a real, physical gain only when population inversion is reached: never-
theless, this is the traditional nomenclature in VSL experiments, and has been used
without forget its true meaning.
Indeed, to integrate eq. (1.26), I0 has been approximated as independent from the
sample edge distance. Experimentally this is can be done with a beam expander,
which allows one to obtain a flat excitation beam intensity profile. Again, realizing
different measurements as a function of the stripe length L, it is possible to extract
the material net gain α∗. Figure 1.21 reports the experimental results on sample A
(panel (a)) and on Sample D (panel (b)). This last sample reproduces the typical
behavior of most of the samples under study; its deposition parameters are reported
in tab. 1.3. Sample A deposition parameter (reported in tab. 1.1) are restated here
to allow an easy comparison between the samples.
It is worth to note the different trend of α∗ in the two samples: for clarity, the
results obtained at 1535nm are reported in the right panel of fig. 1.21. While in sam-
ple D, increasing the excitation flux, the losses contribution increases more than the
amplification one, indicating a predominant excitation pump induced losses mecha-
nism (such as Confined Carrier Absorption, which will be described in more detail
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Figure 1.21: (a): Sample A α∗ obtained with the VSL technique at different excitation
fluxes (λexc=488nm), reported in panel (b) with the same symbol notation.(b): Same
results for sample D. (c): Comparison of α∗ at Er3+ peak emission wavelength (1535nm)
in sample A and D as a function of excitation flux. Note the opposite trend for the two
samples.
Sample Si exc (%) [Er3+][cm−3] Tann[
◦C]
D 8.5 ± 2 3.4± 0.2× 1020 900
A 5 ± 2 3.38± 0.2× 1020 900
Table 1.3: Sample D and A compositions. The annealing time was of one hour.
in the next section), in sample A the negative α∗ decreases with the excitation flux,
indicating a larger contribution of optical amplification phenomena with respect to
sample D.
It is important to point out that, even for sample A, α∗ is always negative, showing
that, even if reduced, losses are still present in the sample and should be addressed
in order to exploit the amplification properties of the material.
Passive losses: cut-back technique
The results of VSL and SES measurements represent an estimation of optical proper-
ties of the SRSO:Er active material. When this is employed in a real working device,
additional issues have to be addressed in order to get net gain. Similarly to a laser
cavity, if the light amplification does not overcome the passive losses of the system,
the net result will be a decrease of the signal which has been injected in the device in
order to be amplified. The term passive losses includes the contributions of all loss
channels which do not depend on sample active layer excitation (i.e. losses due to
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non-perfect dielectric structure, material absorption losses, ecc...). The light-guiding
properties of rib-channel waveguides have thus been analyzed by performing optical
transmission experiments. The obtained value represents a key value to understand
the mininum amplification needed to obtain net gain in the system.
To evaluate passive losses, a probe signal is injected into the waveguide channel em-
ploying a tapered optical fiber, mounted on a piezo-electric stage with nanometric
resolution. At the opposite edge of the waveguide, the transmitted signal is then
collected and can be analyzed by using a CCD camera to evaluate the far-field mode
profile. Since the amplifier works in the spectral region of Er3+ ions emission, optical
propagation has been studied employing a tunable IR-laser source (tunable range
1500 - 1600nm, with a maximum power of 10 mW) as a signal.
The light intensity at the output facet of the waveguide (Iout) can be expressed as:
Iout
I0
= A0 · e−αpropL, (1.27)
where I0 is the intensity at the waveguide input. From inspection of eq. (1.27) it is
possible to recognize two different kinds of losses, considering the different relation
with the waveguide length L. Propagation losses have an exponential dependence
from L, following Beer’s law (1.25), with a characteristic loss coefficient αprop. This
definition can include losses due to guided mode coupling with radiative modes,
scattering losses due to inhomogeneity or imperfection of the dielectric structure
and/or absorption losses due to the employed material. All the other losses can be
represented by a constant factor A0 independent from L. The main contribution to
this class is given by the mismatch between the input beam and the waveguide field
modal shape (coupling losses).
Employing waveguides of different lengths it is possible to separate propagation
and coupling losses contributions. Using this technique (cut-back technique [40]),
rib-waveguide samples with SRSO:Er active layer have been characterized. The
waveguide containing an active layer with the same composition and deposition
parameters of sample A (see tab. 1.1) has been labeled A-wg and possesses the geo-
metrical structure sketched in fig. 1.18 (d). Several sets of waveguide with different
rib width (from 3 to 10 µm) have been checked, producing within error the same
results, which are reported in fig. 1.22 (a), (b) for a w=5 µm waveguide. Within
a good approximation, it is possible to completely associate A0 with the coupling
losses in the system. The obtained value for this loss contribution ranges from 3
to 5 dB for every Er:SRSO waveguide with high quality facets (such as sample A).
Outside Er3+ absorption peak, average propagation losses of 3 ± 0.5 dB/cm have
been found. Considering this result, it is possible to extract Er3+ ions absorption
spectrum, which is reported in fig. 1.22 (c), where a maximum absorption of 4
dB/cm can be observed.
Then, if all Er3+ population is inverted, a maximum gain of 4 dB/cm is expected,
which is enough to overcome propagation loss of 3 dB/cm, with a net gain of 1
dB/cm. Indeed, with industrial packaging technique it is possible to lower the
coupling losses to value less than 1 dB per waveguide facet, allowing the possible
production of optical amplifiers for telecom applications with few dB of gain man-
taining at the same time a compact size of few centimeters.
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Figure 1.22: Propagation losses αp (panel (a)) and length independent losses A0 (panel
(b)) obtained with the cut-back technique in sample A-wg. (c): Extracted absorption
losses for two different channel widths in sample A.
Even if the possibility to get net gain in the waveguides has been discussed, the
excitation induced material losses have still to be properly addressed and possibly
reduced to negligible contributions. In fact, slab waveguides characterization of the
previous sections clearly depict the existence of pump induced losses in the samples
under analysis. In the following, the possible physical mechanisms related to these
effects, that is cooperative up-conversion and confined carrier absorption, will be
described and investigated.
Cooperative Up-Conversion
The possibility to have strong cooperative-up-conversion effect in the samples can
be investigated by means of PL related experiments. This phenomenon is an exci-
tation induced losses in Er3+ systems: physically, when two excited ions are placed
close enough, it is possible that one of them recombines exchanging its energy to
the other one. Even if the electrons of the latter, which have been excited to high
lying levels, quickly recombine to the first excited state, the net results obtained is
to pass from two excited ions to a single excited ion, fastly depleting the inverted
population [4]. Experimentally, the existence of such an effect can be proven by
looking at Er-related PL lifetime reductions when excitation fluxes are progressively
increased. As depicted in fig. 1.23 (a), the sets of sample described in this thesis
show no modification of PL lifetime under resonant excitation, both considering the
maximum and minimum available CW excitation fluxes. In this case it is difficult to
estimate an up-conversion probability coefficient Cup. As a reference, it is possible
to consider the coefficient Cup which has been derived in a typical samples belonging
to an old set4. In particular, the found value of 2×1017 cm2/s represents an upper
4In particular, the PL lifetime reported in fig. 1.23 (b) have been measured in a sample with
7% Si excess, 5.4±0.2×1020 cm−3 Er3+ concentration, annealed at 900◦ for 30 minutes.
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Figure 1.23: PL lifetime as a function of resonant excitation flux in sample A (a) and in
an Er-doped SRSO sample which does not belong to the set here described (b). Note the
lifetime decrease in panel (b), showing cooperative-up-conversion mechanisms.
limit to the up-conversion coefficient in the set of samples under investigation.
Carrier absorption and signal enhancement in rib waveguides
Alternatively, the source of excitation power-dependent losses described in the pre-
vious sections can be attributed to Confined Carrier Absorption mechanism (CCA)
[41, 42]. CCA is the analogous (for confined electron) of Free Carrier Absorption
(FCA), which is one of the main effects which prevents efficient light emission in
bulk Si [43]. When excitons in Si-np are created by optical injection, both electrons
or holes separately can absorb light propagating in the structure, with the results of
being promoted to very high levels. A very fast thermalization allows the particles
to return to their original level. In a first approximation, it is assumed that CCA
effects do not impact on excitons population, yet represent an additional, pump-
induced, source of optical losses in the material.
Since it represent a hindrance to reach net gain in Er3+ doped SRSO amplifiers, CCA
mechanism in the IR has been addressed in multi-layer (ML) SRSO/SiO2 samples
without Er3+.
Notewhorty, typical Er:SRSO samples show a great contribution of excitation-induced
losses. To address the CCA behaviour in presence of Er3+ ions, a preliminar set of
samples, with different Si-np and Er3+ concentrations, has been investigated. Once
the mechanism is understood, the optimum material composition in terms of CCA-
related losses can be achieved. Table 1.4 reports the characteristic of some of the
samples under study. Optical active characterizations have been performed with the
pump & probe technique [44]. In this method, different transmission measurements
are compared, where the optical excitation of the sample is respectively turned on
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Sample Si-np conc. [cm−3] [Er3+][cm−3] annealing T [◦C] and time [min]
ML-A 3.5±1.2×1018 - 1080, 60
Sample Si exc (%) [Er3+][cm−3] annealing T [◦C] and time[min]
CA1 7 ± 1 4.5± 0.1× 1019 900, 60
CA2 7 ± 1 4± 0.1× 1020 900, 60
CA3 7 ± 1 5.4± 0.1× 1020 900, 30
CA4 7 ± 1 5.4± 0.1× 1020 900, 10
Table 1.4: Sets of sample under study for CCA characterization.
or off. Figure 1.24 reports an optical photograph of the pump & probe setup.
L =2cmPUMP
tapered input fiber
25 mm
twin channel
reference waveguide
25x
collection
objective
488nm
laser line
L=2.4cm
Figure 1.24: Optical photograph of pump & probe setup. Note the excitation stripe (2cm
long) focused along the 2.4cm waveguide under study. The good alignment of the stripe
can be checked from the top with a zoomed CCD camera. Moreover a different CCD
camera is placed at the waveguide output, where the guided mode excited by active layer
spontaneous emission and ASE can be controlled. The zoomed image reports an optical
photograph of the waveguide mode when a twin-reference 10µm channel is excited.
The optical excitation is performed through top-focusing the Ar+ laser excitation by
means of a cylindrical lens. The beam is focused in a long stripe on top of a single
channel waveguide, as reported in fig. 1.24. The standard stripe is 1 - 2 cm long,
with a maximum width of about 10 µm, as measured employing a zoomed top-view
CCD camera. The inset of fig. 1.24 shows a cross-view image of the optical mode
at the waveguide output, which has been obtained through spontaneous emission
of Er3+ when the active material is excited with the pump stripe. The clear modal
shape is a proof of the good optical pump alignment. Note that in this case the
waveguide is composed by twin 10 µm wide rib channels which are used for refer-
ence and are very spaced from the single rib waveguides which have been considered
in the measurements.
The probe input (1500 - 1600 nm wavelength) is injected into the waveguide with a
tapered fiber. The collection is performed, at the opposite edge, using a 25× micro-
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scope objective and analyzed with a IR-detector.
Two-steps measurements have been performed:{
Ipout = Iine
−αΓL probe on - pump off
IP&pout = Iine
[−αL+α∗(Φpump)Lpump]Γ probe on - pump on
(1.28)
where the symbol notation is the same as before. The term α∗(Φpump) is a loss/gain
coefficient which depends from the excitation photon flux. The ratio of IP&pout and
Ipout in (1.28) is called, for historical reason, signal enhancement (SE). From SE
measurements, it is possible to extract α∗, employing the formula:
IP&pout
Ipout
= SE = eα
∗LpumpΓ → α∗ = lnSE
ΓLpump
(1.29)
If the CCA mechanism is investigated, α∗ is given by the product (−Nexc,2 · σCA),
where Nexc,2 has the same meaning as before, and σCA is the cross section of the
process.
CCA-losses have been quantified for samples in tab. 1.4. Sample ML-A contains
only Si-np and the CCA losses related to this one can be important to understand
the difference with the FCA mechanism in bulk Si. α∗ has been evaluated at 1550nm,
considering different excitation fluxes: a particular of one typical pump-on, pump-off
measurement has been reported in the inset of fig. 1.25 (a). Due to the closely spaced
nature on the Si-np layer, dominating inter-particles Auger processes are expected.
These scale with excitation flux with a characteristic power law (y = a · xb,b=0.5),
which is well reproduced by the data fit of fig. 1.25 (a) (bfit = 0.49± 0.02) [41].
The maximum CCA-losses have been found to be as high as 6 dB/cm. Assuming
that at larger fluxes Auger dynamics completely dominates excitons population (i.e.
Nexc,2 = NSi−np), it is possible to extract σCA. This has been found to be 4×10−19
cm2: it is worth to note this is one order of magnitude lower than the FCA cross-
section in silicon (σFCA ∼ 10−18cm2 at 1535nm [45]).
Even if, when Er3+ is inserted in the samples, stimulated emission phenomena
are expected, measured α∗ values were negative and decreasing with excitation flux
for every sample of tab. 1.4. Although a simple model can not be easily extracted
from the data, some qualitative results can help in getting some insights of the
detrimental processes in presence of transfer mechanism among Er3+ ions and Si-
np. Figure 1.25 (b) reports the pump & probe measurements comparison for the
investigated samples. The most significant result is the effect of energy transfer on
CCA-related losses. It is assumed that the Si-np contained in the last four samples
of tab. 1.4 differ only for the different sizes5. It is possible to appreciate the reduc-
tion of CCA-losses in sample CA2 with respect to sample CA1. These two samples
5While the number of Si-np is essentially given by the number of nucleation centers, which
itself depends on the Si-excess, the size of Si-np depends on the annealing time, resulting in larger
particle for longer annealing times
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posses the same kind of Si-np yet different Er3+ concentration. Noteworthy, larger
losses are observed for the sample with less Er3+ content. If one correlates the larger
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Figure 1.25: (a): CCA losses evaluated with pump & probe technique for sample ML-A.
The solid line is a power-law fit y = a · xb, where b=0.48±0.02 has been found, hinting
toward inter-particles Auger dominating mechanism. In the inset a typical pump-on pump-
off measurements is reported, where it is possible to appreciate the signal decrease when
excitation is turned on. (b): The same measurements for samples with different kinds of
Si-np and Er3+ concentration is reported.
number of Er3+ ions to a larger energy transfer effect, the reduction of CCA can be
interpreted considering that the energy transfer itself contributes in the depletion
of population Nexc,2, through indirect Auger recirculation, as reported in sec. 1.2.
The more the ions are coupled, the larger the depletion in the exciton population,
realizing a decrease of CCA losses. More difficult is an easy interpretation of the
results for samples CA2, CA3 and CA4. They have the same Si content but the
annealing duration has been shortened progressively while keeping the same anneal-
ing temperature. This results in smaller Si-np from CA2 to CA4, having CA4 the
shortest annealing time. Thus, some insights can be obtained from the steady-state
exciton population, which can be evaluated as:
Nexc,2 = σSi−npΦexcNSi−npτPL, (1.30)
where the same notation of eq. (1.7) has been used. Smaller Si-np posses both a
shorter τPL (shorter radiative lifetimes) [13] and a smaller absorption cross section
[26]. If the population is not completely dominated by Auger recombination, it is
expected that in smaller Si-np a smaller number of excitons is created, this in turn
means minor CCA losses.
The results of fig. 1.25 for samples CA3 and CA4 qualitatively reproduce the above-
mentioned expected results, with reduced CCA in the sample with smaller nanopar-
ticles. Conversely, the results of sample CA2 does not fit with this simple model,
being the magnitude of NexcσCA of the same order of the one found for sample CA3.
This again points out the effects of energy transfer which contributes to a fast exci-
ton depletion, reducing CCA losses. Empirically, the Er3+ emission intensity under
indirect excitation was stronger in sample CA3 than in CA2, suggesting that in the
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latter, though CCA is reduced from Si-np side, a less efficient transfer makes the net
losses comparable with sample CA3. It is indeed clear that a compromise between
reduced CCA losses and transfer mechanism has to be found, since a reduction of
the number of excitons, which would reduce the magnitude of CCA phenomena, at
the same time quenches the energy transfer efficiency itself.
In fact, as will be reported in the case of sample A, while CCA losses have been
strongly reduced with respect to the typical values experienced in Er-doped SRSO
systems [46], the sensitization effect is not strong enough to realize optical gain.
In case of amplifying materials, it is possible to extract the system internal gain
from α∗ (α∗ = 2gint − αabs), when population inversion is reached.
Another issue to be taken care of is represented by Amplified Spontaneous Emis-
sion (ASE) signal, which is a source of noise in the amplifier. Physically, this is
formed by amplification of spontaneous emission photons generated within the ex-
cited material. Due to the isotropic and non-monochromatic nature of spontaneous
emission, ASE signal is a broadband noise source, which can be evaluated in the
experiments with a ”pump-on, probe-off” measurements. This is necessary in order
to estimate correctly α∗ contribution to SE. Fig. 1.26 reports the results of pump
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Figure 1.26: α∗Γ measured in sample A-wg with pump & probe technique. The results
for probe wavelengths tuned with the Er3+ emission peak (1535, black arrow in the inset)
and almost outside the gain spectrum (1610nm, red arrow in the inset) and for different
excitation wavelengths are compared. Resonant (488 nm) and non-resonant (476nm) ex-
citation generates the same results, with a negligible role of Er3+ direct contribution. It is
worth to note that at 1610nm α∗ reaches a value as low as 0.2 dB/cm, indicating a strong
reduction of CCA-related losses.
& probe measurements on sample A-wg. When the Er3+ emission peak is probed
(λprobe=1535nm), α
∗ becomes greater than zero when the pump flux is increased; on
the other hand, outside Er3+ emission peak (λprobe=1610nm), it is possible to appre-
ciate dominant CCA-related losses, which reaches a maximum value of 0.2 dB/cm
at the largest excitation flux. It is also worth to note that the same trend has been
observed both for Er3+ resonant (λexc=488nm) and non-resonant (λexc=476nm) ex-
citation, showing again how Er3+ direct absorption cross section is negligible with
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respect to energy transfer effective cross section. Even if it is a difficult task to
separate amplification and CCA contribution, we can conclude that in sample A
the CCA impacts less on the amplifier performance. In fact, most of samples which
have been characterized by pump & probe experiments shows a net decrease in the
signal intensity when the pump is turned on. In fig. 1.27 (a) a typical results of
pump & probe measurements is shown for sample E, whose composition is reported
in tab. 1.5. It is interesting to note that CCA-losses contribution (which in this
Sample Si exc (%) [Er3+][cm−3] annealing time[min]
E 10 ± 1 1± 0.1× 1020 60
Table 1.5: Sample E composition. The annealing temperature was 900◦C.
non-optimized sample can be as large as 1.5 dB/cm) is dominating for every probe
wavelengths, although reduced at Er3+ emission peak spectral position (1535 nm).
On the other hand, outside the gain spectrum (1610 nm) a stronger decrease can
be appreciated. This means that a competitive amplification mechanism exists, al-
though weaker than CCA detrimental effect. The SE at 1535 nm has been finally
investigated for a wide range of excitation fluxes, and results reported in fig. 1.27.
Concluding, optimized sample A-wg shows α∗ greater than zero. This means that
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Figure 1.27: (a): Spectral signal intensity for a standard Er:SRSO waveguide (composi-
tion specified in the text), which represents the average behavior of the sets under analysis.
(b): α∗Γ at 1535nm as a function of excitation flux. The red curve is a line for the eye.
light amplification induced by stimulated emission starts to overcome excitation-
induced losses, which have been attributed to the CCA mechanism. The possibil-
ity to explore sample A-wg behavior at larger excitation fluxes sounds intriguing,
but additional effects, such as thermal expansion and/or nonlinear effects in Si-np,
dominates the light dynamics within the waveguide, possibly masking amplification
effects.
It is important to understand again the mutual role of CCA losses and opti-
cal amplification in the samples. Being both processes proportional to the number
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of created excitons, it is impossible to decorrelate the contributions to the signal
dynamics. As seen, even if CCA losses can be greatly reduced, obtaining positive
α∗ values, the corresponding gain reduction does not allow the achievement of net
gain in the system. On the other hand, when the number of excitons is increased,
CCA-losses completely rule out optical amplification effects. A smart solution in
this sense would be to increase the transfer efficiency without resorting to an in-
crease in excitons number. This could be done, for example, enhancing the photon
Density of States (DOS) at optical wavelengths in proximity of the transitions which
are responsible for the energy transfer. To this end, a detailed excitation spectra
measurement of Er-doped SRSO material is mandatory.
1.4 Conclusions
In this chapter I have shown spectroscopic experiments in photoluminescent sam-
ples where the energy transfer among Si-np and Er3+ ions is observed. In the last
years, confined carrier absorption detrimental effect in Si-np has been widely in-
vestigated, representing one of the hindrances towards Si-np-based light emitting
devices. Here, the material has been empirically characterized by means of pump
& probe experiments to minimize CCA related-losses. With the most promising
material composition for reduced CCA (in terms of Si-np and Er3+ content), an
additional optimization has been performed, modifying the deposition parameters
in order to maximize the energy transfer process having, at the same time, a long
lifetime for Er3+ first excited state transition. The resulting sample has shown good
potentiality as a candidate for amplifier devices: the SE coefficient α∗ (related to
excitation-induced loss/gain) reaches 1 dB/cm and a 56% of optically active ions are
coupled to Si-np. On the other hand, some issues have to be solved in order to get
net gain in the system: the large fraction of optically de-active ions (89% of the total
concentration), though not representing a detrimental effect, reduces the possibility
to obtain large gain values and eventually overcome the passive losses of the system.
Most important, it has been realized that, though reduced to low values, CCA re-
lated losses still represent an important detrimental issue in the systems, which can
not be decorrelated from the amplification dynamics. To improve the understanding
of the system, the energy transfer mechanism among Si-np and Er3+ ions has been
widely investigated. Having not found traces of reported intrinsic limits to sensi-
tization, such as Auger back-transfer effects, the hypothesis of distance-dependent
energy transfer has been further strenghten. This has been modeled considering an
effective trap states that acts similarly to Er3+ donor level in bulk Si. Even if it
requires great technological effort to be accomplished, the possibility to place more
Er3+ close to Si-np does not represent an intrinsic limit of the system and, if real-
ized, can both increase the number of coupled ions decreasing, at the same time, the
impact of CCA in the system.
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Appendix to chapter 1
Transfer mechanism in re-annealed samples
To understand how the transfer mechanism is related to the Si-np phase a second
annealing treatment has been performed in both samples A and B (see tab. 1.1), for
one hour at 1100◦, in order to ensure the full phase separation between SiO2 and Si
and the full crystallization of the nanoparticles. The new samples have been labelled
as A-re and B-re. Figure 1.28 reports the decay curves of sample B-re in the visible
range. The lifetimes, extracted using eq. (1.4) and plotted in the inset, show a net
trend as a function of the detection wavelengths. This is indeed a clear signature of
the high crystalline quality of the re-annealed samples [13]. It is worth to compare
this last result with the lifetimes obtained in sample B (see fig. 1.9 (a)), which did
not show any particular spectral trend. When Er3+ is inserted into the sample the
visible lifetime is reduced, and the PL band is quenched as a whole, reproducing
qualitatively the same results whose have been observed in sample A and B. Even
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Figure 1.28: Visible PL decay of sample B-re at different detection wavelenght. In the
inset the average PL lifetime, extracted using eq. (1.4) is reported. Note the clear PL
lifetime trend which confirms the good crystallinity of the nanoparticle in the sample.
in the IR region spectroscopic experiments give the same qualitative results which
have been found for non-reannealed samples. Both in samples A-re and B-re a fast
decaying lineshape is present, as reported in fig. 1.29 (a), where the comparison of
the pre-annealing and post-annealing samples can be appreciated. The most striking
difference in the new set of samples is related to quantitative results. Figure 1.29
(b) and (c) reports wide range PL spectra for pre and post-annealing samples. An
anti-correlation between Si-np and Er3+ emission can be noted: while the first is
enhanced by the annealing treatment, the second is quenched of more than two
orders of magnitude, indicating a less-efficient energy transfer process.
Since all the spectroscopic features analyzed for samples A and B are present in
samples A-re and B-re, their experimental decay curves have been fitted using the
same model of eq. (1.7), where the Dexter interaction distance has been changed
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Figure 1.29: (a): Comparison of IR-PL decays of sample A and sample A-re. Note that the
fast lineshape is present in every sample for every detection wavelenght. (b): comparison
of sample A and A-re non-resonant CW-PL (λexc=476nm). Note that the reannealing both
quenches Er3+ PL signal and enhance Si-np visible signal. (c): Comparisong of sample B
and B-re non-resonant CW-PL.
accordingly to take into account the crystalline nature of the nanoparticles (RD =
2.1 nm [28]). Results similar to those of sample A and B have been obtained for re-
annealed samples, with a R2 of 0.96 and 0.88 for sample A-re and B-re, respectively6.
The longer interaction distance RD with respect to the amorphous case makes the
model less reliable, since it is necessary to introduce large Er-Si-np distances (∼15-20
nm, in comparison with 6-7 nm for nanoclusters) to reproduce the experimental data.
For these distances the hypothesis of a single nanoparticle interacting with many
Er3+ ions can not be strictly verified. The range of coupling constant obtained,
ki = [5 × 10−10 − 1 × 10−9] cm3/s, has to be intended as a guess of the actual
values. Nevertheless, good fit of the decay lineshapes for all the samples employing
the same rate equations validate the hypothesis of the existence of a single kind of
energy transfer mechanism. From the rise of the 4I11/2 level an average transfer time
of 117± 30 ns has been evaluated.
6In this case, CA = 1± 2× 10−33cm6/s while w321 = ±3× 1110 s−1 ,where the same notation
of eq. (1.7) has been used.
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Chapter 2
Microdisk resonators:
photoluminescence, strain
engineering and Purcell
enhancement
While in chapter 1 some properties of light emitting materials were exploited to
generate/amplify radiation, in this chapter, conversely, the possible modification of
material properties induced by a coupling with optical fields is analyzed. To achieve
this result it is important to be able to control light with a great degree of pre-
cision. In this sense, technological improvements in the last years have developed
an intense research in optical microcavities, that is dielectric structures in which
electromagnetic fields at optical frequencies can be localized by means of total in-
ternal reflection effect [47]. Between the others, whispering gallery mode (WGM)
resonators, where the dielectric structure is azimuthally symmetric, have raised a
lot of interest mainly due to the easyness of fabrication, which relaxes the ultra-high
resolution process needed to create photonic crystal cavities with similar properties.
The peculiar name of such structures derives from the analysis of echoes effects of
acoustic waves in the dome of St. Paul cathedral (London) by Lord Rayleigh, at the
beginning of last century [48].
Further, CO2-laser melting technique in SiO2 microdisks has revealed the possibility
to create micro-toroid shaped resonators, where quality factors as large as 109 have
been measured [49]. Such a high achievement opens the route to the employment
of WGM resonators in many different fields: from applied physics, as in biosensing
[50] or on-chip laser sources [51], to pure fundamental physics. WGM resonators are
indeed used as platforms where Cavity-Quantum-Electrodynamics (C-QED) effects
can be observed, such as light-matter strong coupling [52].
In this chapter, I will report a detailed optical characterization of microdisk res-
onators with Si-np. As discussed in chapt. 1, Si-np posses a wide PL band in the
visible: when they are embedded in a dielectric microcavity, an external laser source
is sufficient to observe WGMs generated by optical injection via spontaneous emis-
sion of the nanoparticles. The possibiliy to excite a single disk it is quite interesting
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both to analyze the photonic properties of the dielectric and, at the same time, to
get informations of the emitters within. In particular, I will report as the CCA
mechanism can be characterized, employing simple PL measurements, whereas for
standard waveguides complicated experiments have to be performed, as reported in
sec. 1.3.2.
After that, I will show optical measurements related to light-matter interaction in
the weak coupling regime. In this regime, field and emitters can be safely con-
sidered as separate physical entities, even though they can strongly influence each
other. The radiative rate enhancement of an emitter coupled to a cavity resonance
(Purcell effect [53]) will be shown for Si-np at room temperature. Even if Si-np
are bad emitter for Purcell effect observation, the first convincing measurements
of enhancement for this material will be reported and, more importantly, a novel
technique for emitter linewidth estimation will be proposed.
When microdisks are fabricated using hybrid bi-layer structure, they are subjected
to stress at the different material interfaces. This is usually considered a detrimental
effect, but can be exploited to create micro-cup-shaped resonators (micro-kylix), in
which the spectral region where the largest Q’s are found can be tuned of tens of
nm, changing the strength of stress deformation in the cavity itself.
The possibility to couple different microdisks stacking one on top of the other sounds
intriguing. This geometry increases the coupling coefficient with respect to the point-
like and planar coupling which is usually realized in WGM-based Coupled Resonator
Optical Waveguides (CROWs) [54]. New physical phenomena can be observed, such
as optical dipole forces [55, 56]. When a constituting material with only third order
nonlinearities is considered, vertically coupled microdisk could offer a platform to
observe the theoretically predicted optical analogous of Josephson current oscilla-
tions in superconductor-insulator junctions [57], which is due to nonlinear Optical
Parametric Oscillation (OPO) effects [36, 58, 59].
As reported in [61], Si-np possess a strong Kerr nonlinearity, whereas their Pockels
nonlinearity is negligible due to their centro-symmetric shape; indeed they represent
the ideal candidate to be employed as nonlinear material to observe the abovemen-
tioned effects. To investigate the Josephson oscillations, I will report simulations
aiming to the structure design.
2.1 Active microresonator with Si-np
In this section active (i.e. photoluminescent) microdisk resonators are analyzed.
The active material inserted in the microcavity is composed by Si-np embedded in
SiO2. The nanoparticles emit in a wide PL band in the visible, centered at about
750 nm. At first, some basics aspects regarding the physics of these structure are
presented. Then, details of experimental optical characterization are discussed.
Whispering Gallery Mode resonators: basics
As briefly stated before, WGM resonators are dielectric structures which possess
azimuthal simmetry, such as disks, rings, spheres or toroids. Light circulates into
the cavity due to total internal reflection at the dielectric edges. If it eventually
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interferes constructively with itself after a round trip, optical resonances are gener-
ated. Physically, these are not fully-guided mode: a portion of light radiates outisde
the cavity due to its bended geometry. A photon within the cavity can be sustained
only for finite time: after this it is lost, both through radiative emission or internal
recombination. If one defines the average photon lifetime as τcav, a usual figure of
merit for the cavity is given by the quality factor Q, which is proportional to the
lifetime itself:
Q = ωτcav, (2.1)
where the proportionality constant is given by the optical frequency ω. Resonant
lineshapes are spectrally broadened (at least) due to the metastable nature of the
cavity modes, forming lorentzian peak which width (∆ω) can be directly related to
Q as:
Q =
ω
∆ω
. (2.2)
Narrow spectral peaks in the cavity spectrum implies long photon lifetimes.
Another important parameter is given by the spectral distance between neighbor-
ing resonances, which is called Free Spectral Range (FSR) and can be analitically
approximated, in a circular resonator of radius R, as:
FSR =
λ2
2pingR
, (2.3)
where λ is the mean wavelength of the two resonances and ng is the mode group
index1.
Without entering too much into the details, which can be found in standard text-
books (for example, [36]), it is worth to decompose Helmoltz equation (1.18), which
governs the propagation of light, for the azimuthally simmetric geometry. Starting
from its expression in cylindrical coordinates [ρ, θ, z]:[
∂2
∂ρ2
+
1
ρ
∂
∂ρ
+
1
ρ2
∂2
∂θ2
+
∂2
∂z2
+ k2(ρ, θ, z)
]
Ei(ρ, θ, z) = 0, (2.4)
it is possible to separate the equation in the three cylindrical directions. Considering
the product Ei = P (ρ) ·Θ(θ) · Z(z) and the azimuthal simmetry, one has:

(
d2
dz2
+ k2((z)− β)
)
Z(z) = 0,(
d2
dθ2
+m2
)
Θ(θ) = 0,(
d2P (ρ)
dρ2
+
1
ρ
dP (ρ)
dρ
+
(
k2β − m
2
ρ2
))
= 0.
(2.5)
1In a lossless medium a wavepacket travels with a velocity which is given by the derivative of
its frequency-dispersion curve, vg = ∂ω/∂k (group velocity). The group index is then given by
ng = c/vg. More details on group velocity and index are reported in chapt. 3.
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Figure 2.1: First (panel (a)) and second (panel (b)) radial families field modulus. The
field amplitude along ρˆ at z = 0 is briefly sketched in the top part of the figures. The
fields are eigenfunctions of the scalar Helmholtz equation. (c) 2D-FDTD computation of
a large order radial family (7th) for TE polarization.
From the solutions of equations in the system, optical quantum number can be ex-
tracted to label the WGM in a disk resonator. The equation for Z(z) and Θ(θ)
can be solved analytically: the first is the analogous of the one for planar dielectric
waveguides, which has been solved in sec. 1.3.2, while the latter has a simple expo-
nential solution, Θ(θ) ∝ eimθ/2pi. The equation for P (ρ) has no analytical solution.
However, it can be approximated with a Bessel function inside the disk and with an
exponential decaying function outside. A general WGM can then be characterized
specifying the polarization (quasi-TE/quasi-TM), the azimuthal number m (number
of nodes along θˆ), the mode order along zˆ (with an increasing number of nodes) and
the mode order along ρˆ (with an increasing number of Bessel’s functions antinodes).
The latter represents modes which propagates at different distances from the disk’s
edge. For example, the simulation of a very high order mode (7th radial order) is
reported in fig. 2.2 (c) where a 2D-FDTD code has been employed (more on this
later). It is possible to note that most of the field components are internal to the
disk.
It is straightforward to solve Helmholtz’s equation in cylindrical coordinates (2.4)
for a scalar field: even if this represents an approximation of the real solution, it
can offer useful insights on the WGM modal shape. Figure 2.1 reports the first and
second radial order mode in a 8-µm diameter disk (ndisk=2). The absolute value of
the field are depicted along a cross section of the structure. Along θˆ, the modes are
harmonic waves with azimuthal number respectively of m=55 and m=54.
A more exact solution can be obtained using different numerical methods, such as
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the Finite Difference Time Domain one (FDTD) [62]. In this method, the Maxwell
equations are solved in the time-domain in a discretized real space. More details
about the method can be found elsewhere [63]. The following simulations, un-
less stated differently, have been performed with an open-source FDTD code [64].
With this technique, the eigensolutions of eq. (2.4) can be obtained exciting the
disk modes with dipole sources and making the simulation run as long as all the
radiative-transient related field components die out. Figure 2.2 reports the quasi-
TE first order radial mode for a 125 nm thick, 8 µm diameter disk (ndisk = 1.7).
Note the Eρ discontinuity in the field profile at the edge of the disk, as expected for
quasi-TE polarization. FDTD simulations are often considered as ideal experiments:
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Figure 2.2: Electric field Eρ of quasi-TE first order radial family computed with an FDTD
algorithm. The dielectric structure is a 125nm thick, 8 µm diameter disk of refractive index
2. Note the field discontinuity at the disk edge.
if the resolution of spatial discretization is large enough, it is possible to reproduce
with a good reliability most of the experimental results.
Micro-Photoluminescence characterization
Samples deposition and processing have been performed by M. Ghulinyan at Ad-
vanced Photonics & Photovoltaics, Fondazione Bruno Kessler (Trento - Italy). The
deposition technique used was Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD)
(see, for example, [65]). In the standard procedure, a 100 - 300 nm SRSO layer is
deposited on a crystalline silicon wafer. Post-annealing treatment at 1100 ◦C ensures
the Si-SiO2 phase separation with the full crystallization of the nanoparticles. Unless
otherwise stated, the Si excess in the SRSO deposited material is 10 % ± 1. With
lithographic patterning and wet/dry etching processes, array of several thousands
of 8 - 12 µm diameter disks are formed. In order to produce enough index contrast
for light guiding, each disk is sustained in air by a 1 µm high Si pedestal. Figure
2.3 reports Scanning Electronic Microscope (SEM) images of an array of identical
disks (panel (a)) and the cross section of a single disk (panel (b)).
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Figure 2.3: (a): SEM image of an array of identical microdisk resonators. (b) Cross
section SEM image of a single microdisk.
PL characterization of the microdisk array has been performed, at first, with a
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the standard PL setup used to characterize the microdisk arrays.
Relevant spectral features can be detected only when in-plane collection is used, confirming
that the radiation pattern of WGM microdisk is essentially concentrated on the disk plane,
as shown by the simulated optical field. The resonant mode found shows very low Q’s (∼
100), limited by inhomogeneous broadening.
standard-PL setup. As can be inspected in fig. 2.4, the excitation spot is about 150
µm wide, resulting in the simultaneous excitation of thousands of different microres-
onators. When a large number of cavities is considered, statistical deviations in the
disk geometry can not be neglected. This is the cause of inhomogeneous broadening
of WGM which gives small-Q spectra (Q ∼ 100) when the PL intensity is collected
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on the microdisk plane. Interestingly, when the signal is collected from the top,
no spectral features due to resonant modes can be detected, confirming the planar
nature of WGM mode, as sketched by the simulated optical field in fig. 2.4.
Then, to overcome inhomogeneous broadening limitations, photonic characterization
of the microdisks have been performed with a micro-PL experiments. A dedicated
fibre to CCD
Figure 2.5: Schematic of the micro-PL setup.
setup has been built in which the excitation 488 nm laser line is focused through
a 25× microscope objective on the top of the microdisk. Due to the strongly pla-
nar nature of WGMs, the collection has been performed using a 25× microscope
objective mounted on a translational stage, which was focused on the disk edge, as
schematically depicted in fig. 2.5. The signal is then collected through a fiber bunch
and analyzed with a CCD camera coupled to a VIS-spectrograph or employing a
GaAs-PMT coupled with a monochromator, with a maximum spectral resolution of
0.2 nm. Polarization resolved detection is performed placing a linear polarizer after
the collection objective. The beam size of excitation line (with an area evaluated
around 10 µm2), allows the excitation of a single disk, without experiencing any
inhomogeneous broadening due to multiple disk emissions. As mentioned in chapt.
1, excited Si-np emit in the visible in a broad band (∼ 200 nm) centered at 750
nm. The high crystalline quality of the samples ensures a strong photoluminescent
emission, with an high quantum-yield. Moreover, a hydrogen passivation treatment
(sintering), which has been employed for most of the samples under study, decreases
the strenght of non-radiative recombinations, enhancing further the light emission
effects [66]. The quasi-TE PL results for different diameter disks are reported in
fig. 2.6. Clear lorentzian peaks appear with one order of magnitude Q increase with
respect to the standard PL experiments of fig. 2.4. As expected, when the disk
diameter is increased, both the Q’s and FSR of the WGM mode is increased. More-
over, while in 5 µm diameter disks only the first radial order mode is present, higher
order modes appear in larger resonators. Due to their large Q and since the PL
spectra are clear enough to grant an easy radial and azimuthal order mode analysis,
8 µm disks have been chosen for a complete optical characterization. In fig. 2.7, the
PL spectra of a bare SRSO film can be compared with the emission from a single,
chosen resonator. In particular, the quasi-TE modes are investigated in microdisk
with a thickness of 135nm. The refractive index of SRSO material is in this case
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Figure 2.6: Quasi-TE micro-PL measurements in different diameter microdisks. 5 µm
(panel (a)), 6 µm (panel (b)), 8 µm (panel (c)) and 10 µm (panel (d)) diameter resonators
are considered.
equals to 1.8 at a wavelength of 800 nm. Clear, Lorentzian shaped peaks appear
with an average FSR of 12 nm. The spectral positions of first radial order resonances
have been simulated and are reported in fig. 2.7 (b), being in good agreement with
experimental data. Even though simulations show that second radial order modes
are supported, their intensity is expected to be much lower than the first order ones
and are masked in the experimental spectrum.
It is worth to point out additional considerations regarding the quality factor of the
cavity. The inverse of the total quality factor can be expressed as a sum of different
contributions:
Q−1tot = Q
−1
rad +Q
−1
mat +Q
−1
scat +Q
−1
disor + ..., (2.6)
where each term accounts for a different loss channel: Qrad indicates the losses
that are due to the bended nature of the disk itself, Qmat represents propagation
losses within the material, Qscat collects scattering-related loss terms due to possible
inhomogeneities within the dielectric, while Qdisor is a general term of losses due to
nanoscale-disorder effects. Clearly, different terms can be added up to the sum. It is
possible, to a certain degree, to evaluate separately the loss contributions, in order
to understand the main detrimental effects wich limit the cavity quality factors.
Radiative Q’s can be estimated directly from FDTD simulations. In particular, a
useful harmonic filter diagonalization algorithm has been employed to get realiable Q
values with moderate simulation running time [67]. Essentially the method concerns
a Laplace-transform of decaying sinuoidal signals, such as the ones expected from
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Figure 2.7: (a): PL emission from a bare SRSO thin film. (b): PL emission from the
same active layer embedded in a 135nm thick, 8 µm diameter disk. The FDTD-simulated
first (squares) and second (triangles) radial families are reported.
cavity ring-down effects. The resonant frequencies and cavity lifetimes τcav are then
extracted directly from a specific fit of the data.
Absorption and material related scattering losses can be estimated by independent
ellipsometric measurements on the material. From this technique it is possible to
obtain both the real refractive index n and the imaginary extinction coefficient k.
This is proportional to the loss coefficient α, which gathers the loss contributions
due to absorption and scattering (propagation losses, see sec. 1.3.2). In the visible
range, the main source of losses for SRSO material is due to nanoparticles absorption,
which is the main contribution to Qmat. From k value, it is straightforward to get
Qmat as:
Qmat =
2ping
αΓλ
, where α =
4pik
λ
. (2.7)
Here, ng is the group index, Γ the confinement factor and λ the vacuum wavelength.
Figure 2.8 reports the evaluated and experimental value of Q’s for the SRSO disk
under study. The same results have been found in most of the analyzed resonators.
Employing only Qrad and Qmat one can easily get Qtot, which has been found to be in
good agreement with the measured one. In a first approximation, it is then possible
to describe the quality factor dynamics of the resonators under analysis considering
only Qrad and Qmat, neglecting the other terms which appear in eq. (2.6). Even
though the radiative Q’s value could be easily increased considering larger diameter
disks, the total Q will not change significantly due to the dominant absorption losses
which depend on the material and not on the disk diameter.
The possibility to analyze Si-np dynamics within the resonator framework sounds
appealing due to the possibility to extract useful material parameters with standard
PL experiments, whereas complicated experiments are needed when the same ma-
terial is used as waveguide active layer. In the following, a characterization of CCA
losses for SRSO material is reported. In sec. 1.3.2 the physics of this phenomenon
has been discussed and pump & probe experiments have been shown, where the
CCA-loss coefficient was evaluated.
When SRSO material is embedded within an optical resonator, a dependence of Q
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Figure 2.8: Calculated (Qrad, Qmat, Qtot,theor) and measured (Qtot,exper) Q’s.
on the excitation photon flux can been observed. As discussed, the total Q can be
expressed considering only the terms Qrad and Qmat. The first term is independent
from excitation flux; the resonance spectral positions do not red shift even at the
higher excitation intensity used, allowing one to neglect thermal dilatation of the
dielectric. On the other hand, the term Qmat depends on the excitation flux Φexc,
Qmat(Φexc) =
2ping
(α0 + α∗)Γλ
, (2.8)
where α0 and α
∗ are respectively the loss coefficient independent and dependent
from excitation flux. The latter can be expressed as a growing sigmoidal function,
α∗(Φexc) ∼ aΦexc(1 + bΦexc)−1, where a dominating Auger recombination has been
assumed [68]. When the excitation intensity is increased, α∗ becomes larger and a
reduction of Q is expected.
Indeed, fig. 2.9 (a) reports the measured Q’s for selected resonances. For the
lowest power a maximum Q of 3000 is reached. In fig. 2.9 (b), a fit of the inverse
Q is reported using eq. (2.6) and (2.8). A good agreement between the fit and
experimental data has been found. Moreover, extrapolating the fitted function to
Φexc = 0, an α0 ∼ 32 cm−1 can be extracted, which is the same as the one measured
in ellipsometric experiments (α0 = 30 cm
−1).
The measured Q’s are of the same order of the ones found in similar, III-V active
resonators. As demonstrated, the main hindrance towards the achievement of larger
quality factors is represented by the absorption loss of Si-np. Different solutions have
to be considered to be able to improve cavity Q’s. To this end, hybrid disk structures
with passive/active materials are investigated, aiming both to the achievement of
better Q’s and to the study of novel physical effects.
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Figure 2.9: (a): Quality factors as a function of excitation flux. (b): inverse quality
factor fit with eq. (2.6) and (2.8). The extrapolated at Φexc α0=32 cm
−1 value is in close
agreement with the ellipsometric one (30 cm−1).
2.1.1 Hybrid structure and strain engineering: kylix mi-
croresonators
The development of hybrid bilayer microdisk structures, which are constituted by
passive and active materials, is one of the possible route to mantain the emitters
within the cavity and, at the same time, to increase the Q’s with respect to structures
composed only by active materials. In general, the integration of different materials
in the same dielectric structure is accompanied by material stresses at the interface,
which eventually can be the cause of geometrical deformation of the global device,
as well known in Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) related technology.
A novel approach concerns the exploitation of such deformations to tailor the optical
properties of a microresonator. In the following, I will present an effort in this
direction, showing a new class of WGM resonators (micro-kylix) in which the spectral
region where the resonances with largest quality factors localize can be tuned of tens
of nanometers.
Micro-kylix fabrication
The devices have been fabricated with the same technique described in sec. 2.1. A
bilayer approach was used, depositing SRSO and silicon nitride Si3N4 in different
order and with various thicknesses for the different samples under study. Silicon
nitride is practically transparent in SRSO emission region, decreasing the global
absorption losses in the microresonator. Table 2.1 reports the compositions of the
samples. In kylix samples, the deposition of Si3N4 is performed at 800
◦C. At this
temperature, the layer lattices are stress-free. When the sample cools down, the
different sign of thermal expansion coefficients (negative in SRSO - tensile stress,
positive for Si3N4 - compressive stress), lifts the edge of the disk, creating a chalice-
like shaped resonator. A schematic of the strained geometry can be inspected in fig.
2.10 (a). The measured stress at the material interface is of the order of -100 MPa,
evaluated with a mechanical profilometer, while the edge raises with respect to the
center of the disk by about 300 nm. In inverted-kylix, the SRSO-Si3N4 deposition
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Sample Top layer Central layer Bottom layer
µ-disk Si3N4 - 50nm SRSO - 100nm Si3N4 - 50nm
µ-kylix Si3N4 - 100nm SRSO - 100nm -
Inverted-µ-kylix - SRSO - 100nm Si3N4 - 100nm
Table 2.1: Layer thicknesses and material composition of flat (µ-disk), bent-up (µ-kylix)
and bent-down (Inverted-µ-kylix) resonators. Both total and active material thickness are
the same in all disks.
order is inverted, creating umbrella-like resonators, in which the edges lower with
respect to the center of the disk. Moreover, since SRSO deposition temperature
is lower than the Si3N4 one, the degree of out-of-plane bending is less severe with
respect to the standard micro-kylixes. In order to compare the different optical
tensile stress
compressive stress
tensile stress
compressive stress
1 mm 1 mm
Figure 2.10: (a) SEM image and brief schematic of stresses in micro-kylix resonators. (b)
The same for flat resonators.
properties, flat microdisks are created with a 3-layers approach, where top and
bottom material strain can be compensated. It is worth to point out that the total
thickness of this last structure is identical to the one of kylix and inverted kylix;
in particular the active layer is exactly the same, while the passive layer has been
divided in top and bottom layers, with a thickness which is half of the one in kylix
resonators.
Optical characterization and Q-band
Optical characterization of the strained resonators has been performed with the
micro-PL setup, described in sec. 2.1. The PL spectra have then been analyzed,
extracting the Q-values for the resonances belonging to the first radial order mode.
To understand how the Q’s are modified by the strained geometry it is necessary
to recall some concepts presented in the previous section. Indeed, as shown in fig.
2.8, the dominating contributions to Qtot (Qrad and Qmat) have opposite trends with
respect to the observation wavelength. Indeed, when these contributions are of the
same order of magnitude, it is expected that Qtot took the form of a bell-shaped
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band, with the larger Q’s localized in narrow spectral windows. With standard
WGM resonator, the largest-Q-region can be shifted only modifying the disk radius
(i.e. changing Qrad). If the desired shift is towards the blue, this causes a decrease of
the total quality factors with an obvious modification of FSR. Kylix-microresonators
allow a Q-band blue-shift of about 60 nm with a negligible change both in FSR (less
than 1%) and in cavity Q’s.
Figure 2.11 reports the PL spectra with the extracted Q’s for a 10 µm diameter
micro-kylix and flat resonators. The absorption losses are less severe than full-
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Figure 2.11: PL spectra of kylix and flat resonators. Superimposed the extracted Q-bands
are reported.
active microdisks and, as expected, a Q-band is formed with a maximum at 823 nm
and 762 nm for flat and kylix microdisks respectively. The total blue shift is about
60 nm with almost no change in the maximum measured Q of 2200. The physics
behind the band shift is extremely simple and considers the simultaneous modifi-
cation of both Qrad and Qmat. To simulate the effect, the modification of radiative
and material losses have been considered independently and finally linked together,
using eq. (2.6) to get the measured quality factors.
Radiative losses have been simulated using the harmonic inversion algorithm of
the FDTD package which was described in sec. 2.1. In fig. 2.12 the main results
are reported. Two kinds of modifications act on Qrad in micro-kylix, which can be
classified as in-plane and out-of-plane. The first are due to the reduced effective ra-
dius of 4.98 µm which can be found in the micro-kylixes due to their cup-like shape.
As can be inspected from the results in fig. 2.12, where flat disks of 5 µm and 4.98
µm radii are compared, this effect induces negligible change in the radiative quality
factor values. On the other hand, when a out-of-plane bends is considered, Qrad
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m
m
Figure 2.12: Simulated Qrad for different disk resonators. The change in Qrad is negligible
when the flat resonator radius is modifyed from 5µm (•) to 4.98µm (N), the latter rep-
resenting the micro-kylix effective radius, as depicted in the scheme. When out-of-plane
bend is inserted (H), the quality factor is reduced of about two orders of magnitude.
suddenly decreases of about two orders of magnitude, as shown when micro-kylix
results are considered.
Material losses modification is more subtle. Recalling Qmat expression of eq.
(2.8), since the active material is the same, in the new geometry only ng and/or Γ
can be modified2. It is possible to obtain the group velocity in FDTD simulations
considering that in a lossless medium (with real refractive index) this is equal to the
energy velocity, using the following formula [69]:
vg =
~P · zˆ
u
, (2.9)
where ~P = ~E × ~H is the Poynting vector, zˆ the electromagnetic wave propagation
direction and u is the density of electromagnetic energy, u = /2| ~E|2 + µ/2| ~H|2.
From FDTD simulations of the passive structures (i.e. without absorption), a group
index of 2.02 and 2.12 at 800 nm has been found respectively for flat and kylix mi-
croresonators. This means a Qmat modification of only 5%, which is not enough to
explain the observed experimental shift. More interesting is the modification of the
confinement factor (Γ) inside the active SRSO region. When slab waveguides with
the same multilayer structure of tab. 2.1 are considered, no apparent modification
of Γ can be appreciated, as reported in fig. 2.13 (d). Conversely, when Qmat is
2It is assumed that strain related effects, which in principle could modify α, are not present
in the structure. In fact the edge region of the disk, where the first radial order modes under
investigation propagate, is stress-free, whereas the residual stress should concetrate in the region
close to the pedestal.
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Figure 2.13: (a): FDTD-simulated quasi-TM field for the flat resonator at 800nm. (b):
The same for kylix resonators. (c): Optical confinement factor calculated in flat and
kylix microresonator. Note the appreciable modification which is induced by the cup-like
kylix shape. (d): Optical confinement factor in slab waveguides with the same multilayer
structure of flat and kylix resonator, reported in tab. 2.1.
simulated directly for the real devices, of which the fields are reported in fig. 2.13
(a) and (b), a large difference appear. Fig. 2.13 (c) reports the final results, with
about a factor 3 increase in the material quality factor values of micro-kylix with
respect to flat micro-disk.
With the simulated Qrad and Qmat, the total Q can be calculated, considering
an additional constant term Qdis, to reproduce the measured Qtot values. Fig. 2.14
(a) reports the final results. The simulations are in qualitative agreement with the
observed experimental behavior, where a Q-band shift of ∼ 50 nm has been simu-
lated3.
Figure 2.14 (b) reports the comparison of Q-band of different resonators. As dis-
cussed above, inverted-kylix possess a less degree of bending with respect to stan-
dard, upwards one, and consequently, the maximum of the band localizes in the
middle between micro-kylix and flat resonators. It is worth to note that it is possible
to blue shift the Q-band by the same value achieved by kylix resonators employing
a 5 µm diameter flat resonator. In this case it is possible to observe a threefold
decrease of the total quality factor of the resonator.
Indeed the possibility to tune the quality factor band is appealing, but a dynam-
3Since the simulations have been performed interpolating the curves representing Qrad and
Qmat, the discretization effect induced by the resonances can improve the simulated results towards
larger Q-band shifts.
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Figure 2.14: (a): Comparison between simulated and experimental Q-bands for kylix and
flat resonators. (b): Comparison of experimental Q-bands for several resonators, kylix (•),
10-µm flat (), inverted-kylix (N) and 5-µm flat ().
ical tuning would be needed to employ such resonators in complex devices. Several
possibilities arise to obtain this result. For example, this could be achieved consider-
ing piezo-electric materials, in which the geometrical aspect can be exactly controlled
by external currents. More intriguing it is the feasibility of an all-optical tuning,
which could be developed in the context of opto-mechanics [70], where optical forces
realize a precise control of the geometric structure of the resonators [55, 56]. In sec.
2.2 some numerical analysis are presented for a vertical-coupled geometry in which
the kylix could be implemented to dynamically tune the Q-band with all-optical
means.
2.1.2 Purcell effect
The radiative rate of a two-level system |i〉, |f〉 is described by Fermi’s golden rule
(see, for example [71]):
Γf→i =
2pi
~
|〈i|H ′|〉f |2ρ(ω), (2.10)
where H’ is the interaction Hamiltonian and ρ(ω) is the photonic density of states at
the transition frequency, ~ω = Ef − Ei. This simple expression has been obtained
with the first order perturbation theory and thus is valid in the limit of weak-coupling
regime, that is when light and matter can be treated as separated, yet interacting
entities.
While the Hamiltonian matrix element depends only on the emitter nature, the pho-
tonic density of states (DOS) can be strongly modified by the surrounding dielectric
environment. Indeed, one of the motivation behind the introduction of photonic
crystal structures was the possibility to control spontaneous emission rate when cer-
tain photonic features are centered at the emitter frequency [72]. Even though the
physics of photonic crystals will be described in chapt. 3, it is instructing to con-
sider a simple 2D square lattice of air holes in a Si layer which is infinitely extended
with periodicity Λ. At this level it is sufficient to mention that a photonic crystal
is a dielectric material in which the photons are subjected to periodic potentials,
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similarly to electrons in crystal lattices. In analogy with the latter, it is possible to
describe the photon states in terms of energy bands in the reciprocal space. Figure
2.15 reports the dielectric (first) and air (second) bands of the structure together
with their density of states. Some features can be observed. In the photonic band
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Figure 2.15: Photonic bands and density of states (DOS) for a square lattice 2D photonic
crystal. Only the fundamental gap between the first (dielectric band) and the second band
(air band) is reported. Note that the DOS is zero inside the gap while it is peaked close
to the band edges.
gap, the DOS is zero, completely quenching the radiative rate Γ. On the other hand,
at the band gap edges the DOS is peaked, reaching values which can be very large
with respect to the one in bulk material. According to eq. (2.10), it is then expected
that an emitter spectrally tuned with these peaks is subjected to an enhancement
of its radiative emission rate. The same DOS increase can be observed for resonant
cavity modes, such as WGM. Indeed, the expected enhancement has been observed
by Purcell [53] in the 40’s, for resonant atomic transition at radiofrequencies. In
the last years, the same effect has been reported for III-V Quantum Dots (QDs) at
optical wavelengths in dielectric microresonator [73].
The expected enahncement FP can be readily estimated, for an ideal system, con-
sidering the increased DOS for a cavity resonant mode, ρcav = 2Q/piωc with respect
to the standard 3D one in an homogeneous material of index n, ρbulk = ω
2V n3/pi2c3,
leading to the well-known final expression:
FP =
3
4pi2
(
λ
n
)3
Q
V
, (2.11)
where V is the so-called mode volume, which is defined as:
V =
∫
n2| ~E(~r)|2 dV
max[n2| ~E(~r)|2]
. (2.12)
Unfortunately, this expression holds only for ideal cavity-emitter sytems, which is
realized when the following conditions are fulfilled:
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• Emitter homogeneous linewidth has to be narrower than the cavity linewidth.
• Emitted photons have to be spectrally tuned with and have to be in the same
polarization state of the resonant mode.
• Emitter has to be placed in a field antinode.
• Non-radiative emission rate has to be negligible.
Otherwise, the so-called bad-emitter-regime is realized, where a Purcell effect can
still be probed, though greatly reduced with respect to the ideal case. Eq. (2.11)
represents a figure of merit of the cavity itself and has to be promptly corrected to
take into account the non-ideal terms abovementioned. The non-ideal Purcell factor,
F˜P , which accounts for the first three points in the list is given by:
F˜P =
3
4pi2
(
λ
n
)3
Qeff
V
∆ω2c
∆ω2c + 4(ω − ωc)2
| ~E(~r)|2
| ~E|2max
η2, (2.13)
where ∆ω2c/(∆ω
2
c + 4(ω − ωc)2) is the resonance-emitter spectral detuning and
| ~E(~r)|2/| ~E|2max is a spatial correction term. η2 accounts for non-polarized emit-
ters and finally, Qeff takes into account emitters with broad linewidths. The latter
is indeed an effective quality factor, defined as Q−1eff = ∆ωcav/ωcav+∆ωem/ωem, with
the first term cavity quality factor. The second term includes the emitter linewidth
(∆ωem) and central emission (ωem) and represents a sort of emitter quality factor
[74].
Figure 2.16 reports all the elements which are necessary to calculate the ideal Pur-
cell factor for the kylix and flat resonators under study. The extracted values reach
a maximum value of 20, although, as discussed, the real enhancement strongly de-
pends on the emitter nature. Indeed, Si-np represent a peculiar emitter, since their
optical properties still lack precise analysis and measurements, with some debate
still ongoing about the origin of PL emission. In the following, some discussion on
the different hypothesis is reported.
Photoluminescence emission in Si-np
The first luminescence from nanostructured silicon was observed in porous (pSi)
samples [75], igniting a intense research towards the understanding of the physi-
cal phenomenon. Indeed, when low-temperature PL measurements are concerned,
this material displays particular effects which can not be found in standard, light-
emitting semiconductors. As observed in fig. 2.17 (taken from [76]), the emission
behavior is different when the temperature high (I) or low (II) temperature ranges
are considered. In the first region, the non-radiative recombination mechanism dom-
inates the PL lifetime and intensity, which can be described as:
τPL =
1
Γnr + Γr
,
IPL ∝ Γr
Γnr + Γr
.
(2.14)
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Figure 2.16: (a): SEM images of microkylix and flat microdisk resonators. (b): PL
spectra and Q-bands. (c): Mode volumes. (d): Ideal Purcell factor.
Essentially, when the temperature is decreased, non-radiative rate Γnr is reduced
with a concomitant enhancement of both IPL and τPL. On the other hand in region
II, while the lifetime monotonically increases, PL intensity weakens when a tem-
perature reduction is realized. This behaviour has been explained by Calcott [77],
considering an exchange-interaction splitting of the exciton level in a triplet and
singlet states, as reported in the scheme of fig. 2.17. Even if the level splitting is
only of a few tens of meV, they are characterized by different oscillator strength,
since the singlet recombination is an allowed dipole transition while the triplet one
is forbidden. The lifetime can then be described by a temperature-averaged sum:
τ−1r =
3τ−1tri + τ
−1
sine
−∆/kT
3 + e−∆/kT
, (2.15)
with k Boltzmann’s constant and τtri (τsin) triplet (singlet) recombination lifetimes.
When T is large enough a fast thermalization between the levels is possible, with a
dominating singlet transition. On the other hand, for kT < ∆, the triplet transition
starts to dominate, with a resulting lenghtening of τPL.
This very same model has been recently applied to Si-np, where the singlet and
triplet recombinations have been respectively attributed to quantum-confined and
surface-related PL [25, 78]. It is clear that the usual low-temperature PL measure-
ments, in which optical constant are usually evaluated, are meaningless in Si-np,
since a different, triplet transition is probed, with respect to the dominating, singlet
one at room temperature.
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trends in regio I and II. From [9]
Even if it is assumed that Si-np are bad emitter for Purcell enhancement obser-
vation, it is still possible to measure a modification of the spontaneous emission rate
when the particles are embedded within a cavity. Inverting eq. (2.13), it is then
possible to obtain information about optical constants, such as emitter linewidths,
from the measured enhancement value.
In the following, an estimation of FP for Si-np embedded in microdisk resonators
is reported. Moreover, comparing theoretical and experimental results the Si-np
linewidth ∆em can be indirectly estimated.
It is worth to note that often, the Purcell enhancement is estimated as the ratio
of measured PL intensities from a cavity resonance and the bulk material. Even
if the PL intensity is directly proportional to the radiative recombination rate, this
approach, however, results in strongly overestimated FP ’s; geometrical correction ef-
fects have to be taken into account when the WGM cavity emission (usually within
a small solid angle) and the bulk emission (isotropic) are compared [79]. The degree
of uncertainty by which the correction factors can be estimated, allows to extract
Purcell enhancement only by comparing lifetimes for an emitter coupled and for
an emitter not-coupled (uncoupled) with a cavity mode, as previously done for III-
V quantum dots in [73]. Figure 2.18 (a) schematically reports the contribution of
PL emission of coupled and uncoupled photons. Indeed, when cavity photons are
probed, a background emission coming from photons coupled to leaky mode can be
detected, as shown in a detail of PL spectrum reported in panel (b). In fig. 2.18
(c) a visibility parameter A is calculated, as the peak to dip intensity ratio. A large
visibility parameter means that most of the collected radiation comes from emitter
whose photons are coupled with a WGM mode.
The PL lifetimes have been measured through time-resolved experiments using the
488 nm line of a kHz-modulated CW laser source. At first, lifetimes in spectral
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Figure 2.18: (a): Graphical sketch explaining the use of exponential decay functions for
on- and off resonance conditions. (b): Detail of a PL spectrum of the microdisk resonator.
(c): The visibility parameter A which has been employed in eq. (2.16), defined as the PL
intensity ratio of the WGM, Imode, and the background, Ibase. The extracted values of A
are from the PL spectra of fig. 2.16
dips between neighboring WGM resonances have been measured. There, the ex-
citons are considered to be uncoupled to any cavity mode. The decays have been
fitted by a stretched exponential function (see eq. 1.4). In this case, it does not
account only for inter-particle hopping phenomena of excitons in Si-nps [21], but
an emission/detection frequency detuning effects contributes to the decay distribu-
tion, as will be discussed in the following. The stretched exponential represents a
distribution of decays with different lifetimes (Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW)
distribution). The parameters τ and β allow to extract the average PL lifetime as
the first order moment of the distribution, τPL = τ/βG[1/β], as reported in eq.
(1.4). The PL lifetimes at cavity peak wavelengths have to be treated with greater
care. Since the emitters are uniformly distributed in the resonator, the PL emission
from peaks results from a contribution of (i) photons coupled to the cavity mode and
(ii) a background signal of emitters uncoupled to the WGMs (leaky contribution),
as described in fig, 2.18. In this scheme, the decays have been fitted employing the
expression:
I(t)
I0
= Ae−[(t−t0)/τpeak]
β
+ e−[(t−t0)/τdip], (2.16)
where the value used for A are reported in fig. 2.18 (c). In (2.16), τpeak is the
lifetime of mode-coupled emitters, while τdip represents the average lifetime at the
peak wavelength extracted from interpolated τPL data for dips (and, thus, represents
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the uncoupled emitters lifetime). Figure 2.19 reports an example of measured peak
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Figure 2.19: Measured out-of-resonance (full squares, λ = 853 nm) and on-resonance
(empty circles, λ = 846 nm) PL signals. The data have been fitted using single and
double stretched exponential decays, respectively. The inset shows the KWW distributions
derived from fit parameters.
and dip lifetimes, where important differences can be appreciated. In the inset,
the extracted KWW distribution curve, with the corresponding average PL lifetime
(dashed lines) is reported. The extracted lifetimes at various resonances and dips in
a wide spectral range are summarized in fig. 2.20.
Before addressing the Purcell enhancement, it is worth to consider the implication of
stretched exponential decay in the conditions of bad emitter regime. For simplicity,
neglecting the non-radiative recombination rates, one can write the total emission
rate from a single nanocrystal at the frequency ω as:
Γ(ω) = Γr[1 + Af(ω)F˜P δ(ω − ωcav)], (2.17)
where the function f = ∆ω
2
em
∆ω2em+4(ω−ωcav)
2 describes the spectral detuning of the emitter
from the cavity resonance. In the bad emitter regime, the latter has been considered
as a Dirac δ-function. With this result the PL-decays of an ensemble of N emitters,
each one characterized by its own frequency ωi and radiative rate Γi, can be described
as the sum:
IPL(t) =
N∑
i
∆ω2em
∆ω2em + 4(ω − ωi)2
(1 + Aδ(ωi − ωcav))e−Γit. (2.18)
Eq. (2.18) tends to a stretched exponential decays with different sets of (τ , β) de-
pending on the detection frequency (spectral dip or peak). The spectral detuning
effects, in fact, are included in the KWW distribution parameters and thus are al-
ready considered during the fitting procedure of PL-decays. Note that when Eq. 2.18
is resolved a posteriori with the estimated in this thesis linewidth, ∆ωem, a larger β
(τ) is extracted for the dip frequency with respect to those at the peaks. This has
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been verified for all our experimental data. This finding further confirms the pres-
ence cavity-related dynamics, strengthening the proposed model. It is important to
point out that the stretched exponential decay is a peculiarity of the bad emitter
regime, whereas in the limit of ∆ωem  ∆ωcav, such as in the case of III-V quantum
dots, usually single exponentials are observed [73].
Regarding the experiment, at room temperature, the non-radiative recombina-
tion rate can not be neglected. Therefore, the ratio  = τdip/τpeak, has been measured.
This is a function of radiative, τr, and non-radiative lifetimes, τ
−1
n−r = τ
−1
dip − τ−1r ,
which can be read as,  = 1 +
τdip
τr
(F˜P − 1). In this particular case, the non-ideal
Purcell factor F˜P has been estimated from empirical considerations following the
general procedure described in [74]:
F˜P = g
3
4pi2
λ˜3
Vm
(
1
Qcav
+
∆ωem
ωem
)−1
f(〈ω〉), (2.19)
where the clockwise-anticlockwise mode degeneracy, g, has been considered (g = 2).
Spatial and polarization averaging effects have been evaluated employing eq. (2.16),
where the contribution from leaky modes has been eliminated [73]. Note that
the experimentally determined fitting coefficient A in eq. (2.16) is proportional
to < cos (θ)2 >, where θ is the angle between the unpolarized Si-np dipole emission
and the polarized TM-like WGM. Therefore, A takes into account the correction
factor for polarization mismatch. While the spectral detuning effects are already
included in the (β,τ) set of the stretched-exponential distribution, in eq. (2.19) an
additional Lorentzian-shaped term [73] has been considered, f(〈ω〉), and averaged
for the finite spectral resolution of the detecting system.
While the difference between peak and dip lifetimes is appreciable, the resulting
ratio  is slightly larger than unity (fig. 2.20 (b)), with a maximum relative short-
ening (1 − ) of about 70 %. Note that  represents the lower limit of F˜P when
non-radiative recombination rates are non-negligible, as in this case. On the other
hand, when Γn−r → 0, the values of  and F˜P coincide ( lim
τn−r→∞
 = F˜P ). In the
expression for , the radiative lifetime has been attributed to the singlet state [78].
In fact, the H2-passivation step which has been used in the investigated samples
is known to quench the triplet state recombination rate in Si-ncs, [25]. Compar-
ing  and F˜P , effective linewidths have been extracted (∼ 10 meV) for spontaneous
emission enhancement (fig. 2.20 (c)).
The effective linewidth describes the average nanocrystal/resonant-cavity-field
coupling, and is expected to be of the same order of Si-np’s homogeneous electronic
linewidth. The literature does not report any data for this last in PECVD-grown
Si-nps, therefore, the results are discussed considering other material systems con-
taining Si-np. It is known that due to their reduced size, Si-np can show breakdown
of ~k-conservation rule in optical transitions [8]. Indeed, for high quantum confine-
ment energies, the No-Phonon (NP) quasidirect transition probability starts to rule
out the Phonon-Assisted (PA) indirect one, which represents the main radiative re-
combination path in bulk Si. While PA transitions show temperature-dependent
linewidth broadening, NP transitions are considered energetically sub-natural (nar-
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Figure 2.20: (a): Measured peak and dip lifetimes in micro-kylix and micro-disk resonator,
using the procedure described in the text. The extracted lifetime enhancement  is reported
in panel (b), where a maximum of 70% has been found. (c): Extracted effective linewidth
∆ωem.
rower than kT ) [80]. This has been confirmed in low-temperature spectroscopic
experiments on tens of nm-sized single Si-nanopillars [80], where a 2 meV narrow
linewidith at 35 K has been measured. As predicted in ref. [8], the NP to PA tran-
sitions ratio should be even stronger in SiO2-embedded Si-ncs of a few nm in size
with respect to nanoparticles obtained from mesoporous Si oxidation (∼ 10 nm).
In addition, quenching of the triplet state recombination through H2-passivation
should cause a further narrowing of the linewidth.
A measured linewidth of 10 meV corresponds to emitter Q factors, Qem =
ωem/∆ωem, of the order of 200. These Q’s impose an upper limit on the cavity
linewidth which can be efficiently exploited to couple Si-nps to resonator modes.
Larger Q-factor does not affect the radiative lifetime but simply filter out the emis-
sion. However, the Purcell enhancement can be still favored by a small mode volume
of the cavity [51] (in the resonators here analyzed, for example, Vm ∼ 25λ˜3). Utilizing
ultrasmall mode volumes (Vm ∼ λ˜3), such as those of photonic crystal nanocavities
[81], Purcell enhancements of F˜P ∼ 25 can be expected.
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2.2 Vertically coupled passive microresonators
Though interesting for different applications such as biosensing and light emis-
sion/amplification, in active microdisk hindrances imposed by the absorption losses
forbid the achievement of large Q’s. Indeed, passive WGM microresonators can
reach Q as high as 109 [49], which are comparable with the best photonic crystal
planar nanocavities [81]. Anyhow, Q values of 104 - 105 are sufficient to observe
interesting and new physical phenomena [52, 82].
The most immediate consequence to have large quality factors is the possibility to
store a large fraction of electromagnetic energy within the resonant mode. This
is suitable for nonlinear optics experiments, and Optical Parametric Oscillations
(OPO) regime has been recently reported in Si-based WGM resonators [83, 84].
Moreover, if two spatially separated yet coupled resonators are considered, new
physics, such as non-equilibrium optical Josephson-like oscillations can be observed.
In the following, I will report some simulations towards a realization of vertically-
coupled passive microdisk resonators. Using Si-np non-linearity [61], this geometry
seems promising to observe the abovementioned oscillationg regime, which will be
discussed as a possible future perspective.
Photonic properties of passive devices are usually probed via a mechanically-
pulled tapered fiber, in which the diameter is reduced to few µms [85]. A schematic
of the measurement is reported in fig. 2.22 (a). When light passes through the
pulled region, if phase-matched with a WGM resonance, can evanescently couple
to the cavity mode. The fiber transmission spectrum shows lorentzian-shaped dips
when the light is coupled into the resonator. From these, the Q-factor can be
evaluated with eq. (2.2). As preliminar stage, single Si3N4, 50 µm diameters, 135
nm thick microdisks have been investigated in the IR range. Note that in the near-
infrared spectral region under analysis Si3N4 material is transparent, and thus does
not contribute to the Q-factor degrading via absorption mechanism. Figure 2.21
shows a typical transmission measurement of the sample under investigation. Sub-
nanometric features appear, with a Q-factor of the order of 104. The best result
obtained was of 97000 (not shown). With Q’s of this order of magnitude, interesting
phenomena can be observed, such as optical dipole forces [82] and strong coupling
[86].
Particularly interesting is the possibility to couple two microdisks vertically aligned,
as in the scheme of fig. 2.22 (a). If the disk-to-disk distance is low enough, the
eigenmodes localized in each resonators overlap significantly, in analogy to what
happens for wavefunctions in a double-well potential. It is a well known fact that
the states perturb each other via tunneling effect, which splits the wavefunction in
a symmetric and anti-symmetric state, similarly to what happens for the orbitals of
diatomic molecules, like in H2 [71].
Considering the electromagnetic fields within the cavity as the sum of two modes
(2-modes approximation), it is possible to express the equation of motion for the
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Figure 2.21: Transmission measurement in 50-µm diameter, 135nm thick, Si3N4 microdisk
resonator. The light has been coupled within the cavity via a tapered-fiber. In the inset a
Lorentzian fit of a couple of peaks is shown. The resulting Q’s is of about 20000 for both
resonances.
mode amplitudes in upper, ψ1 and lower disk, ψ2 as [58]:

i~ψ˙1 = ~ω1ψ1 − i∆ω1
2
ψ1 − Jψ2 + F1,
i~ψ˙2 = ~ω2ψ2 − i∆ω2
2
ψ2 − Jψ1 + F2,
(2.20)
where ∆ωi is the cavity loss rate (linewidth) and F1, F2 are generic excitation terms
(pump). J is the coupling coefficient and is equal to the energy-splitting between
the symmetric (ψs) and the antisymmetric resonant modes (ψa), defined as:

ψs =
1√
2
(ψ1 + ψ2),
ψa =
1√
2
(ψ1 − ψ2).
(2.21)
Indeed, the vertical configuration enhances the coupling between the WGMs which
are phase matched along the resonator circumference. The modes have then the pos-
sibility to interact with each other along an optical path which is extremely larger
than in the Q-independent, point-sized side coupling which is realized in many res-
onator systems [87, 88].
Since most of interesting phenomena appear when a clear distinction between sym-
metric and antisymmetric modes is realized, an a priori knowledge of the coefficient
J is needed. If the separation between the resonators is large enough, starting with
the field amplitude of a single, unperturbed disk, the symmetric and antisymmetric
states can be constructed with eq. (2.21), considering different disk to disk distances
and a possible radii mismatches, which is likely to occur in lithographic-related pro-
cessing. This way of proceeding is called perturbative approximation (PA). The
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Figure 2.22: (a): Schematic of the measurement of vertically coupled microdisks. (b):
Symmetric mode ψs obtained with FDTD algorithm (TE-like polarization). (c): The same
for anti-symmetric mode ψa. (d): Comparison between slices of FDTD-obtained fields
along the dashed line in panel (c) and the fields constructed in perturbative approximation
(PA).
single disk considered is a 50 µm diameter, 300 nm thick Si3N4 disk. For compari-
son, the FDTD-obtained fields for symmetric and antisymmetric modes are reported
in fig. 2.22 (b) and (c), for two identical disks (no-radii mismatch) placed at a dis-
tance of 1 µm. The field amplitudes along the dashed line reported in panel (c) are
then compared with the modes which have been constructed with the perturbative
approximation. As can be verified in fig. 2.22 (d), the mode amplitudes are very
well reproduced. The same agreement has been found up to distance as low as
300 nm; after that, the PA does not hold any more and is not possible to consider
a perturbative coupling interaction. Once ψs and ψa have been constructed, the
coupling coefficient J has been evaluated as the energy difference of symmetric and
antisymmetric resonances ~(ωa − ωs). This have been calculated by inverting the
spatial Helmholtz equation for the abovementioned states:

∇2ψs = −
(ωs
c
)2
ψs,
∇2ψa = −
(ωa
c
)2
ψa.
(2.22)
Considering again the PA, while the single disk state ψ1 is known from FDTD sim-
ulations, ψ2 is obtained with rigid traslations of ψ1 at the desidered spatial position.
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It is then possible to determine J in the geometrical radii-mismatch4, disk-to-disk
distance parameter space. Fig. 2.23 (a) reports the evaluated results. In panel
(b) of the same figure the values of J for the case of no radii-mismatch has been
reported. As expected, due to tunneling-like interactions, J is an exponential de-
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Figure 2.23: (a): Coupling coefficient J (in log scale) in the disk-to-disk distance, radii
mismatch parameter space. (b): The extracted result in case of no-mismatch. (c): Gradi-
ent of J in panel (b). From the different slopes, different coupling regions can be investi-
gated.
creasing function. When the derivative of J is investigated, three different regions
can be observed, as reported in fig. 2.23 (c). In the first region, the PA does not
hold any more, and the mode fields should be extracted employing full FDTD cal-
culation of the whole, double disk structure. For disk-to-disk distances (dd) larger
than 300 nm, the PA formalism is valid and reproduce well the full wavefunctions.
In this region the coupling is an exponential decreasing function with the distance,
as expected. Finally, for dd larger than 1.8 µm, the disk are pratically uncoupled,
and the resonaces became that of the single disk, ωa,b → ω1.
This particular geometry, which has been investigated so far, is a good candidate to
observe interesting physical effects, such as optical dipole forces, coupled-resonator-
induced-transparency (CRIT) [89] or optical potentials [56]. In particular, the possi-
bility to observe Josephson-like oscillations in Optical Parametric Oscillation (OPO)
regime will be discussed as a future perspective.
4Indeed, for the radii mismatch the PA could result a more crude approximation, since the field
intensity in each disk will be different for the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. Indeed the
regularity of the map of fig.2.23 (a), suggests that, at first order, PA holds even in this case.
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2.3 Conclusions and future perspectives
In this chapter the physics of active and passive of Si-based WGM microresonators
has been discussed. This kind of devices are interesting both for practical appli-
cations, such as light emitting or biological sensing, that as platforms to evaluate
and study constituting material optical properties. Indeed, since the cavity-modified
photon DOS interacts with the emitters embedded within the resonators, some ef-
fects characteristic of the weak-coupling regime (like Purcell effect) can be probed
and used to get informations on material optical properties. In this case, this has
been used to evaluate the unknown Si-np linewidth in a bad emitter regime.
For applications, strain engineering effects can be exploited to realize Q-band tun-
ing, which can be important to overcome mode competition in active devices. The
µ-kylix resonators I have presented represent an effort in this direction.
Finally, I have reported some feasibility discussions to investigate new physical phe-
nomena in vertically coupled resonators. This geometry maximizes the mode cou-
pling, which has been investigated in the perturbative approximation. One of the
most interesting experiments regarding vertically coupled disks is the observation of
non-equilibrium Josephson-like oscillation, which can be realized through Kerr non-
linearities of the microdisk constituent material. In the following, the perspective
to observe this phisical phenomenon is discussed.
Optical Parametric Oscillation in SRSO coupled resonators
The refractive index which has been described so far is valid in the linear approx-
imation of the material susceptibility. In principle, additional, higher order field-
dependent terms shoud be included in its exact expression [90]:
n = n0 + n1|E|+ n2|E|2. (2.23)
The physical origin of these nonlinear contributions is due to the local modification
of the microscopic polarizability of the material. In particular, second order terms
are called Pockels nonlinearities, while the third order are called Kerr nonlinearities.
If coupled identical resonators are constituted by a material in which Pockels effect
is absent but Kerr one is present (as happens, for example, in centrosymmetric
materials), eq. (2.20) reads as:

i~ψ˙1 = ~ω1ψ1 − i∆ω1
2
ψ1 − Jψ2 + gk|ψ1|2ψ1 + F1,
i~ψ˙2 = ~ω2ψ2 − i∆ω2
2
ψ2 − Jψ1 + gk|ψ2|2ψ2 + F2,
(2.24)
where gk is a third order nonlinear coefficient. Neglecting the loss and pump contri-
butions, it is worth to note that, when the nonlinearity is turned on, ψa and ψs are
no longer eigenstates of the system. Generally, the new eigenstate are labelled ψ+
and ψ−.
Some of the solutions of eq. (2.24) are quite similar to the dynamics which de-
scribes the Josephson effect in two superconducting materials separated by a thin
insulator (Josephson junction). If a constant voltage is applied in such system, an
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alternate current with oscillation frequency equals to the energy difference between
the Cooper pair in the two superconductors can be observed [57]. In analogy with
this phenomenon, in a coupled resonator system, for particular values of gk, it is
possible to find spectral region of parametric instability, in which the field ampli-
tude of WGM mode within a disk oscillates with a J/~ frequency5 [58].
Noteworthy, even if the dynamics is similar, the optical Josephson-like oscillations
are generated by very different physical mechanism than the superconducting cur-
rent one. The most striking difference is that while Josephson current oscillations
are realized in an equilibrium regime, the optical ones are the result of strongly out
of equilibrium nonlinear instabilities (parametric instabilities). More in detail, the
physics behind this behavior originates from Optical Parametric Generation (OPG)
nonlinear effect. In this process, a pump photon interacts with the vacuum field gen-
erating a signal and idler photons of different frequency [50]. The frequency of these
is fixed by the energy conservation and phase-matching conditions [50]. In partic-
ular, in vertically-coupled WGM cavities, the interacting modes are phase matched
point-by-point along the disk circumference, maximizing the nonlinear effect.
Starting from this point, it is possible to understand the onset of the oscillating
regime. Consider a pump source Fi in one of the two resonator which is spectrally
detuned from the cavity resonances. Increasing the pump intensity, the cavity eigen-
states are blue shifted (if gk > 0, red shifted in the opposite case), and eventually
becomes resonant with the signal or idler photons. If the OPG effect overcomes the
loss rate of the system, the resonant eigenstate goes towards a lasing regime, with
a line-narrowing effect. In nonlinear optics this situation is known as Optical Para-
metric Oscillation (OPO). Since the eigenstates are linked together by the coupling
coefficient J , a OPO regime is reached even for the eigenstate which is non-resonant
with the signal/idler photons. The condition of the so-called parametric instabil-
ity makes the field amplitude oscillates between the eigenstates of the system at
a frequency value of J/~, as briefly discussed above. The characteristic signature
of this phenomenon can be inspected in the field spectrum by the appearance of
extremely narrow symmetrical resonant peaks, spectrally detuned from the pump
frequency by the same value J/~. While the system of eq. (2.24) has been solved in
the literature [58] and can applied to various physical systems, in this context it is
useful to determine the feasibility to observe this phenomenon in vertically coupled
WGM resonators. FDTD simulations have then been performed considering Si-np
nonlinear material, whose nonlinear refractive index has been taken from the litera-
ture [61]. To reduce the computational effort, small, 10-µm diameter disk have been
considered. Figure 2.24 (a) reports the expected Josephson-like oscillations in the
top disk, in which is physically placed the non-resonant, CW pump source. Figure
2.24 (b) reports the comparison between eq. (2.24) analytical solution and FDTD
calculation in the same pumping condition. A good agreement can be observed, even
in higher order replicas, as the one which appears at about 4.5 meV. This result as-
sures the possibility to observe this physical effect in the proposed coupled-WGM
geometry. The analytical solution is obtained in an approximated linearized regime;
5This is verified in systems where the cavity linewidth ∆ωc is narrower than the coupling J . In
strongly coupled systems, even if the physics is the same, the oscillations frequency can be slightly
different from J/~.
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Figure 2.24: (a): Electric field amplitude in the top disk. In the zoomed frame it is possible
to appreciate both the field oscillations at pump frequency and a slower Josephson-like
oscillation. (b): Comparison between analytical and FDTD spectra for the coupled-disk
system. Apart from the pump peak, which is slightly broadened in FDTD, the resonant
peak positions and intensities are in very good agreement. Analytical curve courtesy of
Davide Sarchi.
in this sense FDTD results, which are not subjected to this kind of approximation,
confirm the validity of the 2-modes approximation, since all the spectral features are
well reproduced in both methods.[58].
This kind of devices, if produced, are appealing for different reasons. From
a fundamental point of view, an all-optical Josephson oscillations regime could be
observed, since no experimental results in this kind of system have yet been reported.
From an application side, the development of Si-based OPO sounds interesting in
a further advance towards an efficient light emitter made of this material. In fact,
the intrinsic nature of the physical effect under investigation allows one to realize a
spectral tuning of the OPO emission, since the pump source must be nonresonant
with the cavity modes frequencies. For the same reason, extremely high Q values
are not necessary to observe the effects, whereas up to now optical nonlinear effects
have been exploited only in ultra-high Q WGM cavities [83, 84, 91].
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Chapter 3
Light-matter interaction
enhancements in slow-light
waveguides
When the control of light propagation at the nanoscale is achieved, electromagnetic
radiation can be used to enhance material optical properties, such as photon emis-
sion/absorption or nonlinear effects. One of the possible way to do this is to increase
the interaction time between light and matter. While a naive solution to this end
requires an increase in the optical path traveled by light, a more clever possibility
acts directly to slow down the group velocity of the radiation [88].
The physics of so called slow light has been investigated for some years in several
systems. The slowing down process is achieved mainly through material disper-
sion related schemes, where physical phenomena such as Electromagnetic Induced
Transparency (EIT) [92], Coherent Population Oscillation (CPO) [93] or Four-Wave
Mixing (FWM) [50] are used to induce rapid change in the material refractive index.
Alternatively, waveguide dispersion induced by complex dielectric structures can be
exploited to slow down the light [94, 95]. Recently, delays as large as 500 ps have
been obtained in Coupled-Resonator Optical Waveguides (CROW) devices with a
footprint smaller than 0.09 mm2 [97]. This large delay can be used to obtain all-
optical buffers in which lights can be stored and then subsequently retrieved. But
even systems where a moderate slowing down of light is achieved reveal very useful
properties when light-matter interaction related phenomena are considered. The
almost flat photonic band dispersion increases the nonlinear efficiency [98] or, from
another point of view, displays a large photon Density of States (DOS), with a cor-
related large spontaneous emission enhancement effect (Purcell factor).
Waveguide dispersion is often controlled by means of periodic patterning of the di-
electric structure. In these periodic dielectrics, called photonic crystals [72, 99], the
periodiocity is of the same order of optical wavelength. Thus, photonic bands are
created, similarly to electrons in crystalline lattice hosts. In this scheme, the group
velocity is defined as the first derivative of the band energy in the reciprocal space.
All the informations regarding light propagation is then included in the recipro-
cal space of the fundamental, irreducible real-space cell (First Brillouin zone). It
is important to point out that the photonic DOS is inversely proportional to the
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group velocity modulus. . As briefly shown in the explanatory photonic bands of
fig. 2.15, in total analogy with the electronic counterpart, regions where no photon
can propagate (band-gaps) are formed, with a corresponding photon DOS equals
to zero. Conversely, at the band edge and around defect states, the group velocity
is strongly reduced and the DOS can reach values extremely larger than its bulk
counterpart.
In this chapter I will present theoretical simulations and experimental charac-
terization of photonic crystal waveguides in which the speed of light can be severely
reduced in order to tailor different effects. At first, the possibility to localize light in
nonlinear, low index materials is investigated through the use of high index contrast
slot waveguides. Successively, a scheme based on photonic crystal patterning of the
waveguides for the enhancement of nonlinearity is proposed. In this sense, I will
show that even a moderate slowing down of the light is enough to increase the ef-
fective nonlinear coefficient of some orders of magnitude. Additionally, preliminary
experimental results are presented in which the desidered spectral features can be
observed in transmission experiments.
Due to the possibility of precisely control the electromagnetic field at the nanoscale,
in a different waveguide structure, the theoretical Purcell enhancement for an en-
semble of many emitters is analyzed. Even if slow-light waveguides for Purcell effect
observation have been proposed in the literature [100, 101], their performances are
strongly limited by spatial averaging terms, which have been described in eq. (2.13).
These photonic structure are usually investigated in the limit of single emitter em-
bedded within the waveguide. The realization of optical waveguides in which many
emitters are placed in regions with large DOS is indeed intriguing both for an effi-
cient excitation of photonic crystal optical modes and for the observation of peculiar
physical effects, such as the theoretically predicted bandgap superradiance [102].
3.1 Slow light in silicon coupled cavities wave-
guides
In this section design, simulations and preliminary optical characterization of CROWs
are reported in order to achieve a slow light effect [88]. As mentioned in the previous
section, slow light greatly enhances the nonlinear optical properties of the material.
This can be easily understood considering, for example, the band structures reported
in fig. 3.1 for a homogeneous material and for a typical CROW device. It is possible
to model the effect of nonlinear refractive index modification, δn, as a rigid energy
translation of band structure of a quantity δω [98] as:
δω(k)
ω
= σ
δn
n
, (3.1)
where σ is a coefficient which considers the energy fraction involved in the nonlinear
process. As can be inspected in fig. 3.1, when a flat dispersion is considered, the
induced ~k-vector shift is larger than the one correlated with bulk material linear
dispersion. In several applications, like optical switching, nonlinear processes are
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Figure 3.1: Schematic comparison of δk modification induced by the same frequency shift
δω for a defect mode (flat-like dispersion, more on this later) and for a bulk material
(linear dispersion).
used to induce a light phase shift δφ, which depends on the ~k-vector as:
δφ = δk · L, (3.2)
where L is the length of the device. Clearly, the ~k-vector shift is directly proportional
to the phase shift. Using eq. (3.1), it is possible to relate the latter with the nonlinear
refractive index change,
δφ =
2piσL
λ
(
δn
n
)(
c
vg
)
. (3.3)
While the refractive index modification δn depends on the chosen material, it is in-
teresting to note an additional factor c/vg which stems directly from the waveguide
dispersion. It is straightforward to see that large phase shifts can be achieved when
the group velocity vg is reduced with respect to the speed of light in vacuum c.
Alternatively, it is possible to get the same phase shift, considering an ideal device
where vg = c, with a length reduction of the same factor c/vg. Since nonlinear
effects are activated injecting energy in the system, it is possible to obtain the same
power density of the ideal device with an additional excitation power reduction of
c/vg. Concluding, when an ideal device is compared with a slow light device of the
same length and at the same pumping power, an overall enhancement of (c/vg)
2 for
nonlinear effects is obtained. Even moderate values of vg, like one-tenth of speed of
light in vacuum (0.1 c), realize a two-orders of magnitude enhancement of investi-
gated nonlinear effects.
As briefly mentioned in 2.3, Si-np have revealed good nonlinear properties, with a
nonlinear refractive index coefficient n2 of the same order of GaAs and at least one
order of magnitude larger than bulk Si one [61]. Since Silicon-Rich-Silicon-Oxide
(SRSO) is CMOS-compatible, it would be interesting to employ it as active material
for nonlinear-optical waveguide devices. Due to its low refractive index (1.7-1.8 at
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Figure 3.2: Slot effect for different wires distances. While in the top panel the electric
field is concentrated in the Si wires, in the bottom one the maximum is inside the slot
region. In the inset the Poynting vector for the bottom panel geometry is reported.
λ =1.5 µm) SRSO waveguides directly lithographed on SiO2 substrate (nSiO2=1.45)
occupy a large footprint due to poor light-confinement. A solution for this problem
employs large index contrast waveguides where the electric field can be localized in
low index materials, using a geometry called slot waveguide [103]. The slot geometry
is composed by two high index material wires (wall region) which sandwich a thin
layer of a low refractive index material (slot region). As shown in fig. 3.2 for Si
walls and air slot, when the distance between the wires is reduced, the electric field
component which is perpendicular to the wall-slot interface is increased, due to the
sum-up of the evanescent fields in the slot region. This effect, due to field disconti-
nuities, can be observed only for the TE polarization in vertical slot waveguide as
the one in fig. 3.2. The peculiar field profile of the slot optical mode is reported
in the inset, where a cut in the middle of the structure (dashed red line) has been
realized. With the same physical considerations it is possible to produce horizontal
slot waveguides which works for TM polarization. It is worth to mention that in the
same geometry the Poynting vector experiences only a partial enhancement (see fig.
3.2, inset). In fact, only the electric field is subjected to the discontinuity necessary
for the achievement of slot effect while the magnetic field is still confined within the
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high index dielectric.
Several approaches can be considered to increase the nonlinear effects in this
structure. The easiest one is to realize a resonant cavity in which the light can
circulate for a certain time, thus increasing the effective interaction length between
field and material. This is directly proportional to cavity Q, as seen in chapt. 2, and
a large increase in the interaction length requires large-Q cavities. While these can
be achieved with some technological efforts, the sharp resonant lineshape does not
allow the propagation of laser pulses without distorsion effects. A smarter approach
requires the use of coupled photonic crystal defect modes.
A photonic crystal is a periodic complex dielectric structure with discrete trans-
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Figure 3.3: Energy bands and DOS for different 1D Si-air multilayer structures. (a):
Simple mirror. (b): Single defect. (c): Five coupled defects separated by 8 periods.
Bottom panel: Schematic of distorted and undistorted pulse traveling in structure of
panel (b) and (c) respecticaly.
lational simmetry. In total analogy with electrons in a crystalline host, the photon
modes form energy bands in the reciprocal space. From this restricted region, light
propagation on the whole structure can be inferred. The Bloch theorem is valid
even in the photonic case and the electromagnetic eigenfunctions can be written for
continuous translational simmetry as:
Ψn~k(~r) = e
i~k·~run~k(~r), (3.4)
where un~k is the electromagnetic field in the fundamental cell, which is the represen-
tation of the irreducible group of the structure simmetry [104]. The functions Ψn~k(~r)
(Bloch modes) are then standing waves with the same periodicity of the photonic
crystal.
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The photonic band structure can be calculated with different methods. In the work
here described an open-source package based on the plane-wave expansion method
has been employed [105]. As example, fig. 3.3 (a) reports the first two bands on an
infinite Si-air multilayer with period Λ along the xˆ direction (Bragg mirror). Each
period is composed by a single Si and air layer each of thickness equal to Λ/2. Along
the vector kx, which is the reciprocal of the vector x, a band structure can be ob-
served. The points Γ and X represent high simmetry points in the first Brillouin
zone [104]1. The DOS relative to the band structure is sketched in the same panel.
It is evident that no photon can propagate in band gap spectral region, due to the
zero DOS. On the other hand, it is possible to observe a DOS increase in the band
edge regions.
When a single defect is inserted in the structure, for example replacing a single air
layer with a Si one, the structure is no more strictly periodic and the so-called defect
modes appear within the gap. Even if the fundamental cell is now the whole dielec-
tric structure (in this case infinite), when a single defect is present, the photonic
bands can be reproduced using a finite super-cell, which is composed by a defect
surrounded by many fundamental cell periods in order to de-couple possible interac-
tions between adjacent defects modes. If this new cell is considered as the periodic
unit, it is possible to find a degenerate defect mode which approximates the ideal,
infinite case.
In fig. 3.3 (b), the flat-dispersion curve of the defect mode is reported in red and
falls energetically in the middle of the gap. Due to the lack of available DOS within
the band gap, the defect mode is well isolated from the external environment, which
is manifested by the sharp, δ-like DOS curve. The partial folding of the photonic
bands is due to the finite size of the super-cell used in the simulation. If the separa-
tion between adjacent defects is not large enough, the defect mode is splitted due to
tunneling-like interactions, with the same physical mechanism discussed in sec. 2.2.
In fig 3.3 (c) five interacting (coupled) defects in a super-cell are reported. If the
interaction is properly tuned, the defect modes can form a mini-band, with a flat,
constant DOS and consequently with a constant group velocity. If this is properly
done, a pulse spectrally contained within the flat miniband, injected as waveguide
input, can be retrieves undistorted at the output. On the other hand, a single
uncoupled defect would form a sharp transmission band, resulting in distorsion of
the pulse, due to the strong differences of group velocities of harmonic components
tuned and detuned from the resonance. This is briefly shown in the schematic of fig.
3.3, bottom panel.
CROW design and simulation
Different geometries can be considered in order to realize a photonic crystal within
an underliying slot waveguide structure. In fact, vertical slot waveguides offer differ-
ent possibilities, like internal/external comb indentation [106]. Unfortunately, the
high resolution, deep-UV litography needed to realize the nanometric geometrical
features, makes the sample processing extremely difficult, with a collateral increase
in waveguide propagation losses. The use of horizontal slot waveguides offer a sim-
1In particular, the point Γ and X have respectively coordinate [0, 0, 0]2pi/Λ and [0.5, 0, 0]2pi/Λ
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pler choice, yet limiting the photonic crystals geometry which can be employed. In
particular, the etching of full trenches is proposed to create a Bragg mirror with gap
centered at 1.55 µm. The mirror geometry is depicted in fig. 3.4, where additionally
the underlying slot waveguide geometry is described.
While the final design and simulations have been realized for the full, 3D wave-
L
trench
width
z
x
y
Si
SRSO
Slot geometry
Si wall height 235nm
SRSO slot height 50nm
total width 500nm
Figure 3.4: 3D scheme of the photonic crystal waveguide proposed. The fundamental cell
composed by Si walls (nSi = 3.45) and SRSO slot (nSi = 1.6) is zoomed. The geometrical
parameters of the slot waveguide are added for completness.
guides, some features like finite-size effects and adiabatic tapering have been fully
analyzed employing 2D simulations (infinite width waveguides) in an effective index
approximation scheme [36].
Figure 3.5 (a) reports the quasi-TM photonic bands for the infinite photonic crystals
whose fundamental cell is reported in fig. 3.4. In this case the trench width was of
150 nm while Λ =407 nm was the lattice periodicity2. In a photonic crystal, the
difference between guided Bloch modes and radiative modes is depicted employing
the line-of-light dispersion. This is defined considering the external environment in-
dex (nenv) as ω = c/nenv · k; a band state which falls energetically above this line is
a radiative mode, while conversely, the Bloch guided modes are concentrated below
the line [104]. When the line-of-light (dashed red line) is added in the bands of fig.
3.5 (a), a pseudo-gap between Bloch mode opens, whereas the states lying above the
line-of-light are not bounded to the dielectric.
The fundamental cell bands can be compared with the bands of a typical CROW
device, reported in fig. 3.5 (b). Here the defect is represented by an unperturbed
waveguide length of 480 nm which is replicated each 8 fundamental cell periods (8Λ
mirror). With such a separation between adjacent interacting cavities, a mini-band
defect mode is then formed. This is magnificated in fig. 3.5 (c).
From the band curve derivative, the group velocity can be obtained. For the de-
fect mode, the absolute value of vg is reported in the same panel, as a dashed line.
Note that it can reach very low values, up to 5×10−5c in the ideal, 2D case here
discussed.
2These parameter have been obtained to maximize the pseudo-gap width and center it in the
NIR region, around 1.55 µm [107].
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Figure 3.5: (a): Photonic bands in a 2D effective index approximation for the fundamental
cell depicted in fig. 3.4. (b): Photonic bands for an infinite CROW where a 8 period (8 Λ)
mirror has been posed between neighboring cavities. (c): Zoomed defect mode mini-band
and group velocity modulus.
Since in real devices finite-size effects and possible adiabatic tapering have to be
taken into account, photonic-bands related simulations do not represent the best
approach to design the final structure. The next design steps are therefore based
on FDTD simulations of different waveguides. A particular interesting parameter,
in this case, is represented by the transmission value of light pulse throught the
waveguide. To appreciate the connection between photonic bands and transmission,
in fig. 3.6 (a) a 3D simulation of the bands of the infinite defectless photonic crystal
is reported. This can be easily correlated with the 3D transmission FDTD simula-
tion of a 16Λ mirror with the same geometrical structure. The photonic gap feature
appears as a minimum in the transmission curve, since the propagating modes are
stopped by the zero DOS in this spectral region.
Fig. 3.6 (c) reports the transmission curves for different structures, of which a
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Figure 3.6: (a): Photonic bands for the full 3D photonic crystal waveguide and FDTD
transmission curve for a 16Λ mirror. (b): Waveguides composed by a different number of
defects. Their FDTD-simulated transmission curves are reported in (c).
geometrical scheme is reported in fig. 3.6 (b). Again the 2D effective index approx-
imations has been used. It can be seen that when the number of interacting defects
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is increased a flat-band is formed, which spans for some nanometers (indicated by an
arrow in the figure). It is right to point out that the transmission peak value is far
from the maximum achievable value of 1. This is due to two different kinds of losses:
geometry-related losses, which can be reduced correcting for finite-size effects and
employing an adiabatic tapering, and intrinsic radiative losses. The latter can be
understood considering that the Bloch modes are usually coupled with a continuum
of radiative modes and thus a portion of their energy is continuously radiated outside
the dielectric. Since the Bloch mode (3.4) are stading waves which are harmonic
in time, i.e. ∝ eiωt, the losses terms can be extracted considering the imaginary
part of the complex frequencies ω. If this is considered, the field amplitude is then
proportional to an exponential decay time function. It is possible to transform the
time-rate loss in a distance-rate loss using the group velocity, getting a final value
for the loss coefficient α of:
α =
=(ω)
vg
, (3.5)
where =(ω) represents the imaginary frequency. More formally this can be derived
by time-dependent perturbation theory [108]. It is important to point out that in a
slow-wave device, though the nonlinear effects are enhanced, a contemporary linear
losses enhancement is unavoidable [109]. This is one additional reason to work with
moderate group velocity, whereas in case of extremely low group velocities extraor-
dinary efforts both from technological and from design point of views should be
performed to keep the losses in a realistic range for a working device. Despite the
presence of this effect, manageable experimental insertion losses of 7 dB have been
found in 27 µm devices, as reported in fig. 3.10 (c).
When dealing with a real waveguide, finite size effects, which do not compare
in the ideal, infinite structure, have to be considered. In particular, in an analogy
with electrical circuirty physics, the photonic crystal structure impedance has to
be matched with the external environment one. This can be done considering a
reduced number of periods for the most external mirrors: for a M periods internal
mirrors, one should consider M/2 + 1 periods external ones [110, 111]. The effect is
clearly visible in the transmission/reflection spectra of fig. 3.7 (a) for a two-coupled
cavities air-Si wire photonic crystal. The periodic structure even in this case is made
of fully-etched trenches. When no impedance matching is considered the structure
is composed by three 8-periods mirrors (8Λ) which sandwich two defects (C). The
whole structure can be schematized as 8Λ-C-8Λ-C-8Λ. Conversely, the impedance-
matched (IM) structure possesses reduced external mirrors, 5Λ-C-8Λ-C-5Λ. While
in the original structure transmission spectra it is possible to clearly distinguish
the resonant modes transmission (reflection) peaks (dips), when the IM is consid-
ered, not only the transmission value is increased, but an almost-flat pass-band is
achieved.
Even if impedance-matched, some additional losses can be related to the abrupt
change of the optical mode when injected in the photonic crystal. This passes from
a travelling wave mode in the slot waveguide, to a standing-wave photonic crystal
Bloch mode within the CROW. The same degrading mechanism acts at the inter-
faces between the periodic mirror and a defect. A smoother change can be realized
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Figure 3.7: (a): Effect of impedance matching for a two coupled-cavities phtotonic crys-
tal composed by air trench on an underlying Si wire. The IM effect both flattens and
enhance the defect-related transmission peak. (b): Transmission curves in 2D effective in-
dex approximation for the 8Λ mirror, 5 coupled cavities device reported in fig. 3.6. When
both the IM and the adiabatic tapering (tap) of the first and last period of each mirror is
considered, a six-fold enchancement of the transmission peak can be observed.
considering an adiabatic tapering in which the periodic structure is gradually modi-
fied to better match the surronding environment [112]. The main problem with this
kind of solution is that an analytical method to determine the tapering geometry
does not exist. Even though numerical algorithms can be used, if the whole periodic
structure is considered, the tapering can be designed employing multi-dimensional
empirical optimization, or momentum-space design technique [113] which represent
though computational problems. To overcome this limitation, a tapering of only the
first and last period in each mirror has been considered. The optimized geometry for
this period has been found narrowing the first trench length to 120nm. Figure 3.7
(b) reports the modified transmission when the impedance matching (IM) and the
adiabatic tapering (tap) are considered. A six-fold increase in the transmission peak
can be revealed. Eventually, this can be further enhanced considering the adiabatic
tapering of a larger number of periods.
If the number of periods composing the mirrors is increased it is possible to enhance
the quality factor and the group velocity reduction of the defects mode, at expense
of the flat-band width. The time delay, bandwidth product in facts represents a
standard figure-of-merit for the slow light devices. This can be verified in fig. 3.8
(a), which reports the transmission spectra for CROWs composed by 5 cavities (5c)
considering respectively mirror of 8 and 16 periods (8Λ, 16Λ).
To evaluate the group velocity in this kind of device the time-of-flight technique has
been employed. A quasi-monochromatic pulse is injected at the waveguide input and
its analyzed employing a FDTD-sensor placed at the structure output. Figure 3.8
(b) reports the normalized field collected from the sensor in different environments.
Due to the nature of FDTD algorithm, the time-envelope amplitude of the injected
pulse is a gaussian function, which can be clearly recognized in the figure. The three
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Figure 3.8: (a): Transmission spectra of 5-cavities CROWs with respectively 8 and 16 pe-
riods mirrors in 2D effective index approximation. (b): Normalized quasi-monochromatic
pulse electric field propagation in different environment. The pulse central frequency is
tuned in the middle of the transmission peaks of panel (a). The distance between the
source, which is turned on at t=0, and the sensor which collects the field is 32 µm. The
comparison between the vacuum (black curve), a simple slot waveguide (red curve) and the
5c, 16Λm of panel (a) (green curve) is reported. The delay between the first and last curve
is of 34.71 ps, corresponding to a group velocity vg of 0.003 c. In the inset a comparison
between the Fourier transform of the vacum (solid line) and CROW (green dots) pulses is
reported, where the undistorted pulse propagation can be appreciated.
curves show the effects of different group velocities when the same pulse is injected
in vacuum (black curve), in a horizontal slot waveguide (red curve) or in the 5c, 16Λ
CROW of fig. 3.8 (a) (green curve). The pulse central frequency has been chosen to
fall in the middle of the transmission spectrum resonant peak. It is worth to note
that the pulse is practically undistorted when propagates in the CROW: this is can
be checked in the inset of fig. 3.8 (b), where the comparison of Fourier transform of
the vacuum and CROW pulses is reported. From the pulse-to-pulse delay and the
known device length (32 µm) a reduced group velocity of 0.003 c can be extracted.
In similar structures, as the 5c, 8Λ showed in panel (a), less reduction ∼ 0.1 c is
accompanied by a wider flat trasmission band. Indeed, a slow down of vg = 0.1 c can
sound interesting, due to the fact that while on one side increases the losses of one
order of magnitude, the nonlinear effects are enhanced by two orders of magnitude,
namely scaling with (c/vg)
2. It has to be taken into account that it is possible to de-
velop straight slot waveguide with propagation losses as low as 3 dB/cm [114]: with
such an undelying structure a loss enhancement should not represent an hindrance
impossible to overcome.
Preliminary optical characterization of the device has been performed with CW
transmission measurements. The setup used is the same described in sec. 1.3.2.
The sample have been fabricated by CEA-Leti Institute in Grenoble (France). A
scanning electron microscope (SEM) top-view image of one the fabricated devices
is reported in fig. 3.9. In the same figure a table with the comparison between
fabricated and nominal parameters is reported, while the underlying horizontal slot
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500 nm
trench length
tapering
length
cavity length waveguide
width
Fabricated Nominal
trench length 180 nm 150 nm
tapering length 120 nm 120 nm
cavity length 490 nm 480 nm
Period 450 nm 410 nm
waveguide width 500 nm 500 nm
Figure 3.9: SEM top-view image of the photonic crystal waveguides under investigation.
In the table a comparison between the fabricated and nominal geometrical parameters is
reported. SEM image courtesy of CEA-Leti.
waveguide structure is described in fig. 3.4. Note the slight discrepancy among nom-
inal and real values. Figure 3.10 reports the results for a 5c, 8Λ CROW. In panel
(a) and (b) a comparison between the simulated and experimental data is reported.
Even though the structure was designed to have a defect at 1550nm, some flaws dur-
ing the processing stage made the real geometrical parameters slightly different from
the nominal ones, as reported in fig. 3.9. This induces a 50 nm blue shift of the whole
spectral features. It is worth to note that even in simulated data the bands energies
are rigidly red-shifted due to correction of the 2D effective index approximation.
When the spectra are compared opportunelly normalizing their central wavelength
they are quite in agreement with each other. In panel (b) of fig. 3.10 a quantitative
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between experimental (a) and simulated (b) transmission curves
in 5c, 8Λm CROW device. The simulations have been performed employing a 2D effective
index approximation. (c): Insertion losses of the photonic crystals normalized to the
straight slot waveguide. The 3D full simulations of a single cavity device is added for
comparison.
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measurement is reported, in which it is possible to observe an extinction ratio of
20 dB in the band gap. This has been evaluated normalizing on a straight wave-
guide and thus represents the photonic crystal insertion losses. In the same panel
a comparison with a full 3D FDTD simulation of a single cavity device is reported.
In this case, the resonant peak is centered at 1.5 µm, as expected and have to be
corrected for the different realized geometry (∼ 60 nm red-shift). When this is done,
resonant gap and defect mode are found to be quite similar to the experimental ones.
While it has been possible to realize CROW devices on underlying slot wave-
guides, with the advantage of small footprints and direct integration in optical chips,
this particular geometry does not represent the best structure to be employed for
nonlinear optics experiments. When the etching process includes the slot core, usu-
ally high losses are expected: the chosen full-trenches geometry, which is the only
possible in horizontal slot waveguides, intrinsically increases the photonic crystal
insertion losses. On the other hand, vertical slot waveguides would offer alternative
approaches to the photonic crystal design in which the slot material is not directly
perturbed [106], but they suffer more from processing related issues, which causes
very large propagation losses (∼ 20 dB/cm) even in un-patterned waveguide. Thus,
the use of whispering gallery mode cavities such as ring or disk [94, 114] could rep-
resent a more effective strategy to slow down the light. Interesting is the possibility
to have a real planar photonic crystal waveguide (PhCW), in which the waveguide
mode is a defect itself (bandgap-guiding), in opposite to the index-guiding structures
here presented [109]. It is possible to design a single air slot in the PhCW. Filling
the trench with the active materials, sensing [115] or nonlinear optics applications
[116] can be accessed. In these structure, even if the footprint is increased due to
the planar nature of the photonic crystal, a better control of the losses and band
tuning is possible, increasing the feasibility to have working devices.
The possibilities induced by field localization effect in slot waveguides are appeal-
ing to precisely control the Local Density of States (LDOS) in a waveguide system.
In the next section, some discussions are reported about photonic crystal vertical
slot waveguides in which a large number of emitters is efficiently coupled to a large
DOS Bloch mode.
3.2 LDOS, Purcell factor and superradiance in Si-
patterned slot waveguides
As discussed in sec. 2.1.2, light control at the nanoscale can deeply influence the
optical properties of emitters within the dielectric. It is a well known fact that the
DOS depends directly from the velocity of the wavepacket: for example, the 3D
DOS in a homogeneous material is directly proportional to the cube of refractive
index:
ρbulk = ω
2n3/pi2c3, (3.6)
which, in this case, is equal to the group index itself, n = ng. In complex dielectrics
more complicated expressions for the DOS hold, yet they are all characterized by an
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inverse proportionality with the group velocity. In a slow-light system it is therefore
expected to have a huge enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate, as can be
seen from Fermi’s golden rule, reported in eq. (2.10) [117]. The usual hindrances
to the observation of the Purcell enhancement reported in sec. 2.1.2 hold: while
most of these can be overcame choosing an appropriate emitter with the desired
optical properties, usually the spatial correction effect can not be avoided when a
large number of emitters is considered. Unavoidably, some of the emitters uniformly
distributed within the dielectric will fall in proximity of an optical field node: in
this points the DOS goes to zero, completely losing the enhancement effect. In fact,
the main research line in Purcell enhanced, slow-light devices, regards single photon
sources, in which a single emitter is placed as close as possible to a field antinode
[100, 101]. At processing stage, it is extremely difficult to place an emitter in a cho-
sen spatial position: both AFM manipulation [118] and post-processing techniques
[119] are based on statistical approach and can be done at expense of reproducibility.
While single photon sources can be interesting to study many quantum mechanics
related effects, such as photon entanglement, opening the route towards quantum
computing and cryptography, some collective phenomena which involve a large num-
ber of interacting particles can not be observed.
In the following a proposal for a slow-light photonic crystal waveguide in which a
large number of emitters can be safely placed in the proximity of a field anti-node is
presented. Using simple infiltration techniques, all the deposited particles can be put
in optical region with large DOS. Using the Green’s tensor formalism, a calculation
of the Local Density of States (LDOS) and thus the local Purcell factor is reported
[117, 120]. The possibility to couple many emitters to the very same optical Bloch
mode sounds promising for the observation of widely studied collective phenomena,
such as superradiance (SR) in proximity of a photonic band gap [99].
LDOS and Purcell factor
When a photonic crystal is realized on an underlying optical waveguide, the mode
dispersion is strongly affected by the dielectric periodicity. While often the Bloch
mode related to a defect is used to achieve small group velocities, in principle the
Bloch modes relative to bandgap edges can be used to the same end. As reported,
for example in fig. 3.3, these modes can show very low group velocities with a cor-
responding large DOS.
Here a Si wire waveguide with periodic trenches is presented. Figure 3.11 (b) reports
a schematic of the structure. In each period three trenches are present: these can
be air holes which can be infiltrated with colloidal particles or alternatively can be
filled, at the processing stage, with rare earth based materials, like Er-doped SiO2.
For the case study here presented, the geometrical parameters have been optimized
to localize the third photonic band in the NIR range, at the same time maximizing
the optical field within the trenches, for reasons which will become apparent later.
In tab. 3.1 the geometrical parameters of the waveguide are reported. nwg and ntr
indicates, respectively, the waveguide and trenches refractive indices. Even if the
eventual waveguide height is reported, unless otherwise stated, the proof of concept
simulations regard a 2D waveguide with h → ∞. This allows faster simulations in
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Parameter [nm] Parameter [nm]
Λ 370 W 1000
tint 150 text 120
tt 260 h 500
nwg 3.45 ntr 1.45
Table 3.1: Geometrical parameters for the Si patterned waveguide used as case study.
which the main physical features can be described, whereas the passage to the full
3D calculation does not change the physics involved but requires huge computational
efforts.
Figure 3.11 (a) reports the firsts quasi-TE photonic bands, while the relative Bloch
mode electric field intensity in the point [0, 0, 0.5]2pi/Λ, is reported in panel (b) for
the geometry described in tab. 3.1. As can be inspected, while the fields relative
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Figure 3.11: (a): Band structure in quasi-TE polarization for the geometry described in
tab. 3.1. (b): Schematic of the photonic crystal waveguide and Bloch mode electric field
amplitude for the first four bands in the reciprocal point [0, 0, 0.5]
to the first, second and fourth bands localize mainly in the high index dielectric,
with a node in the center of the trenches, band three field exactly localizes within
the trenches, with a field antinode in the center of the fundamental cell. Adding
to that, the steep refractive index difference between Si and SiO2 guarantees a slot
effect, with an enhancement of the Bloch mode electric field, as discussed in the
last section. Since it is possible to localize the active, emitting particles within the
trenches, it is expected a maximum coupling between material emission and the
Bloch mode of the third band. Moreover, it is possible to observe that a small group
velocity is expected in the proximity of bandgap edge, resulting in a large DOS. It
is important ot point out that in this case the spatial average does not represent a
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strong hindrance towards the observation of large Purcell factor, since no field antin-
odes are present in the region where active particles are placed. In the following,
quantification of the Purcell factor in such structure is reported, where the Green’s
tensor formalism has been used to obtain the Local Density of States (LDOS). The
latter represents a spatial map of the density of states. The standard DOS can then
be obtained by integrating LDOS in the photonic crystal fundamental cell [120].
The electromagnetic Green’s tensor Gij is widely exploited in computational elec-
tromagnetism due to its link with the local density of states [63]:
LDOS(~r, ω) ∝ =[Tr(Gij)]|~r, (3.7)
where
Gij =

 Exx Exy ExzEyx Eyy Eyz
Ezx Ezy Ezz

 , (3.8)
with Eij electric field components and where = indicates the imaginary part. In
Appendix a more detailed discussion on the calculation technique is reported. The
Green’s tensor determination can be performed both in analytical [117] and numer-
ical ways [121]. The analytical method is based on the decomposition of the optical
field in a guided Bloch mode ( ~Ebound) and a radiative contribution ( ~Erad) [100].
The analytical shape of the Bloch mode Ψ is that of eq. (3.4), where the optical
field in the fundamental cell has been obtained employing the plane-wave expansion
algorithm [105]. The Green’s tensor for this mode is then given by [117]:
Gbound = i
Λω
2vg
[Ψ~k(~r)×Ψ∗~k(~r)]. (3.9)
Since the Green’s tensor for a homogeneous material is well known, iω3
√
/(6pic3),
it is straightforward to derive an expression for the Purcell factor [100] as a function
of spatial position ~r:
FP (~r) =
3pic3Λ
ω2
√
vg
|u~k(~r)|2, (3.10)
where u~k has been normalized in such a way to hold,
∫
(~r)|u~k(~r)|2 d~r = 1. For the
sake of discussion polarization mismatch effects have been neglected. Figure 3.12 (a)
shows FP (~r) analytically evaluated for the third band Bloch mode of fig. 3.11 (a), in
the reciprocal point [0, 0, 0.5]2pi/Λ. FP reaches a maximum value of about 60 but,
more importantly, the enhancement effect is tightly localized within the trenches
where the active material is, while it is practically negligible outside. In panel (b),
FP spectral trend along the same band is reported. Moving away from the Brillouin
zone edge, the group velocity becames larger with a corresponding decrease in FP .
While the analytical method does not require important computational efforts for
FP determination, it lacks the ability to determine Green’s tensor for radiative non-
guided modes. Indeed, this contribution can be very important in structures in
which the photonic bands folds above the light line, with corresponding large radia-
tive losses.
Numerical determination of Green’s tensor in finite-size photonic crystals, with
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obtained with numerical Green’s tensor method employing a FDTD algorithm. The cell
and photonic features sizes are reported in tab. 3.1.
FDTD algorithms, collects all the contribution coming from bound and radiative
modes. An accurate description of the method can be found in Appendix. It is
interesting to compare results of fig. 3.12 (a) with the FDTD obtained LDOS when
a fundamental cell with Bloch boundary conditions (i.e. infinite periodicity) is con-
sidered.
Note that in this case, while the radiative contribution is present, it represents a
transient which does not survive for long simulation runnig time. Only the field
harmonics which satisfy Bloch boundary conditions can eventually costructively in-
terfer with themselves, generating long-lasting contributions. These are practically
the modes related to the band structure of fig. 3.11 (a). Figure 3.12 (b) reports
the final result. Since Green’s tensor has a punctual nature (see Appendix), the
map has been obtained scanning the entire cell with 900 different simulations, in
which the LDOS was calculated point-by-point. While an interference-pattern due
to the finite size of simulation cell can be noticed, the main fields features are well
reproduced with numerical methods.
In finite-size devices, it is possible to compare numerical and analitycal methods
to calculate how much of the emitted field is coupled to a Bloch mode. This is
done evaluating the coupling constant β, defined considering different rates which
can constitute the recombination paths of an emitter placed in the structure. In
particular:
β =
Γbound
Γbound + Γrad + Γnrad
, (3.11)
where Γbound and Γrad represent, respectively, the decay into a Bloch and a radiative
mode. Γnrad represents a non-radiative contribution, which will be neglected for
the sake of discussion3. If a finite-size photonic crystal is considered, it is possi-
3In principle, it is possible to consider a low-temperature regime where, in many cases, Γnrad →
0. Moreover some material, like Er-doped SiO2 can reach very low values of Γnrad thanks to
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Figure 3.13: (a): Quasi-TE electric field generated by placing a single QD source in the
center of a 16 periods photonic crystal whose geometry is described in tab. 3.1. (b):
Comparison between the electric field spectral shape of the source when placed in vacuum
or embedded in the photonic crystal. Note the strong field enhancement in proximity of
the band edge. (c): Calculated β value.
ble to compare LDOS’s and FP ’s calculated by analytical and numerical methods,
which respectively considers only the bounded contribution and the total contribu-
tion terms.
Figure 3.13 (a) reports the quasi-TE optical field generated by placing a single emit-
ter, like a QD, in the center of a 16-periods (16Λ) photonic crystal. As expected, a
clear field enhancement is found within the trenches, which progressively decreases
moving towards the waveguide edges [101]. The Fourier transforms of the time-
evolution imaginary field amplitudes of identical sources, respectively embedded in
the photonic crystal and in vacuum, are reported in panel (b). As described in ap-
pendix, these are directly proportional to their relative Green’s tensors. While the
pulse in vacuum appears as a gaussian function, the inhomogeneous DOS generated
by the complex photonic environment strongly modifies the pulse spectral shape,
with a large field enhancement which can be related to band edge proximity effect.
Finally, fig. 3.13 (c) reports the obtained β value in the center of the structure.
post-annealing treatments.
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Close to the bandgap edge β can reaches extremely large values, which are clearly
reduced moving towards the structure edges. The β factor here calculated takes into
account light propagation both in the forward and backward direction, resulting in
roughly 50% of emitted photons which can be collected considering a single wave-
guide output.
The same results which have been described in 2D waveguides still holds when
a full, 3D Si waveguide is considered. With the analytical method previously de-
scribed, it is possible to determine the Purcell factor in the fundamental 3D cell.
Figure 3.14 (a) reports the spectral FP along the photonic band, in the center of the
F
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Figure 3.14: (a): Spectral Purcell factor calculation for a 3D infinite photonic crystal
waveguide. (b): Isosurface corresponding to different Purcell factors.
fundamental cell. The values obtained are comparable with the ones reported in fig.
3.12 for 2D waveguides.
Even in 3D, it is possible to employ the LDOS to get spatial maps of FP : as example
in fig. 3.14 (b) the isosurfaces related to different values of FP are reported. It is
worth to note that every emitter placed in the trenches experience a Purcell factor
greater than 16, at least in the ideal, infinite system.
If, as a title of example, Er3+ doping is considered, a maximum ions concentration
of about 1×1020 cm−3 is achievable with negligible ions-clusterization effects. With
such a doping level, it is possible to localize about 1×106 particles within the three
trenches of the photonic crystal fundamental cell, where, though in a narrow spectral
range, they can experience spontaneous emission enhancement.
The possibility of couple so many particles together with the same optical mode,
suggests the use of this kind of waveguide as a platform to observe collective phenom-
ena such as superradiance. In the following, the feasibility to observe this mechanism
is discussed considering, as a proof of concept, Er-doped SiO2 as active material.
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Feasibility of SR observation for rare earth ions
In 1954, Dicke pointed out that the spontaneous emission in a gas can not be de-
scribed as the sum of separate single particle processes, whereas all the atoms/molecules
interact with a common radiation field. This acute observation triggered, some years
ago, a focused research to investigate the regime described by Dicke, in which the
spontaneous emission of many emitters produces a single state of coherent radiation
(for a review, see [123]). This phenomenon, known in literature as superradiance
(SR) or superfluorescence, is particularly interesting since it allows the production
of laser-like light without the need of a resonant cavity nor of a probe signal through
which stimulated emission can be generated. The signature of the inset of the regime
is a PL intensity signal proportional to N2, where N is the number of superradiat-
ing emitters. If collective effects are not considered, a familiar PL intensity signal
proportional to N is then expected.
While in the 80’s this collective effect has been observed in the physical systems de-
scribed by Dicke, which are atomic/molecular gases, recently the same phenomenon
has been proven to exist in QDs systems [124]. Moreover, complete theoretical mod-
els have been realized to investigate the SR mechanism when a collection of atoms
is placed within a photonic band-gap material [102, 125]. The DOS deformation
induced by the periodic structure strongly modifies the radiation field, with a corre-
sponding alteration of the SR process. The latter can then generate a PL intensity
pulse which is proportional to N3 in 3D, anisotropic band-gap systems.
In the following a case study for the possible observation of SR mechanism in
photonic crystal waveguides is reported. The chosen emitting material is Er-doped
SiO2, being the ion spontaneous emission in the NIR spectral range with a long-
living metastable level (∼ ms) (for more informations about Er3+ optical properties,
see chapt. 1). Additionally, the nonradiative recombination rate can be very low
if ions clusterization is avoided, while inhomogeneous line broadening is less severe
than in QD systems, where a large particle size dispersion is always present.
Even though the theoretical framework to describe the SR phenomena can be quite
complicated, in this applied work only a little formalism is needed to get some
insights about the physical model described by Dicke.
The interaction Hamiltonian between a two-level system and the radiation field, is
given by [126]:
Hint = ~µtot(t) · ~E(t), where ~µtot = ~µ
N∑
n=1
(bn + b
†
n), (3.12)
with ~µ dipole moment and bn (b
†
n) annihilation (creation) excitation operators. If
a collective raising and lowering operators are defined, R+ =
∑N
n=1 b
†
n = R1 + iR2
and R− =
∑N
n=1 bn = R1− iR2, it is possible to describe the collective states (Dicke
states) using the same algebra of angular momentum in quantum mechanics [71]4.
It becomes natural, in this framework, to label the Dicke states as |l,m〉, where
4As additional hypothesis the investigated volume is considered much smaller than the cube of
the radiation wavelength
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l is called cooperation number [122], while m represents the population inversion,
defined as:
m =
1
2
(n2 − n1), (3.13)
With n2 (n1) population of excited (fundamental) state.
It is possible to get the probability of emission of radiation photons (wemit) for the
transition |l,m〉|vacuum〉 → |ψ〉, as [126]:
wemit = (l +m)(l −m+ 1)A21, (3.14)
with A21 Einstein’s coefficient. If all the emitters are in the ground state,m = −N/2,
l = N/2 and thus wemitt = 0. On the other hand, if, for example, half of the emitters
are inverted, m = 0 and l can have any value between 0 and N/2. If the latter is
the case, wemit reads as:
wemit =
1
4
N(N + 2)A. (3.15)
Note that the emission probability is proportional to N2, as mentioned before. In
this case, ψ is called a superradiant Dicke state.
The description of the system collective phenomena can be improved when the time-
evolution dynamics is considered5. To get the full time-dependence of the SR emis-
sion, the so-called Dicke master equation has to be solved [126]:
〈R¨3〉 = −2A21
2
(1− 〈R3〉), (3.16)
where 〈R3〉 is the mean value of population inversion operator, R3|l,m〉 = m|l,m〉.
R3 is linked to the collective raising and lowering operators by the standard com-
mutation rule for angular momentum, [Ri, Rj ] = ijkRk.
Equation (3.16) has been solved considering Er3+ ions in a SiO2 matrix, in a homo-
geneous volume with the same dimension of the trenches in the fundamental cell of
the photonic crystal waveguide described in fig. 3.11.
The small volume approximation is then valid, considering a peak Er-ions emission
at 1535nm. Figure 3.15 reports the obtained solutions for different Er3+ doping
concentration, considering a fully inverted population as initial condition. It is im-
portant ot point out that, in order to assure that the initial state of the system
is noncoherent, excitation should be performed employing pump laser pulses faster
than the SR characteristic recombination time.
SR emission is a short pulse, with a peak value of N2A21. Interestingly, not only the
pulse intensity, but even the delay of the pulse depend on the particle concentration.
Larger the concentration, faster and more intense the SR pulse.
Spontaneous emission can be seen as a sort of stimulated emission process triggered
by the vacuum radiation field: when an emitter is embedded within a complex pho-
tonic structure, its spontaneous emission rate and radiative pattern can strongly
differ from the one in homogeneous material. This has been seen in fig. 3.13, where
5For example, if the initial condition of full inverted population is looked upon (m = N/2,
l = N/2), eq. (3.15) gives wemit = 0, while it will be shown from the solution of Dicke master’s
equation (3.16) that SR emission is expected even in this case.
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Figure 3.15: Solution of Dicke master equation (3.16) for different Er3+ concentrations
in a homogeneous volume with the same value of the holes in the fundamental cell of
the photonic crystal described in fig. 3.11. The dotted line represent the PL intensity
when collective effects are neglected. A schematic of Er emission when embedded in the
waveguide is added. The large coupling constant and increased DOS make the emission
of SR pulse along the waveguide highly probable.
the coupling constant β has been considered. In the same way, it is expected that
when a superradiating volume is inserted within a photonic crystal, the SR emission
could acquire a non-isotropic shape, being heavily coupled with the large DOS Bloch
modes. As reported in the brief sketch of fig. 3.15, it is then expected that most of
superradiating emission were collected by the degenerate propagating and counter-
propagating Bloch modes, whereas only a few contribution should be collected by
the radiative, isotropic modes.
In this simple example the onset of SR has been analyzed considering a punctual
system with very low spontaneous emission rate. In real cases, the SR regime can
be reached only when the inverse of SR rate (ΓSR):
Γ−1SR = τSR =
2piNL−3d2ω
~τ−1t
, (3.17)
is both larger than the transit time τt and smaller than the spontaneous emission
lifetime, that is:
τt  τSR  τSE. (3.18)
Here, the transit time is defined as τt = L/vg, where a volume of L
3 has been as-
sumed. The symbol d represents the dipole matrix element.
The left hand side of unequality (3.18) assures that photons can leave the volume
in a time shorter than interatomic correlations induction time (stimulated emission
processes), while the right hand one means that collective processes happen faster
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than individual relaxation of single emitters (spontaneous emission processes).
Rare-Earth deposition related issues do not allow the doping of the holes of a
single cell, whereas the entire waveguide structure of fig. 3.11 can be composed by
Er-doped SiO2 trenches. For an infinite waveguide, if the condition (3.18) holds,
each photonic crystal period is expected to generate independently a SR pulse, sum-
ming up to a total photonic crystal Bloch mode which does not posses temporal
coherence.
Indeed, this situation is not likely to occur: finite size effects in real photonic crystals
create different LDOS when the center or outer edges of the dielectric are considered.
This fact can be exploited to produce a coherent SR pulse in a finite size photonic
crystal waveguide.
Considering the case study here described, it is possible to analyze the validity of
(3.18) for different Er3+ concentration, when this is placed within a single cell in a
infinite photonic crystal waveguide. Er3+ is modeled as a two level system, where
the light emission is generated by the transition 4I13/2 →4 I15/2. As can be seen in
fig. 3.16 (a), the condition τSR  τSE is always well verifyed due to the long life-
time of the first excited state 4I13/2. On the other hand, if the concentration is too
large (> 1018 cm−3), the transit time becames longer than τSR with a concomitant,
non-negligible presence of stimulated emission processes.
From the results of fig. 3.16 (a), one can safely assume an infinite spontaneous
emission recombination time, since this is much larger than τSR and τt. Even when
the SR condition is fulfilled in a single cell, this is not enough to achieve coherent
emission in the waveguide. The finite-size waveguide here considered is composed
by 15 periods, which have been labeled with an increasing index, starting from -7.
In this way, the Er-doped central cell is considered as the site number zero.
The different LDOS between the center and the border of the structure plays a fun-
damental role in this game. Consider a SR pulse emission from the central (zero)
cell: if the pulse reaches the other cells before the onset of their own SR emission,
the pulse will be amplified by stimulated emission, mantaining its coherence. This
can be expressed considering a cell-i-to-cell-j transit time τt,ij. This has to be shorter
than the j-th cell SR time, τSR,j. If this is not the case, more than one single SR
pulse will be emitted and the coherence will be lost.
A doping of the all 15 cells is considered: likely, the SR pulse will be emitted at first
in the zero cell due to its larger Purcell factor.
Figure 3.16 (b) reports τSR and the transit time τt for each of the 15 cells for a
frequency of 0.2263 (band edge point), with a Er3+ ions concentration of 1018 cm−3.
As confirmed by the results in panel (a), no SR emission is expected in this case,
since τSR is always shorter than τt.
In panel (c) of fig. 3.16, the same comparison is done for a doping concentration of
1017 cm−3. While each single cell reaches the SR condition, fulfilling the inequality
(3.18), the transit time τt,01 is shorter than τSR,1−τSR,0, resulting in a SR incoherent
emissions coming both from the cell 0 and from the cells 1 and -1.
In the last case of panel (d), where a doping concentration of 1016 cm−3 is consid-
ered, not only all the cells fulfill the SR condition (3.18), but each cell-to-cell transit
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Figure 3.16: (a): Feasibility of SR emission for different frequencies considering emitters
in a single cell of the infinite photonic crystal waveguide previously described. Three
different Er3+ concentrations have been considered. (b): SR regime in a finite-size, 15
periods photonic crystal for a Er3+ concentration of 1018 cm−3. (b): The same for 1017
ions per cm3. The dark yellow line represents the difference between τSR in the central
cell and in the first neighboring cells. (c): The same for 1017 ions per cm3. The red line
represents the difference between τSR in the central cell and in the first neighboring cells.
time is shorter than the SR time in the cell itself. It is then expected that a SR
pulse coming from the cell 0 propagates being amplified by stimulated emission in
the neighboring cells.
While in principle is then possible to have coherent pulses emission from a Si-
based photonic crystal waveguide, clearly the real situation reveals more complica-
tions with respect to this simple, semiempirical model.
At first, since SR is triggered by the vacuum radiation field, it is expected that
each pulse will propagate in a single direction: while all the above discussion applies
considering the cells placed along the emission sense, the other half of the photonic
crystals will possibly perturb the output emission with its own SR pulses. It is true
that these last will be subjected to absorption in the adjacent cells, where the pop-
ulation inversion has been eliminated by stimulated emission induced by the first
pulse. Thus, their magnitude is expected to be lower than the first, amplified SR
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pulse.
Moreover, an accurate description of the dynamics should involve more detailed cal-
culations where both optical radiative losses and nonradiative recombination rates
should be implemented.
Nevertheless, considering the model of John for bandgap SR phenomena [99, 125],
the peak emission intensity, in the case of an Er3+ concentration of 1016 cm−3 (about
500 emitters in the cell) is expected to be be equivalent to the emission of 125×106
independent emitters, with the additional properties of spatial directionality and
coherence.
3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, the interaction of slow light with nonlinear and active materials has
been discussed. The possibility of slowing down the light to moderate group ve-
locities, which are not sufficient for applications such as optical buffering and light
storage, are indeed useful when the enhancement of nonlinear effects is considered.
Even a group velocity of 0.1 c enhances the nonlinear effects by two order of mag-
nitude. Since the radiative losses are linearly enhanced with the group index, such
delays allows to mantain acceptable insertion losses, whereas very high group index
would make the device very difficult to measure. In particular, a photonic crystal
has been designed on a Si-based slot waveguide, in order to mantain a small foot-
print and realize, by means of coupled cavities modes, an almost-flat pass band with
resulting undistorted pulse propagation.
The possibility of accurately control the group velocity and spatial field localization
makes this kind of structures optimal platform to observe large Purcell factors for an
ensemble of many emitters, relaxing the limits imposed by spatial averaging effects,
described in sec. 2.1.2. When this result is achieved, collective emission phenomena,
such as QDs or Rare Earth ions superradiance, could be observed. Noteworthy,
up to now these mechanisms were usually investigated mainly in atomic/molecular
gases. For these reasons, I propose here a geometry where the bandgap superradi-
ance effects proposed by John [102] can be proven and, if the theoretical prediction
are confirmed, could represent a CMOS-compatible, Si-based efficient light source.
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Appendix to chapter 3
Electromagnetic Green’s tensor determination in
FDTD scheme
As previously discussed, the evaluation of the electromagnetic Green’s tensor reveals
to be very useful for the determination of the Local Density of States (LDOS). In
particular, the Green’s tensor is defined as the electromagnetic system response when
excited with a δ-function:[
∇2 + (~r)
c2
∂2
∂t2
]←→
G (~r, ~r′, t, t′) =
←→
1 δ(~r, ~r′)δ(t, t′), (3.19)
where the notation
←→
1 indicates the unit tensor. With some algebric manipulation,
it can be seen that the FDTD master equation can be written as [63]:
−
[
∇2 + (~r)
c2
∂2
∂t2
]
~E(~r, t) = µ0
∂ ~J(~r, t)
∂t
, (3.20)
with ~J(~r, t) current density. It is straightforward to see that, in the case of:
µ0
∂ ~J(~r, t)
∂t
=
←→
1 δ(~r, ~r′)δ(t, t′)→ ~J(~r, t) =
←→
1
µ0
δ~r, ~r′Θt− t′, (3.21)
then the electric field and Green’s tensor exactly coincide. The source condition
can be imposed considering point-like sources with a step-like turn-on, as described
by the Heaviside function Θ(t − t′). When these conditions are fulfilled, the time-
dependent Green’s tensor can be obtained. From that, the frequency-dependent
tensor can be obtained by Fourier transform operation. The finally obtained
←→
G (ω,~r)
is related to the LDOS as:
LDOS(~r, ω) =
ω
pi
Norm.=[Tr(Gij)]|~r. (3.22)
In real FDTD calculation, since δ-functions can not be exactly realized, the system
has to be properly normalized to produce realistic results. Following the procedure
described in [63], considering a resolution of at least λ/40, the correction factor
has been determined calculating the LDOS in a 2D homogeneous system for TE
polarized light and comparing it with the known analytical value given by ρ2D =
ωn2/pic2. Figure 3.17 reports this comparison for different media and frequencies.
As can be seen, while the non corrected calulated values strongly differ from the
analytical curve, when a correction factor of 4/2 is employed, a good agreement is
achieved, with a maximum discrepancy of 4%. This can be further reduced increasing
more the resolution of the system. The same results have been verified for the TM
polarization.
One of the most interesting advantages of FDTD method is represented by the
possibility to get the field evolution in time. In this way it is possible to excite the
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between analytical, corrected and non-corrected Green’s tensor
DOS determination. The discrepancy between corrected Green’s tensor and analytical
results is reported.
dielectric structure with a spectrally-broad, spatial δ-like source. When the field
amplitude is detected in time, in the same spatial position of the source, simple
numerical implementation of Fourier transform results in the frequency-dependent
Green’s tensor for many different frequencies, obtained employing a single FDTD
simulation.
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Conclusions and future
perspectives
In this thesis, light-matter interactions in weak coupling regime have been inves-
tigated in several nanophotonic structures based on Si materials. Commonly, this
research line is focused on the strong coupling regime, in which the system can
be described in terms of mixed radiation-excitation eigenstates. However, even in
the case of weak coupling, the reciprocal influence of electromagnetic radiation and
active emitters can lead to profound modifications of the optical properties of the
system. When light is influenced by matter (nonlinear optics, absorption/emission)
and vice-versa (Purcell effect, superradiance) a rich physics can be investigated, both
from fundamental and application point-of-views.
This particular approach could fournish the final solution for the search of inte-
grated, CMOS compatible light source, which would allow the huge jump needed to
pass from electronics-based circuitry to photons-based optical chips and computers.
In this sense my work, while exploring interesting fundamental physics effects,
could be intepreted as an effort towards this final goal, which is still very far to be
realized.
The first chapter of this thesis, describing material spectroscopy of Er-doped
SRSO material, investigates the possibility to mantain the good emitting proper-
ties of rare earth erbium, improving its unefficient direct excitation with Silicon-
nanoparticles (Si-np) sensitizers. It has been demonstrated that no intrinsic limit
exists to the sensitization action. Still the most important hindrances to the net
gain, that is Confined Carrier Absorption (CCA) losses and distance dependent en-
ergy transfer mechanism, have still to be solved. In fact, the huge technological
efforts needed to overcome such degrading effects, like placing Er3+ ions spatially
close to Si-np, are still challenging the modern deposition techniques.
The spectroscopic investigation, in this case, has been done without resorting to the
possibility to exploit electromagnetic radiation to modify the energy transfer itself,
which could represent a possible solution to increase the sensitization effect without
increasing the CCA-related losses.
The second chapter deals with the physics related to resonant whispering gallery
mode (WGM) cavities. These can be useful to accurately control light propagation.
Interestingly, this can be partially tailored, for example considering novel WGM res-
onator geometry, such as the micro-kylix here presented (sec. 2.1.1). This class of
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resonator offers the possibility to tune the spectral region where the largest quality
factors are found of tens of nm, with an evident gain for biosensing applications or
to avoid mode competition in lasing WGM microcavities.
Some applications involving light modification of material properties are then inves-
tigated (sec. 2.1.2). The increased Density of States (DOS), which can be realized
by the resonant modes, can affect the material spontaneous emission, enhancing its
rate by a value known as Purcell factor (FP ). In particular, FP has been measured
for emitters far from the ideality condition (bad emitter regime), supplying the first
evident proof of Purcell enhancement in Si-np based materials. Moreover, a new
technique for the determination of optical constants, such as electronic emission
linewidth, has been proposed.
Finally, a design to investigate novel physical phenomena in vertically-coupled res-
onator geometry is proposed (sec. 2.2). The feasibility to observe electromagnetic
field oscillations, qualitatively similar to Josephson ones is discussed. In fact, in anal-
ogy with the oscillating current in superconductor-insulator-superconductor junc-
tion, the electromagnetic field is expected to oscillate with a frequency equal to the
splitting between symmetric and anti-symmetric modes, which are known to appear
when two cavities are coupled together. The physics behind is given by the effect of
Kerr nonlinear materials contituting the disks; again, Si-np could represent a good
candidate for this role. In this case, the matter nonlinearity influences light, with
the result of interesting and possibly new physics.
In the third chapter again the influence of light over matter is discussed. When
the light is slowed down with respect to its speed in vacuum, the photonic density
of states is increased, due to the longer interaction time of the radiation with the
surrounding environment. This effect can be exploited to enhance material nonlin-
ear effects (sec. 3.1). In particular, the overall enhancement goes as (c/vg)
2, with
vg group velocity of light. Even moderate slow light effects can then produce large
enhancement of the effective nonlinear coefficient.
In this experiment, the light is slowed down employing modification of waveguide
dispersion, which is induced by fabrication of a periodic pattern (photonic crystal)
within the waveguide itself. It is interesting to consider slot waveguide as the under-
lying structure: in this case, due to a large refractive index constrast, an important
portion of the optical field can be localized in usually non-guiding low index ma-
terials. When different photonic crystal cavity modes are coupled together, it is
then possible to realize quasi-flat pass band, in which a propagating pulse can be
transmitted undistorted.
Due to the possibility of precisely control the group velocity and field spatial posi-
tion, a slot-waveguide based photonic crystal geometry is proposed in which many
emitters can experience large Purcell enhancements (sec. 3.2). In standard devices
only few emitters can feel the enhancement effect, due to limitation imposed by
spatial averaging corrections terms. This geometry seems to favour the observation
of collective spontaneous emission physics, also known as superradiance, in which
an ensemble of N inverted emitters can be de-excited producing a fast, coherent
light pulse with a PL intensity proportional to N2. Other than interesting for the
realization of an integrated light source, this platform can be used to experimentally
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investigate band-gap superradiance, which offers a rich physics that, up to now, has
been described only theoretically.
The line of research I have faced during my Ph. D. represents a pecualiar situa-
tion. In fact, other than fascinating for the investigation of fundamental physics, it
reveals a deep connection with applications, that could represent real innovations for
technological advancements. If further analyzed, the strategy of exploit light-matter
interaction can be successful, and eventually will allow a full tailor of both photonic
and electronic devices.
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